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INTRODUCTION 

It is now more than 200 years ago that J. C. T. Emesti published his Lex
icon Technologiae Graecorum Rhetoricae (Leipzig, 1795). In all the 
intervening time it has never really been supplanted. The great Greek 
lexicon of Liddell and Scott, unfortunately, made no use of Emesti's 
work and its value for technical rhetorical terms is severely limited. The 
latest supplement of 1996, whilst adding a few entries on rhetorical 
terms here and there, is not much better. Of course, the student of rhetor
ical theory may consult the relevant portions of R. Volkmann's Die 
Rhetorik der Griechen und Romer im systematischer Ubersicht (2nd ed. 
C. Hammer; Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1885), J. Martin's Antike 
Rhetorik: Technik und Methode (Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft 
2.3; Munich: C. H. Beck, 1974), and the initial volumes of the His
torisches Worterbuch der Rhetorik (ed. G. Kalivaoda and F.-H. Robling; 
Tiibingen: Niemeyer, 1992-) but such works in no way provide the kind 
of lexical help and references supplied by Emesti. We do have the handy 
glossary of rhetorical terms in Philostratus' and Eunapius' Vita Sophis
tarum provided by W. C. Wright in his Loeb edition (Loeb Classical 
Library; London: Heinemann, 1921), and there are a few other works 
which give some aid, particularly with regard to figures, e.g. J. D. Den
niston's Greek Prose Style (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1952). The innov
ative student will also gain some by using the Greek index to H. Laus
berg's Handbuch der literarischen Rhetorik (2nd ed.; Munich, Max 
Hueber, 1973),1 although the setup of this work and its penchant for util
ising rather late sources can lead to faulty impressions concerning the 
diversity of rhetorical theory. All in all, the complexities of Greek 
rhetorical terminology are nowhere adequately dealt with in recent liter
ature, unless it be via various detailed commentaries on some of the indi
vidual ancient theorists. A new "Emesti" thus remains a desideratum. 

The present work cannot claim to fill that need, nor is that the aim of this 
glossary, which is a product of my book Ancient Rhetorical Theory and 
Paul (revised edition; Peeters: Leuven, 1998). The glossary is primarily 
intended as an aid to those attempting to use and apply Greek rhetorical 

1 Now available in English translation (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1998). 
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methods of argumentation, figures and tropes to literature of the Hel
lenistic and early Imperial period (i.e. down to the end of the first cen
tury AD), particularly the documents of the Greek New Testament. 

That is, however, not to say that use of this glossary may not be handy 
for those wishing to utilise later sources. In fact, to a limited extent, later 
sources have been used in the preparation of the glossary where they 
may shed further light on terms or concepts originating within the target 
period. Use of the glossary in conjunction with the reading of later 
sources may aid the reader in detennining where theoretical or termino
logical development is taking place, and where the sources are clearly 
relying upon traditional concepts. 

A word, however, needs to be said about the paramenters of the glos
sary. It should be noted that the concept "methods of argumentation" is 
limited to terms used in the sources to describe specific methods of argu
mentation, methods which were often rather generally classified among 
the stylistic figures. No attempt has been made to include tenninology 
specific to ()'"cucn<; theory which formed the backbone of argumentative 
theory in school rhetoric from the days Hermagoras (mid second century 
Be) onwards. Where discussion of certain methods of argumentation is 
specifically linked to CJ'tUCJl<; theory, this has been noted. 

Essentially CJ'tUCJl<; theory was an intricate way of analysing the dif
ferences between various forms of judicial disputes. Each kind of judi
cial controversy (CJ'tUCJl<;) was provided with a list of appropriate 'tonol 
(i.e., ready-made arguments). Whilst this general approach became stan
dard,. the nature of such lists, their organisation within a treatise, and the 
classification of the CJ'tUCJEl<; themselves varied. Whilst the details of 
CJ'tUCJl<; theory vary among the rhetorical theorists, four CJ'tUCJEl<; (or 
kinds of cases) were often identified: 1) CJ't 0 XUCJllo<; , concerning the 
fact of the occurrence, e.g.; Did the accused actually commit the murder 
or not? 2) opo<;, concerning the definition of the crime, e.g.; Did the 
accused commit the crime of sacrilege or the crime of theft when he 
stole sacred vessels from a private house? 3) 7tOlO'tll<;, concerning the 
quality of the crime, e.g.; Were there mitigating circumstances that jus
tified the crime? 4) IlE'tUAll'l'l<;, concerning procedural objections, e.g.; 
Has the accused been brought before the appropriate court? 

For several reasons (more elaborately worked out in my Ancient Rhetor
ical Theory and Paul, [rev. ed.; Leuven: Peeters, 1999] 96-104) CJ'tUCJl<; 
theory cannot be considered helpful in terms of analysing documents retro
spectively from the perspective of ancient rhetorical theory. In the first 
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place, despite the simplified cr-cucrtC; system described above, the theory 
was nowhere standardised. Each professor of rhetoric tended to teach his 
own system of cr-cUcrEtC; with their various lists of -conot. The fact that 
most experienced speech-writers never slavishly followed such lists any
way makes it an impossible task to try and discover what particular the
ory of cr-cucrtC; may underlie any given speech. For an extensive discus
sion on alternate views of cr-cucrtC; classification see Quint. Inst. 
3.4.29-62. Even the classifications in the Rhetorica ad Herennium and 
Cicero's de Inventione vary considerably, although they probably repre
sent modified versions of the same ultimate source. 

We may, in the second place, note that cr-cucrtC; theory did not gener
ally concern itself with the kind of methods of argumentation incorpo
rated in this glossary. Lists of -conot with ready-made arguments suited 
to the particular kind of judicial controversy were the goal of cr-cucrtC; 
theory. The methods discussed here are those such as XEtPTU1U-CU or 
tv8UI .. LiUlu-ca. 

In the third place, the -conot of cr-cucrtC; theory were specifically 
related to judicial disputes, and as such have little relevance to docu
ments outside of judicial speeches themselves. 

The paramenters of this glossary are also restricted in another respect, 
namely, in the period within which the rhetorical works systematically 
investigated fall. Because of my own interest in analysis of the letters of 
the apostle Paul, the targeted sources are those extant treatises up to and 
including QUintilian's Institutio aratoria. One exception outside of this 
date range has been introduced, namely, Alexander's treatise On Figures 
(second century AD), since this is the first wholly extant Greek treatise 
dedicated to this subject and thus provides us with a wealth of Greek ter
minology almost certainly dating back to earlier centuries. As already 
stated, other later treatises have also been referenced when they are able 
to shed light on terminology in the targeted period. Our period is diffi
cult for Greek rhetorical terminology because of the fact that Greek 
school rhetoric is best preserved in certain Latin treatises (e.g., the 
Rhetorica ad Herennium). It is not always easy to see which Greek 
terms may be underlying the Latin equivalents. 

One further caution ought to be noted, that is, that the inclusion of 
earlier treatises such as that of Aristotle in no way should be taken to 
mean that his treatise is relevant to rhetorical analysis of documents 
from the fIrst century AD. In fact, as the entries in the glossary will 
show, even much of the technical terminology used by Aristotle underwent 
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serious changes in meaning through the centuries. It is the intent of this 
glossary to keep an eye for the historical use of the terms described and 
to direct the reader back to the sources themselves. The reading of the 
respective treatises in their own context can never be supplanted by a 
work such as this. The entries are therefore mostly brief, although I have 
tried to be comprehensive in the references. It is assumed that the reader 
will have copies of at least the most important treatises beside him. 

In line with the target period the following sources have been system-
atically dealt with in building the glossary: 

Alexander, de Figuris 
Anaximenes, Rhetorica ad Alexandrum . 
Anon., Rhetorica ad Herennium 
Aristotle, Ars Rhetorica 
Cicero, Topica, de Inventione, de Oratione, Orator, Partitiones Oratoriae 
Demetrius, de Elocutione 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus (genuine rhetorical works) 
Ps.-Longinus, de Sublimitate 
Quintilian,Institutio Oratoriae 
Rutilius Lupus, Schemata Dianoeas et Lexeos 
Theon, Progymnasmata2 

The fragments on rhetoric from the following authors have also been 
incorporated: 3 

Caecilius of Calacte, Fragmenta (ed. Ofenloch)5 
Hermagoras (ed. Matthes) 
Philodemus, Volumina Rhetorica4 

2 Spengel's text was used for the most part, although M. Patillon's new BuM edition has 
also been consulted (Aelius Theon, Progymnasmata [Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1997]). 
For reference purposes the page and line numbers of Spengel' s edition have been 
retained (these are also given in the margin of Patillon's edition). 

3 The fragments of Apollodorus and Theodorus published by R. Granatelli (Bretschnei
der, Rome, 1991) do not contain anything relevant to this glossary. 

4 The text of Philodemus' treatise is not completely available in a recent edition (a new 
edition is, in time, to be published by Oxford University Press). I have used the editions 
of the fragments as itemised below (the numbering of the books follows the suggestion 
of F. L. Auricchio, "New Elements for the Reconstruction of Philodemus' Rhetorica," 
Akten des 21. 1nternationalen Papyrologenkongresses, Berlin 1995: Archiv for 
Papyrusforschung, Beiheft 3 [1997] 631-35). 
Books one and two 

Auricchio, F. L. (ed.), <I>IAO~HMOY TIEPI PHTOPIKH~ Libros Primum et 
Secundum (Ricerche sui papiri Ercolanesi 3; Naples: Giannini, 1977). 

Book three (= Sudhaus' Hypomnematicum) 
Sudhaus, S. (ed.), Philodemi Volumina Rhetorica (BSGRT; Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 
1892-1896) 2.196-239. 
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Stoic authors (in SVF, ed. von Amim) 
Theophrastus (ed. Fortenbaugh et aZ.) 

9 

For an overview of these works and their place and importance in the 
development of rhetorical theory the reader is referred to the standard 
works on rhetoric, and also to the second chapter of my Ancient Rhetor
ical Theory and Paul, where the respective editions and commentaries 
are referred to.6 

A word as to the nature of the entries is also appropriate. As a rule of 
thumb, discussion of a concept indicated by various terms is placed 
under that term first occuring in the target literature. Other terms used 
for the same concept are listed with a cross reference to the discussion. 
In order to enable the reader to gain some idea of the concept itself, a 
short discussion on how it is dealt with in the sources is provided, 
together with a rathe~ full list of relevant references. Although omissions 

Hammerstaedt, J., "Der Schlussteil van Philodems drittem Buch tiber Rhetorik," 
Cronache Ercolanesi 22 (1992) 9-117. 

Book four 
Sudhaus (ed.), 1.147-225 

Book eight (= Sudhaus' book six) 
Sudhaus (ed.) 1.270-89,2.1-64 

Book nine (= Sudhaus' book seven) 
Sudhaus (ed.) 1.325-85 
Cappelluzzo, M. G., "Per una Nuova Edizione di un Libro della Retorica Filodemea 
(pHerc. 1004)," Cronache Ercolanesi 6 (1976) 69-76. 

Book ten (= Sudhaus' book five) 
Sudhaus (ed.) 1.231-70 
Ferrario, M., "Frammenti del V Libro della 'Retorica' di Filodemo (pHerc. 1669)," 
Cronache Ercolanesi 10 (1980) 55-124. 

Fragmenta Incerta 
Sudhaus (ed.) 2.168-195 

5 Only the certain fragments have been used. Note that although Of en loch's numbering 
has been used, more up to date texts have been consulted. 

6 It is, perhaps, pertinent to point out that I would date Demetrius' de Elocutione to the 
first century BC or AD. Although I do not consider the treatise to be the work of 
Demetrius of Phalereus, it is not altogether improbable that real author's name was, 
nevertheless, Demetrius. Ps.-Longinus' de Sublimitate most probably belongs to the 
first century AD, as does Theon's Progymnasmata. Although Trypho's de Tropis may 
possibly go back as early as the first century BC, the work has only been used as a sup
plementary source. It is attributed in the mss tradition to the grammarian of the first 
century BC, cf. Suidas s.v .. This work together with [Greg.Cor.] Trop. probably go 
back to the original work of Trypho (see M. L. West, "Tryphon De Tropis," Classical 
Quarterly 15 [1965] 232). The treatise represents the work of a grammarian, not a 
rhetorical theorist. Grammarians concerned themselves with stylistic analysis of the 
poets and in this respect produced a number of works on tropes and figures. Trypho 
cites mainly examples from Homer. 
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will remain, I have attempted to provide for each term a complete list of 
relevant references from the target sources. Where Latin equivalents can 
be established for what are ostensibly Greek rhetorical concepts, these 
have also been included.7 A primary function of any given entry is to 
provide the reader with a brief overview of discussions of the concept 
indicated by a particular term, and (for the target sources) a complete list 
of references that may then be consulted. Where appropriate, extra ref
erences and discussion from other sources are provided to aid under
standing of the concept. In a few cases, particularly where the nature of 
the concept concerned has been prone to misinterpretation (e.g. npoCJco
nonotta), practical examples from ancient literature have been refer
enced. For the New Testament scholar a number of clear references to 
examples in the New Testament letters have also been included. These 
references are included for clarification and are by no means exhaustive. 
No attempt has been made to separate figures of speech from figures of 
thought, nor figures from tropes, or even figures from methods of argu
mentation. These classifications are, of course, prevalent in the sources 
and the interested reader will soon discover them by checking the refer
ences. However, he will also discover that there is a hopeless confusion 
in terms of such classifications, and that they are often quite subjective. 
In terms of methods of argumentation it ought to be noted that a number 
of abstract -r6not (i.e. set argumentative patterns) have been included in 
the glossary where these are referred to by particular terms in the trea
tises. Such -r6not are not infrequently also classified as figures (cf. 
bta{pcCJtC; r., and OptCJIl0C;). 

Abbreviations used are those of LSJ (with revised supplement, for Greek 
treatises) and the Oxford Latin Dictionary (for Latin treatises). Unfortu
nate abbreviations (e.g. Com. Rh. for the Anonymous Seguerianus) have 
been retained, but where authorship is generally disputed for a particular 
treatise the abbreviation has been placed in square brackets. References 
to a number of treatises (e.g. Arist. Rh.) have been given by book, chap
ter, and/or section number, instead of reference to the page of a particu
lar edition. [Aristid.] Rh. is cited by section number from the edition of 
G. Schmid (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1926), not by Spengel's edition (as 

7 Tenninology from the parallel lists of figures in Cic. de Orat. 3.202-208 and Orat. 135-
39 has been included only where there is reasonable certainty of the relevant figure 
denoted. Both lists seem to be based upon the same (Greek) source. The varied relation 
of the Latin treatises to Greek sources is discussed in the second chapter of my Ancient 
Rhetorical Theory and Paul. 
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LSJ). Philo's works have been itemised and cited by section number. In 
addition, the following abbreviations have been used: 

Anon. Poet. Trop. - Anonymous, IIc:pi IIolTlttKWV Tp01CWV (ed. L. 
Spengel, Rhetores Graeci, [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1856] vo1.3, 
pp.207-14). 
Aq.Rom. Fig. - Aquila Romanus, De Figuris Sententiarum et Elocutio
nis Liber (ed. C. Halm, Rhetores Latini Minores, [Leipzig: B. G. Teub
ner, 1913] pp.22-37). 
Aug. Rhet. - (Ps.?) Aurelius Augustinus, Liber de Rhetorica (ed. C. 
Halm, Rhetores Latini Minores, [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1913] pp.135-
51). 
Bion Borys. - Bion of Borysthenes, ed. J. F. Kindstrand, Bion of Borys
thenes: A Collection of the Fragments with Introduction and Commen
tary, Uppsala, 1976. 
Carm. - Carmen de Figuris (ed. C. Halm, Rhetores Latini Minores, 
[Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1913] pp.63-70). Cited by line number. 
Clod. - Ars Rhetorica Clodiani de Statibus (ed. C. Halm, Rhetores 
Latini Minores, [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1913] pp.590-92). Cited by 
page and line. 
Fortunat. Rh. - Fortunatianus, Artis Rhetorica Libri iii (ed. L. Calboli 
Montefusco; Patron: Bologna, 1979). 
Iul.Rufin. - Iulius Rufinianus, De Figuris Sententiarum et Elocutionis 
Liber (ed. C. Halm, Rhetores Latini Minores, [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 
1913] pp.38-47). . 
[IuI.Rufin.] - Ps.-Iulius Rufinianus (ed. C. Halm, Rhetores Latini 
Minores, [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1913] pp.48-62). 

Schem.D. - De Schematis Dianoeas 
Schem.L. - De Schematis Lexeos 

Schem.Dian. - Schemata Dianoeas Quae ad Rhetores Pertinent (ed. 
C. Halm, Rhetores Latini Minores, [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1913] 
pp.71-77). 
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THE GLOSSARY 

ciepOl.O',Ul<; 
Mentioned in passing at [Longin.] 23.1, defmition uncertain, cf. 
()uvu9pol.crJloe; and TCOAUTC'"CO)'tOV II .. 

aiVl,,{Jla 
"Riddle" - Arist. Po. 22.4 defines UtVl.YJlU in terms of joining 
impossibilities to realities and further clarifies it as a statement 
written entirely in Jlc'"Cuc:popui (i.e. transferred senses, cf. Quint. 
Inst. 8.6.14), cf. Rh. 3.2.12. In Rh. 3.11.6 uiviYJlu'"Cu are regarded 
as ucrn::tu (cultured/ elegant) because of their use of Jlc'"Cuc:popa 
and their deceiving sense. Yet Aristotle clearly refers to such 
ulviYJlu'"Cu which after a moment's thought may be perceived, cf. 
Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 35.18 concerning the need to speak 
ulvl.YJlu'"Cco8&e; in vituperations. AiviYJlu'"Cu in the more common 
sense of difficult riddles are shunned for their obscurity in Po. 
22.5. Poll. 6.107 comments on atvl.YJla in the context of symposia 
where it was popular to pose such a riddle and grant a gift of var
ious meat dishes as a reward for its decipherment (cf. LXX J d. 
14.10-20 where the riddle is, however, translated as TCPO~AllJlU). 
Pollux distinguishes the atvt YJla here from the yptc:poe; by sug
gesting that the former is posed in playfulness, the latter in all 
seriousness ('"Co Jlf:V [atvl.YJla] TCu1.81.uV ciXcv, 6 8f: ypic:poe; Kui 
()TCou8i1v). Quint. Inst. 6.3.51 discusses the UtVl.YJlU in the con
text of jesting in rhetoric. Here it is classified as a kind of UJlc:pl.
~oAiu (see s.v.). At Inst. 8.6.52 he notes that an uAAllyopiu 
which is rather obscure is called an utvl.YJla, see s.v. uAAllyopia 
I & II for other references categorising the utvl.YJla under UAAll
yopiu. 

The term is also used at D.H. Th. 48 (pA07,14 U.-R.). Alvoe; can 
be used as a synonym (see s.v.). 

aivo<; 
Frequently used as a synonym for Jlu90e; (see s.v.). Theon Prog. ii, 
p.73,31-74,2 Sp. defines it as a fable with a moral, although admits 
that others use the term in the sense of ul\ll.YJlU (see s.v.). 
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ai-tlOAoyia 
I. The speaker, having made some statement, briefly asks a short 

inquiring question about it which he then proceeds to answer, 
Rhet.Her. 4.23-24 (ratiocinatio). Rhet.Her. notes that it is very well 
adapted to conversational style (sermo) , and holds -the audience's 
attention both by its venustas (charm) and by expectation of the rea
son to follow, cf. Iul.Rufm. 8. The frrst extant record of this figure 
in a Greek treatise appears to be Alex. Fig. 1.8 who cites an exam
ple from Demosthenes. It is frequently used by the apostle Paul, cf. 
Ep.Gal. 3.19; Ep.Rom. 3.1ff; 6.1-3, 15; 7.7, 13; 8.31; 9.14. 

II. Rut.Lup. 2.19 uses this term of a short and pithy statement prefaced 
to an argument that may appear doubtful in order to bolster it, e.g. 
praising the audience for the fact that the speaker knows they won't 
be influenced by arguments directed at their emotions, or encour
agement to listen with a fair mind. Elsewhere the term rrpo8top8ro
CHe; is used, cf. Alex. Fig. 1.3; [Hermog.] Inv. 4.12. Both sources 
(Alex. Fig. 1.4; [Hermog.] loc.cit.) also mention Errt8top8roate;, 
which is a similar statement made after the unpalatable comment/ 
argument (cf. Ep.Gal. 5.10). When both rrpo8top8roate; and 
ETn8top8roate; are used, the figure is called uJlqn8top8rome; 
(intended for exceptionally unpalatable statements), cf. Alex. Fig. 
1.5. 

Quint. Inst. 9.3.93 interprets Cic. de Orat. 3.207 (ad propositum 
subiecta) to refer to this figure. Quintilian himself perhaps refers to 
it when he speaks of praedictio, a species of rrpoA:rl'l'te; (Inst. 
9.2.17, see s.v. npoKu'tuA:rl'l'te;). 

III. The term is used in Suet. Gram. 4 and Quint. Inst. 1.9.3 of a kind of 
rhetorical exercise (rrpoYDJlVUaJlu) the precise nature of which is 
unclear, cf. Sen. Ep. 96.65. 

clAAllyopia 
I. Arist. Rh. 3.11.6-10, although not using this term, describes UAAll

yopia under the term 'to rrpoaE~urra'tav, i.e. temporary delusion. 
When something is described in oblique terms, whether by appro
priate sayings (uno<p8EYJlU'tU), riddles ('ta d; nVtYJlEVU), puns ('ta 
napa ,),paJlJlu (Jl(cOJlu'tu) or ambiguity (OJlCDVDJliu), there is a tem
porary delusion before the hearer realises what is really being said. 
Aristotle describes this as 'to JlTt {5 <PllCH AEYEtV (Rh. 3.11.6) or 
AE')'Etv aAACDe; (Rh. 3.11.7, cf. UAA-llyopiu). His discussion is 
subordinated to a consideration of what makes speech aaTEtOY 
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(cultured). Demetr. Eloc. 99-102 (cf. 151, 243, 282-86), using the 
term uAA:rtyopia, explains that it is J.lEyaActOv especially when 
used as a threat. Instead of telling the truth straight out, one uses an 
UAATtyopia and so is more fearful and threatening, although also 
more ambiguous. However, it should not become an atv1.YJ.la to 
us. l Demetrius (§243) also uses the term -rll O"UJ.l~OAa (symbolic 
expressions) to refer to UAATl'YOpia (as does e.g. Com. ND 35 and 
Ph. Omn.ProbLib. 82). At §286 Demetrius suggests that UAA11-
yopia is essentially poetical. Indeed, Heraclit. (:fIrst century AD) 
All. 5-6 discusses the use of uAA11yopia in various poets, and 
Tryph. Trop. 1.3 cites a good example from 11. 19.222, cf. Ps.-Plu. 
Vit.Hom. 70.2 Trypho (Trop. 1.4), like Demetrius, distinguishes the 
uAA11yopia from the atv1.YJ.la (defmed as an expression whose 
meaning is hidden). It is discussed as a source of jesting in Cic. de 
Orat. 2.261-62 (immutata oratio) and Quint. Inst. 6.3.69 (UAA11-
yopia). 

D.H. Dem. 5 (p.138,1-2 U.-R.), cf. 7 (p.142,18-19) criticises 
Plato's use of uAA11yopia1. as immoderate and untimely. Theon 
Prog. ii, p.81,6-7 Sp. speaks of" -rrov unOKEKpUJ.lJ.l£vrov iO"-rop1.rov 
uAA11yopia which detracts from the clarity of a 81.ityllO"1.<;. 

II. In a broader sense, the term UAAllyopia could be used generically 
of a group of figures which say one thing but hint at another. Quint. 
Inst. 8.6.58 discusses the problematics of this definition. 

Phld. Rh. 1.164,20-22 S. defines UAAllyopia as a trope. At 1.181 
S. he says that UAATlYOpia1. are normally divided into atv1.YJ.lu, 
napo1.J.lia and dprovda, a division which seems to be reflected in 
Rhet.Her. 4.46 where permutatio (UAA11yopia) is divided into, 
similitudo (using a string of metaphors), argumentum (a kind of 
dark periphrasis used to amplify or denigrate) and contrarium (call
ing something by opposite terms, cf. under dprovda). Philodemus 
adds that hereby several other related figures are passed by, e.g. 6 
yp'i<po<; and 6 aO"-rEtO"J.l6<;. At 1.174,19ff he complains that the 
rhetors never explain when J.lE-ra<popai or UAAllyopia1. ought to be 
used. 

1 Demetrius does not really contradict Aristotle at this point. Aristotle makes it quite 
clear that 1:0. sf) nVl'Y~£va are riddles which someone after a moment's thought per
ceives. Demetrius is warning against sayings which remain obscure to the audience. In 
this respect he agrees with what Aristotle says of the a'(vt'Y~a in Po. 22.5, a passage 
which cites the same example as Demetr. Eloc. 102, cf. Arist. Rh. 3.2.12. 

2 Both Heraclit. All. and Ps.-Plu. Vit.Hom. go on to argue that Homer deliberately spoke 
of philosophical doctrines using uAA:rl"{opia. This is of course rather far-fetched. 
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Cicero (de Orat. 3.166; Orat. 94, cf. Att. 2.20.3) speaks of aAAll
yopiu in the sense of a string of metaphors (cf. Quint. Inst. 8.6.14). 

Quint. Inst. 8.6.44-59 deals with the allegory in general, dis
cussing under this term also UtVtYllU, dprovEiu, aupKuO"JlOC;, 
aO"'tEiaJlOC;, aV'ti<PPuO"tC;, nupotJliu and JlUK'tllPtO"JlO~. For use iri 
jesting cf. Quint. Inst. 6.3.69. 

ill. The term aAAllyopiu was also used in reference to an interpretative 
method applied to poets (especially Homer). It was used, for example, 
to show how they were really speaking about ethics or natural philos
ophy (in allegories). See my excursus on this method in Ancient 
Rhetorical Theory and Paul (rev. ed.; Leuven: Peeters, 1999) 173-77. 

filloiroO"lC; 
Lit. "difference" / "otherness." 

I. A group of persons or matters are divided and their differences 
described, Rut.Lup. 2.2, cf. Quint. Inst. 9.3.92. 

II. A term used to describe the deliberate use of various unexpected 
grammatical phenomena. Ps.-Plu. Vit.Hom. 41 uses the term 'to 
aauv'tuK'tOV for this group of "figures," but adds that it is also 
called aAAOtroatC; because a syntax/ disposition different from that 
which is customary is used (bcEtbUV it O"uvi}91lC; 'ta~tc; UAAOiu 
yEVll'tUt). 

Caecilius, Fr. 75 (= Tib. Fig. 47) briefly discusses examples 
relating to nouns, case (there is a lacuna in the text here), number, 
person, and tense. [Longin.] 23-27 (who uses the term tvaAAU~tc;) 
provides a good discussion of examples involving number, person, 
and tense (he also mentions the categories of gender and case, §23). 
Quintilian provides a much longer list of such "more grammatical" 
figures of speech (cf. Inst. 9.3.2 for this characterisation), the 
kind of figures which he characterises by the words loquendi 
ratio (Inst. 9.3.2). His list (Inst. 9.3.6-27) includes many kinds of 
deliberate grammatical irregularities as well as nupEv9EO"tC; (also 
nUpEJl1t'tromc;) and figures such as E'tEpoiroatc; and u1toa'tpo<pi} (see 
the specific entries in the glossary for these terms). Quintilian does 
not use any Greek technical term to describe this list of "figures." 
The term UAAOiroO"tc; (and UAAUyi}) is used by Alex. Fig. 2.14 for 
his list of grammatical figures. An extensive list of these figures is 
provided in PS.-Plu. Vit.Hom. 41-64. PS.-Plutarch adds that the use 
of such figures is not confined to poets, but that they are also com
monly used by prose writers. See also D.H. Th. 24 (p.362,13-16 U.-
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R. = Amm.2, 2 [p.424,2-6]); 48 (p.407,2-5) of Thucydides' usage (the 
latter passage uses the term I-lc'tuycoYTt, but not in a technical sense). 

Instances involving number include the use of plural verbs with a 
_ collective singular noun, etc.. Those concerning person include 
unocr'tpo<PTt (see s.v.) or any sudden change of person. The primary 
example of UAAOicocrl<; of tense is the use of the historic present (cf. 
[Longin.] 25; [Aristid.] Rh. 2.134 and Quint. Inst. 9.2.41 S.v. 
I-lc'tucr'tucrl<; II.). For a discussion of UAAOicoO"l<; involving case, see 
S.v. uv9unuAAuYTt. 

Cf. also S.v. t~UAAUYTt. 

UJUplpOAia - see s.v. 0l-lcovuJliu. 

UJUpiPOAOV - see S.v. 0Jlcovu/-liu, cf. dpcovciu. 

UJt(j)lbl0p9(O(jl~ - see s.v. UhlOAOyiu II. 

uvaYKaiov 
An argument showing some kind of necessity (e.g. of nature, time, 
or some person). It is discussed as one of the arguments useful for 
deliberative rhetoric in Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 1.4-24 (esp. 1.4, 
12). If a policy cannot be argued to be easy to accomplish, then one 
should argue that it is both possible and necessary. It is clear from 
Cic. Inv. 2.170-75 and Quint. Inst. 3.8.22-25 that necessity 
remained popular as one of the arguments for deliberative rhetoric, 
although Quintilian argues that it has no place here and is better 
replaced by 8uvu-cov ("possibility," cf. Arist. Rh. 1.2.12; 1.4.2). 
Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. also discusses necessity at §13.2 as one of 
the methods of EAcYX0<; (refutation). Arist. Rh. 3.15.3 suggests the 
UVUYKUtOV as one method of refuting a slander against the 
speaker's person (dealt with in the npOOiJllOV). Three necessary 
forms of argumentation are discussed at Cic. Inv. 1.44-45, the com
plexio (cf. s.v. 81ATtJlI-lU-Cov), enumeratio (cf. S.v. 8taipcO"l<; I.), and 
conclusio (see below). At Part. 38 necessity is listed as one of the 
classifications of unintentional actions. Quint. Inst. 5.10.12-14 dis
cusses various forms of certainties in the context of the argumen
tum. 

By the first century BC the uvuYKuiov was sometimes treated as 
a figure, cf. Rut. Lup. 1.20; Quint. Inst. 9.2.106; 9.3.99. Compare 
also conclusio at Rhet.Her. 4.41 and Cic. Inv. 1.45 (refutation at 
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1.86), defmed as a brief argument deducing a necessary conclusion. 
It is clear from these references, and from QUintilian's denial that 
dVUYKUiov was a figure (Quint. Inst. 9.3.98), that certain Greek 
sources discussed conclusio as a figure. See also 'tEKJlTtptOV II. 

aVaOi1tAro(j1~ 

I. I ... x/x .. .! i.e. the immediate repetition of a word or phrase. Syn
onyms are €1tUvu8i1tAOlmc;, regressio and reduplicatio. See Quint. 
[nst. 9.3.44; [Corn.] Rh. 72; Alex. Fig. 1.13 (where it is described 
as a particular kind of €1tUVuA:rl'l'tC;. 

II. Demetr. Eloc. 66, 140, 267 understands it to mean the repetition of 
a particular word or phrase not necessarily in any fixed pattern. 
Whilst its primary characteristic is forcefulness (8 EtVO'tl1 C;), it can 
also provide JltYE9oC; and even XUptC;. Rhet.Her. 4.38 (conduplica
tio) defmes it similarly and adds that it is used either for amplifica
tio or commiseratio and produces an emotional jab (compare here 
the figure traductio in Rhet.H er. 4.20 which is the elegant use of the 
same word several times in the same clause, and compare 1 Ep.Cor. 
9.20 for a Pauline example). Rut.Lup. 1.11 and Alex. Fig. 1.13 term 
this emphatic repetition of a word or words f,1tUV{iAl1'VtC; (cf. Quint. 
Inst. 8.3.50-51, who also uses the term 1:uu1:oAoyiu, and Quint. Inst. 
9.3.28-29). At Alex. Fig. 2.2 three synonyms are given, avu8i1tAOl
crtC;, 1tUAtAAOyiu (said to be used by Caecilius3), and f,1tUVUA l1'1'tC;. 
It is mentioned at Cic. de Orat. 3.203 (= Orat. 135), 206 (= Orat. 
137). See also s.v. f,1tt'ttJll1mc;. Compare and contrast 1tAOKTt. 

avaKoivro<J'l~ 
(Lat. communicatio) A figure whereby the speaker seems to consult 
with the audience or opponent, cf. Cic. Grat. 138 = de Grat. 3.204; 
Quint. Inst. 9.2.20-24. It may simply take the fonn of a short rhetor
ical question. The Greek term is first found in the extant literature in 
Iul.Rufm. 10 (early fourth century AD).4 

ava<J''tpoq)11 
The transposition of two words in opposition to their natural word
order, Rhet.Her. 4.44 (perversio); Quint. [nst. 8.6.65; Alex. Fig. 
2.24. It is discussed as a specific kind of U1tEP~U1:0V (used in a 

3 Fr. 61, based on a critical emendation of Ka.PKtVOC;. 
4 The only usage of this word recorded by LSJ is in the scholiast to Ar. PI. 39. It is also 

found in Cluys. serm.2.1 in Gen. (4.652c). 
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general sense, see s.v.). Quintilian gives the example: quibus de 
rebus (instead of de quibus rebus). 

uvuq)Opa 
/x .. ./x .. ./ A common synonym is E1tUvucpopa (cf. D.H. Dem. 40, 
p.217,11 U.-R.). Demetr. Eloc. 61-62, 141, 268 (with examples) 
classifies it under the JlcYUA01tpc1tT]s, xupiccrcru and 8ctvTt styles. 
Rhet.Her. 4.19 (repetitio) notes that the figure has much venustas, 
gravitas and acrimonia (cf. Demetrius) and recommends it for 
embellishment and amplification. Rut.Lup. 1.7 (who terms it E1tt
~OATt) and Alex. Fig. 1.14 (using the term t1tuvucpopa5) note 
that the repetitions may either be identical words or synonym. Alex. 
Fig. 2.3 illustrates a more complex double form of t1tuvucpopa in 
succeeding KroAU. 6 [Longin.] 20.1-3 (using both uvucpopa and 
t1tuvucpopa apparently synonymously) shows how Demosthenes 
uses this figure (in combination with others) for a continuous 
attacking effect.7 It is mentioned at Cic. Drat. 135= de Drat. 3.206 
and Quint. Inst. 9.3.30-34. See further the endnote to the glossary. 
For examples see Ev.Matt. 5:3-11. 

UV9U1taAAuYlt 
"Substitution." Demetr. Eloc. 60 uses this term to describe the sub
stitution of case in a phrase, resulting in apposition, e.g. Ot 8E 8uo 
OX01tcAOt [for -rrov 8E 860 O"K01tEACOV] b JlEV oupuvov cupuv 
tKavct. Demetrius classifies it with the JlcYUA01tpc1tTts style. Such 
"substitution" of case is a specific form of UAAOicocrts (see s.v.), cf. 
Alex. Fig. 2.14. It is mentioned in passing in D.H. Compo 3 (p.ll,17 
U.-R.).8 

uv9u1to<popa 
An answer to an imaginary objection reiterating the truth of what 
one has just said. Quint. Inst. 9.2.106; 9.3.87 mentions it very briefly 
as a figure discussed by Rutilius sive Gorgias. The extant text of 

5 But avu<popa. is used at Fig. 2.5. 
6 It is difficult to see why Alexander classifies the simple form of S1tuvu<popa. as a figure 

of thought, and the double form as a figure of speech. 
7 He refers to the 'tef! ... 'tef! and the <'huv ... (huv ... o'tuv respectively. 
8 On this figure in other authors see L. Radermacher (ed.), Demetrii Phalerei qui dicitur 

de Elocutione Libellus (SWC; Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1901, repr. 1967) 79-80. 
Radermacher, "Zu Isyllos von Epidaurus," Philo[ogus 58 (1899) 315 supplies several 
examples, especially from Ael. NA. 
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Rut.Lup. unfortunately does not contain it. Carm. 28-30 gives rella
tio (sic) as the Latin equivalent, cf. D.H. Dem. 54 (p.246,15 U.-R.); 
Cic. de Orat. 3.207 (relatio). See also UTCO<POpU IT. 

Ruf.Rh. 39 and [Iul.Rufin.] Schem.D. 4 restrict the objection to 
that of an adversary (cf. s.v. UTCO<pOpU ITL). 

The term is used (without definition) in D.H. Dem. 54 (p.246,14-
15 U.-R.). 

ciV'taVO:KAaO"lt; 
I. The use of the same word twice in the same sentence with two dif

ferent meanings, Rhet.Her. 4.21 (no technical term is used); Quint. 
Inst. 9.3.68 (who uses the Greek term); Cic. Orat. 135 = de Orat. 
3.206 (no technical term is used); Alex. Fig. 2.22 (using the synony
mous terms uvttJ.le'tugeO"1.<;, O"UYKP1.o"1.<; and 1tAOKi}). Rut.Lup. 
1.12 uses the term 01.u<popu to describe the use of the same word 
twice, the first time in a specific sense, the second in a general 
sense. 

II. Rut.Lup. 1.5 contains the same example as Quint. Inst. 9.3.68 but 
defines the term (which in the mss is UVUKAUO"U;) in terms of one 
person interpreting a word used by another in a different sense from 
that intended. This figure is discussed in the context of wit by Cic. 
de Orat. 2.273 and Quint. Inst. 6.3.84 (where it is appropriately 
grouped with the use of the unexpected, cf. s.v. TCapuoo~ov). 

ciV'taTCO()OO"lt; - Lit. "reciprocation." See s.v. uvrigeO"1.<; and dKcOV. 

ciV'tE10"a'Y0l'YTt 
This figure arises when a statement is compensated by contrasting 
an opposite thought, e.g. "to live is sweet, but to die for one's coun
try provides eternal glory," Alex. Fig. 1.25, cf. Ep.Phil. 1.21. 

ciV'tEvav'tiOlO"lt; 
The casting of a positive statement in a negative form, e.g. "not the 
smallest" for "the greatest," Alex. Fig. 2.23; Carm. 163-65; 
[Greg.Cor.] Trop. 19 (Evav'ttcoO"t<;), cf. Quint. Inst. 10.1.12. See 
also s.v. uv'tt<ppaO"1.<; L For New Testament examples cf. Ep.Rom. 
1.13; 11.25; 1 Ep.Cor. 9.25; 10.1; Ep.Hebr. 6.10. 

Rhet.H er. 4.50 discusses "diminishment" (deminutio) intended to 
avoid an impression of arrogance when one speaks of some excel
lence of oneself or one's client (cf. Cic. Part. 22, in the context of 
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charm). The two examples provided are cast in the form of 
avn~vav~io)(ns· 

o:v'ti9tO'lC; 
Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 26 defines it as the placement of opposite 
terms or meaning (or both) in conjoined clauses, e.g. "It is not right 
that this man who has my possessions is rich, and yet I am impov
erished having lent them out." Aristotle (discussion in Rh. 3.9.7-8) 
distinguishes two forms of antithesis, i) that of two opposing 
clauses, ii) that of two opposing phrases joined by the same verb (a 
form of ~Eu'YJ.la).9 In Rh. 3.9.8 he says that antithesis (of opposite 
terms) is pleasing because matters that are well known become bet
ter known placed next to their opposites, and because the antithesis 
is similar to a syllogism, for a refutative syllogism (eAEYXos, cf. SE 
165a 2) is really just a collection of antitheses. At Rh. 3.11.10 it is 
one of the things that makes speech acr'tEiov (cultured/ elegant). He 
gives a good example, contrasting the rather flat "anoevi]O"KEtV bEl 
J.llleSv aJ.lap'tuvov'ta" with "a~tov Y' anoeavdv J.lTt a~tov 6v~a 
~ou anoeavEiv." 

Demetr. Eloc. 22-24, 247, 250 also speaks of antithesis of speech 
(i.e. parallel construction). He terms an exact antithesis in all 
respects aV'tan6bocrts. Rhet.Her. 4.21 and 58 (contentio) also dis
tinguishes between antithesis in words and in thought. He states that 
the use of antithesis makes the speaker both gravis and ornatus. 

Ancient theorists also noted cautions on the use of antithesis. For 
Demetrius' remarks see s.v. napoJ.loicocrts. Thphr. Fr. 692 FHS&G 
(= D.H. Lys. 14, p.23,16 - 24.20 U.-R.), advises that antitheses that 
are ~O lO"OV and ~O OJ.lOtOV are puerile and poetic. They are there
fore less fitting for a serious purpose. He adds that this is because 
word-play in general destroys the nueos of the style when engaged 
in serious matters. The audience is thereby distracted. Compare 
D.H.Isoc. 12 (pp.71,24 - 72,14 U.-R.) where Dionysius voices his 
disapproval of clever, theatrical and puerile stylistic devices. He is 
clearly thinking especially (but not exclusively, cf. Isoc. 15) of the 
multiplication of avnetcrEts, naptcrmcrEtc; and naPOJ.lOtmO"Ets 

9 Contrast the threefold division in Thphr. Fr. 692 FHS&G: aV'tiElco"l<; 8' £O"'ti 'tPt't't&<;, 
(hav 'tql atHql 'to. Evav'tia il 'tql £vav'tiq:> 'to. atHo. il 1:01<; ~vav'tiot<; Evavria 
npomcaTTl'YoP1l0fL translated, "Antithesis occurs in three ways: when opposites are 
predicated of the same thing, or the same things of the opposite, or opposites of oppo
sites." 
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(cf. Isoc. 2 [pp.57,20 - 58,3 U.- R.], 13, the analysis of Isocrates in 
§14, and Compo 23, p.120,4-8 U.-R.). This kind of combination 
smacked of the theatrics of Gorgias (Dem. 25-26 including an 
analysis of this fault in Plato, cf. Amm. 2.2, p.424,11-16 U.-R.; 17, 
p.437,1-3). The point is reiterated in Dem. 4 (p.135,19-22 U.-R.): 
1a yap aV1i9c1U 1c Kat 1tUpIO"a Kat 1a 1tapa1tA:it(Ha 10(nol<; 
oihc J..1c1PIU~ov1a OD-r' EV Kalp<$ YIVOJ..1cva Ka-rulaxuvcl 1T]V 
J..1cyaA01tpt1tclaV, cf. the criticism of over-use of antithesis in 
Isocrates at Dem. 20. Philodemus also lists 1tUplaa, aV1i9c1a and 
0J..10tO-rtAcu1a as figures belonging to epideictic (he uses the word 
panegyric) rhetoric where the audience concentrates on the sound of 
the speech, not on its usefulness or truth value (Rh. p.29 [PHerc. 1426, 
col.IVa] Hammerstaedt). Quint. [nst. 9.3.102, similarly, remarks 
that such figures are out of place when portraying great 1tu9o<;, and 
further states: ubicunque ars ostentatur, veritas abesse videatur. 
See also the endnote to this glossary. 

Antithesis is mentioned at Cic. de Grat. 3.205 (contentio); Grat. 
135, 165 and Rut.Lup. 2.16. It is further discussed at Quint. Inst. 
9.3.81-86 and Alex. Fig. 2.21. Its use in jesting is illustrated in Cic. 
de Drat. 2.263. 

aV't1J1~'taPOA il 
I. Rhet.Her. 4.39 (commutatio) best explained by an example: "you 

must eat to live, not live to eat." See also Quint. Inst. 9.3.85, cf. 
Rut.Lup. 1.6. Possibly this is what is meant by conversio in Cic. de 
Grat. 3.207. For a New Testament example see EV.Marc. 2:27. 

ll. The first extant Greek treatise to mention this term appears to be 
Alex. Fig. 2.22 where he uses it to describe a chiasm utilising the 
same terms. 

av'tlJ1~'tci9~(J'lC; - see s.v. aV1avuKAam<;. 

aV't11tapaPOA il 
A comparison of one's own arguments with those of the opponent. 
It is classified as a method of recapitulation in Arist. Rh. 3.19.5. At 
Rh. 3.13.3-4 it is mentioned as a form of UD~llm<; of one's proofs, 
cf. Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 3.8. Quint. Inst. 7.2.22-23 (comparatio) 
mentions this as an aspect of argumentation applicable to the (HU
O"t<; coniectura (= a1oxuO"J..10<;). It may be considered a specific 
form of aUYKptO"t<;. 
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aV't1a'tpo<PTt - see S.v. E1tUpopa. 

aV'ti<ppuO'1~ 

I. A figure involving the use of opposite terms. According to Tryph. 
Trop. 2.15 (cf. Ps.-Plu. Vit.Hom. 25; [Greg.Cor.] Trop. 1810) there 
are two kinds: i) uvrtcppaO"tc; 8ta 'tou Evav't1.0D which is elsewhere 
termed uv'tEvav't1.roO"tC; or Evav't1.ro(nc; (see s.v. uvn:vav'tiroO"tC;). ii) 
uv't1.cppacrtC; 8ta 'tou 1tapaKEtJ-lEvOD which refers to the use of a 
euphemism, cf. Com. ND. 5 (p.5,4 L.); 32 (p.69,17-18 L.); 35 
(p.74,19), and see further S.v. EUCPllJ-ltO"J-lOC;. 

Quint. Inst. 8.6.57 notes that some classify dv'ticppacrtC; as a kind 
of uAAllyopia. The term is, however, not defmed here. 

ll. Quint. Inst. 9.2.47 speaks of dv'ti<ppaO"tc; as a figure quae dicitur a 
negando, and classifies it as a kind of ctprovEia. His examples, 
however, show that he is thinking more in terms of 1tapaAEt'l'tC; 
(see s.v.), cf. [Iul.Rufin.] Schem.D. 12. 

av'tovoJ1uaiu 
An expressive periphrasis (either a word or phrase) used instead of 
a proper name. See Rhet.Her. 4.42 (pronominatio); Quint. Inst. 
8.6.29-30; Ps.-Plu. Vit.Hom. 24. Tryph. Trop. 2.17 adds that some 
classify it under cruvEK80xil. The term is also used in D.H. Compo 
2 (p.7,7 U.-R.); 5 (p.26,13); Th. 37 (p.389,17). For examples see 
Ev.Matt. 26.48. 

a1tupieJ11]al~ 
The enumeration of various matters in order, i.e. 1tpro'tov J-lEV ... 
8Et)'tEPOV 8E, etc .. Both Hermog. Id. 1.11 (p.288 R.) and [Aristid.] 
Rh. 1.70 place this figure in the context of 1tEptBoAil (prolixity). It 
is mentioned at Cic. de Drat. 3.207 (dinumeratio) and Quint. Inst. 
9.3.91. For a Pauline example cf. 1 Ep.Cor. 12.28. 

a1t6c)El;1~ 

Although this term is usually used in the general sense of "proof" 
(which does not concern us here), Caecilius (Fr. 31) used it for a 
kind of argument differing from an E1ttxEiPllJ-la in the kind of 

10 The text is confused here and M. L. West (ed.) rightly brackets 18b. 
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conclusion it has. He defined it as an incomplete ETctXEiPTH1U. Oth
ers defmed U1COOEtSt<; as that part of the E1CtXEiPTH1U containing the 
proof (Quint. Inst. 5.10.7). 

a1topia 
I. This figure occurs when the speaker asks what or how he should 

speak and admits not knowing the answer, Rut.Lup. 2.10. Quint. 
Inst. 9.2.19 (who calls it dubitatio) makes the point that this doubt 
is feigned but has the effect of producing some credibility of truth, 
cf. Inst. 9.2.60; Alex. Fig. 1.21 (using the term OtU1t0Pllcrt<;). At 
Inst. 6.1.3 he suggests its use in the peroratio of a speech. It is men
tioned at Cic. Orat. 137 = de o rat. 3.203, cf. 207. 

Related to this is OtuAoyi~EcreUt at Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 
20.2-3 which is described as a form of recapitulation and involves 
the speaker debating with himself. The example given involves the 
speaker being at a loss (U1t0PEW) with respect to a certain theoreti
cal outcome. 

II. Rhet.Her. 4.40 uses the term dubitatio in a more specific way, i.e. 
when the speaker appears to ask which of two or more words he 
might best use, cf. Quint. Inst. 9.3.88; [Hdn.] Fig. iii, p.98,21 
Sp .. 

a1tO<fU01tyt <rIC; 

Often classified as a form of EJHPUcrtc.; (see s.v.). It is mentioned but 
not explained in Demetr. Eloc. 103 as a method of cruv'toJliu (see 
s.v.) by omitting words. It is made more clear at §253 (under 
OEtVO'tllc.;) by an example in terms of beginning to state something 
but cutting oneself off before it has been said. At § 264 it is classi
fied as a figure of thought. Rhet.H er. 4.41 (praecisio) notes that the 
silent suspicion of what might have been said is fiercer than a 
detailed explanation (cf. 4.67 where it is termed abscisio). 
Rut.Lup. 2.11 terms it 1CUpucruD1tllcrt<; and notes that it is used 
either when the matter which would be said is known to the audi
ence or to excite greater suspicion. Alex. Fig. 1.16 gives as reasons 
for its use either that the matter is known, or too shameful to be 
spoken of. It is mentioned at Cic. Orat. 137 (ut aliquid relinquat ac 
neglegat); 138 (ut aliquid reticere se dicat) = de Orat. 3.205 (reti
centia). See also Quint. Inst. 9.2.54-57; 9.3.59-61. Quintilian adds 
that it may be used of anxiety or scruple. For an example see, 
D.Chr.45.1-2. 
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clnO(i'tpo<p-q 
I. Lit. "a turning away from" and thus in rhetoric, turning away from 

someone to address someone else specifically. It may be considered 
a specific form of Jlc'ta~am<; (see s.v.) or of naptv9c(jt<; (see s.v.). 
It is also often classified as a form of UAAOiO)(jt<; of person (see s.v. 
UAAOiO)(jt<; II, cf. D.H. Th. 24, p.362,13-14 U.-R.). [Longin.] 16.2-
4 uses this term to describe the rhetorical use of an oath. Ps.-Long
inus is concerned with a sublime use of this figure and thus gives an 
example from Demosthenes who turns to make an oath not to the 
gods but to those who fought in the battle at Marathon. He thus both 
deifies the former Greek victors and enables his audience to identify 
with them in the fight against Philip. Ps.-Longinus adds that one's 
timing and sense of placement need to be just right. Although under 
a different heading (that of shifts of person), this figure is again 
dealt with at §27. 

Quintilian deals with uno(j'tpmpil both as a figure of thought and 
a figure of speech (Inst. 9.2.38; 9.3.24-26). It may take the form of 
an attack on one's opponent, or even an invocation. Quint. Inst. 
4.1.63-69 notes that many rhetoricians agree that it is inappropriate 
to the npOOlJltOV. Quintilian himself, however, argues (with exam
pIes) that it may sometimes be used here. It should generally not be 
used in the narratio (Inst. 4.2.103, 106-107), but may effectively be 
used in the peroratio (Inst. 6.1.3). The figure is mentioned at Cic. de 
Orat. 3.207 = Drat. 135 (exclamatio). For an example, see Ep.Rom. 
2.1. 

See also s.v. EJl~61l(jt<;. 
II. Alex. Fig. 1.20 defines uno(j'tpo<Pil as an accusation laid against 

one person but really intended for another. It may be used either to 
soften or heighten the accusation. 11 

III. Quint. Inst. 9.2.39 maintains that aversio (which in §38 he called 
uno(npo<Pil) also has a broader definition. It may denote any kind 
of utterance that diverts the attention of the audience from the topic 
in hand (contrast Inst. 4.1.63). In Cicero this seems to imply even 
the introduction of some kind of deliberate mistake, but his meaning 
remains very vague, cf. de Orat. 3.205 (erroris inductio) = Drat. 
138 (ut ab eo quod agitur avertat animos). 

11 Alexander's fIrst example (from ll. 2.284-286) does not completely conform to his def
inition, since Odysseus here, instead of addressing the Greeks with his accusation 
against them, addresses Agamemnon with his accusation against the Greeks. The per
son addressed is changed, but the persons accused remain the same. 
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clO'n:iO'Il6~ 
I. In the broad sense, a "witticism," Demetr. Eloc. 128, 130; [Lon

gin.] 34.2; D.H. Dem. 54. For a discussion of the Latin equivalent, 
urbanitas, as "witticism" in general, see Quint. Inst. 6.3.17, 102-
112. 

ll. More specifically, ironical self-depreciation, cf. Tryph. Trop. 2.24. 
Quint. Inst. 8.6.57 notes that some define it as a kind of UAAll
'Yo pia, cf. Phld. Rh. 1.181 S .. Alex. Fig. 1.18 classifies it as a kind 
of dpmvEia. 

clO'uvbS'tOV - see s. v. 8uIAucrtC;. 

ai5~l1O'l~ 
"Amplification," a broad term covering various methods of pro
moting or conversely denigrating any given marter. These methods 
may be considered to be most suited to epideictic rhetoric since the 
subject matter is here not in dispute (cf. Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 
6.2; Arist. Rh. 1.9.40; 3.17.3). AU~llcrtC;, however, is also generally 
applied in other rhetorical genres to promote points that have 
already been demonstrated (often found as a standard element of the 
~1ttAO'YOC;, cf. Arist. Rh. 3.19.1-2; Rhet.Her. 2.47-49; 3.15 [com
pare Cic. Inv. 1.100-105]; Cic. Part. 52-58). Theon Prog. ii, p.65,2-
4 Sp. sums up the work of a rhetor as follows: 'tou {Hl'topOC; sP'Yov 
~cr'ti 'to 'tE u1to8d~at 'tu U/lqncrBll'toU/lEVa Kai 'to au~ftcrat 'tu 
U1t08E8Et'Y/lEVa (cf. p.l07,22-26 Sp.). 

Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 3 lists seven methods of aU~T\(nc; or 
'ta1tEtVmcrtC; (which is just the opposite application of the same 
method). 

1) enumeration of good things that arose because of x. (cf. 
Arist. Rh. 1.9.38) 

2) comparison with a previous favourable judgement. (cf. 
Arist. Rh. 1.9.38) 

3) contrasting the proposition to the least of those things in the 
same class. (cf. Arist. Rh. 1.9.39) 

4) mention of the opposite to discredit something. 
5) arguing that x acted intentionally (in various ways). 
6) building up a series of logically related comparisons. (see 

s.v. E1tOtK080/l11crtC;) 
7) consideration as to whether it is better to show x as a whole 

or in parts. (Arist. Rh. 1.7.31) 
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Aristotle's handling of ui5~Ttcne; is somewhat more complicated. On 
the surface he seems to deal with the matter in precisely the same 
manner as Anaximenes. Like Anaximenes, Aristotle appears to give 
his select-list of methods of ui5~l1(ne; under a discussion of the epi
deictic genre (Rh. 1.9.38-40). He lists six: 

1) d ~ovoe; 11 1tpo)'toe; 11 IlE-C' OAi:yrov 11 Kui IlUAtcr-cU 
1tE1tOt llKEV 

2) -CU EK -crov xpovrov Kui -cow KUtproV 
3) d 1tOAAUKte; -co uu-co Ku-ccOp8roKEv 
4) d -cu 1tPO-CPE1tOV-CU Kui '"CtllroV'tU btu -cothov EUPll-CUt Kui 

Ku-cEcrKEuucr811 
5) de; DV 1tpro-cov EYKcO~tOV E1totil8Tt 
6) 1tpOe;UAAOUe; (esp. EVbO~OUe;) aV'"Ct1tUpU~UAAEtV 

On the one hand, these methods of ui5~l1crte; are closely related to 
-C01tOt for epideictic rhetoric provided in later rhetorical tradition 
(cf. s.v. -C01tOe; III.). On the other hand, they are also very similar to 
Aristotle's third KOt vov, namely, that of the great and the small 
(incorporating the greater and the lesser) (cf. Rh. 2.19.26-27).12 In 
fact Aristotle makes it clear that this third KOt vov is identical to 
aU~l1crte; (cf. Rh. 2.18.4-5; 2.19.26).13 This KOtVOV is applied in 
some detail to the deliberative and judicial genres in Rh. 1.7 and 14, 
and there is naturally some overlap with methods outlined for epi
deictic (cf. Rh. 1.9.38 & 1.7.32; 1.14.4). At Rh. 2.24.4 one of the 
fallacious Ev8Ullil~u-cu is described as magnifying (i.e. by 
Uu~Ttcrte;) a point that has not yet been proven. 

Note that a number of things listed under UU~Ttcrte; in 
Anaximenes reappear in Aristotle's discussion of the third 

12 W. M. A. Grimaldi has aptly described Aristotle's KOtVU as "necessary preconditions 
to all rhetorical discourse" (Aristotle, Rhetoric: A Commentary [New York: Fordham 
University Press, 1980/88] 1.349). I follow Grimaldi's interpretation of Aristotle's ter
minology here. E. M. Cope (The Rhetoric of Aristotle with a Commentary [rev. & ed. 
J. E. Sandys; Cambridge: University Press, 1877] ad loc.) incorrectly called the three 
KOtVU, the KOtVOl .orrol. But the KotVal '"Carrot are quite clearly those '"CarrOt of Rh. 
2.23. The three KotVU are common aspects necessary to any argumentation, namely, 
that one must know 1) whether something is possible or impossible, 2) whether some
thing did/will occur, and 3) whether it is great or smalL 

13 The word Ev9t}lliU..l.u'"Cu in the second sentence of Rh. 2.26.1 causes considerable prob
lems in interpretation and is rightly bracketed by most editors (including Kassel), see 
W. M. A. Grimaldi, Commentary, 2.366-67 and Studies in the Philosophy of Aristotle's 
Rhetoric (Hermes Einzelschriften 25; Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1972), 49. Aristotle 
is explaining how ui5~llcrte; is not the same as '"Corroe; ev9ullitllU'"C0C;. If the bracketed 
word is maintained then Aristotle is inexplicably stating that methods of ui5~llcrte; 
(which he has already explained as the third KOtVOV) are ev9ullitJ..l.U1:U. 
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KOt YOV (compare Arist. Rh. 1.7.31 and Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 
3.11-12). 

Later rhetorical tradition often terms these methods of UU~l1(ne;, 
'tonot. Their level of abstractness tends to vary but the various 
lists of methods ('tonot) are generally similar. Theon Prog. ii, 
p.106,5-6 Sp., for example, defmes 'tonoe; as Aoyoe; uU~l1nKOe; 
OJ.lOAOYODJ.l£YOD npuYJ.lu'toe; (cf. Prog. ii, p.120,16-17 Sp. OJ.lOA
OYODJ.l£YOD npuYJ.lu'toe; UU~l1(Jte;). He adds at line 26 that 'tonot 
are xmpie; an03Ei~Eme;. A list of eight 'tonot is provided of which 
many are identical to those present in lists of abstract argumenta
tive 'tonot (see s.v 'tonoe; IIL).14 Rhet.Her. 2.47 (cf. 3.15), simi
larly, defines amplificatio as res quae per locum communem insti
gationis auditorum causa sumitur. This defmition is clearly 
formulated with specific reference to the function of the EniAoyoe; 
(i.e. instigatio), where, as we have noted, amplificatio is generally 
situated. 15 Rhet.Her. 2.47-49 lists ten loci communes for amplify
ing an accusation. These loci tend to be more concrete (in the 
sense of set arguments) than those of Theon. Cic. Inv. 1.100-105 
also lists these loci found in Rhet.H er. and adds five more, but 
does not id~ntify them with amplificatio as such. 16 Amplificatio 
may be used in connection with them. At Inv. 2.48 (cf. 2.68) 
Cicero argues that some loci communes contain amplificatio (if the 
proposition has been proved) but that others are used to prove the 
proposition. He also notes that those containing amplificatio 
should only be used after the case has been properly proven. Cic. 
de Orat. 3.106-108 also discusses loci in connection with amplifi
catio (cf. Orat. 126). 

14 Although not appearing to use the tenn 't61to<;, Theophrastus' six methods of ai5~T\c:n.<; 
(Fr. 679 FHS&G) are also less specific than those of Anaximenes or Aristotle and 
quite similar to those found in Theon. He lists: 'til Jl~V €K 'trov 1tpaYJla'trov, 'til bi; ZK 
'trov d1to~atv6v'trov, 'til bi; €~ dvn1tapa~oA:ii<; KUl. Kp1.Cn:ro<;, 'til bi; ZK 'trov Ka1.prov 
KUl. 'tOD 1taOou<;. 

15 RhetBer. 2.9-12 deals with the kind of ui5~T\O'1.<; used to bolster points which have 
been proven (within the context of the proof section of a speech falling under the O''tu-
0'1.<; coniecturalis). This, however, is not called amplificatio but approbatio. Both loci 
proprii and loci communes are listed. The fonner are set arguments specific either to 
the prosecution or the defense, and seem to encompass the loci of virtues and vices (cf. 
't01to<; 1.). The latter are set arguments for or against the various kinds of proof. 

16 In the same way that Cicero provides 15 loci for indignatio (the second part of the 
Z1tlA.0Y0<;, equivalent to the amplificatio of RhetBer.), he also provides 16 loci com
munes for the conquestio (the third part of the Z1tlA.0Y0<;, equivalent to the misericor
dia of Rhet.Her.). 
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It is clear that the 't6not defmed as methods of a(5~TlO"tC; are gen
erally select 't6not which may be used after one's case has been 
proven. Some of the same 't6not may also, however, be used to 
prove one's case, and are thus also found in the, generally longer, 
lists of 't6not for argumentation (see S.v. 't6not III.). So much is 
actually said in Cic. Part. 55 which notes that amplificatio is taken 
from the loci which are used ad fidem (cf. §45). The ~ensuing list 
combines the abstract 't6not listed at §7 with several foims of argu
ment (e.g., to use their Greek equivalents, napafjoAi], napUOEt'YJla, 
n poO"o:monot ta). 

Not all later rhetorical treatises call the methods of a(5~TlO"tC;, 
't6not however. Ps.-Longinus discusses a(5~llO"tC; in general in 
§§ 11-12. At § 11.2 he provides a select list of methods of a(5~TlO"tC; 
as follows: 'tonTl'Yopia, oEiVo)O"tC;17, Enippo)O"tC; (11 npa'YJlun.ov 11 
Ka'ta<JKEUwv) and ~notKoOoJlia (f:P'YO)v ft na8wv),18 cf. his own 
definition at 12.1-2 where he contrasts a(5~Tlo"tC; with l5",oC;. Quint. 
Inst. 8.4.3 defmes four basic methods of amplification: incremen
tum, comparatio, ratiocinatio and congeries. His discussion of 
amplificatio is located under the virtue of elocutio known as orna
tus (as also Cic. de Orat. 3.104-108). His four methods are not 
called loci. 

The term is also used (in the general sense of this entry) in D.H. 
Lys. 19 (p.31,22 U.-R.); Isoc. 11 (p.71,1 U.-R.); Dem. 54 (p.246,15 
U.-R.), 58 (p.252,5 U.-R.); Th. 19 (p.353,14 U.-R.); Imit. 31 
(p.205,5 U.-R.), cf. Phld. Rh. 1.217,6-10 S .. 

See also s.v. unEpfjoAi]. 

acpo5o<; 
Quint. Inst. 9.3.87 uses this term to describe a statement of the 
speaker calling himself back to the subject (after a digression). The 
figure is mentioned at Cic. de Orat. 3.203 (reditus ad propositum) = 
Orat. 137 (ut se ipse revocet). 

17 Meaning "exaggeration" here, not "by being powerful" as J. A. Arieti & J. M. Cros
sett translate (Longinus: On the Sublime [trans. with commentary; Texts and Studies 
in Religion 21; New York: Edwin Mellen, 1985]), cf. Arist. Rh. 2.24.4; D.H. Lys. 19 
(p.31,22 U.-R.); [mit. 31 (p.205,5 U.-R.) where odvrocrtt; is more or less synonymous 
with aU~llcrtt;. 

18 Jahnl Vahlen4 reads with the mss bWtKOVofJia, a {i1[a~ Ac:yOfJC:vov. But we should 
probably read E1[OtKOOofJia, a term equivalent to KAtfJa~ or t1[otKo86fJllcrtt;. The 
cognate verb is used at §39.3. This reading ($1[otKooofJia) is adopted by Russell who 
also notes it in the margin of one of the mss (K). 
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pappapU;J10~ 
The opposite of a trope ('tporcoe;), i.e. the unnatural use of a single 
word in a way that hanns the effect of the prose. For discussion see 
Quint. Inst. 1.5.5-33; Alex. Fig. 1.1; cf. Diog.Bab. Stoic. Fr. 24. 
PWd. Rh. 1.154-55 S. shows that there was not complete agreement 
as to the exact definition of ~ap~aptcr~oe;. Some, for example, 
apparently included mistakes in aspiration and accents while others 
did not. 19 Philodemus goes on to discuss the topic of obscurity 
(dcra<pcta) and distinguishes those who use it intentionally and 
unintentionally. Factors involved in both uses are ~ap~aptO"~oe; 
and O"OAOtKtO"~Oe;, which Philodemus (who approved only a "nat
ural" style) always regards disapprovingly (see Rh. 1.156-59 S.). 

ppaxuAoyta 
Rut.Lup. 2.8 describes this figure in terms of an orator who runs 
ahead of the expectation of his audience by means of the brevity of 
his thought. Quint. Inst. 8.3.82 describes it as a figure in which only 
that is stated which is absolutely necessary. The term is also men
tioned in a difficult sentence at Inst. 9.3.50 midst a discussion on 
dO"uv8c'tov.20 At Inst. 9.3.99 it is said to be no figure at all, despite 
its inclusion in the treatise of Rutilius. See further s.v. aDv'to~ia. 

ppaX()1:11~ - see s.v. aDv'to~ia and £~<pao"le;. 

YVIDJ111 
"Maxim." Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 11 classifies YVIDJlat into two 
kinds, that generally accepted (£v80~0e;) and that counter to com
mon opinion (rcapa80~0e;). Anaximenes classifies three sources: i) 
EK 'tile; i8iae; <puO"cme;, ii) E~ urccp~oA1ie; (exaggeration), iii) EK 
1tapo~ot(bO"cme; (comparison). See s.v. EVeUJlll~a for its proper 
use. 

19 The distinction which had become fairly standard by the fIrst century between pap
paptcrJlos as the opposite of a trope, and (JOAOtK1.(JJlOs (see s.v.) as the opposite of a 
fIgure, was not always made. D.H. Comp. 18 (p.82,5-7 D.-R.) cites a passage from 
Hegesias where the strange use of a single word is called a (JOAOtKtcrJlOs. 

20 M. Winterbottom (Problems in Quintilian [University of London Institute of Classical 
Studies; Bulletin Supplement 25, 1970J 167), suggests that the text might be read: Hoc 
genus et ppaxuAoyiav vocant, quae potest esse copulata <vel> dissolutio, i.e. possi
bly referring to the last example from Cicero (Qui indicabantur, eos vocari, custodiri, 
ad senatum adduci iussi; in senatum sunt introducti ... ) Quintilian makes the point that 
this sort of narration is called ppaxuAoyia although it mayor may not use connecting 
particles. 
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Arist. Rh. 2.21 is devoted to the YVWJ..LTJ. Aristotle defmes it as a 
declaration concerning a general matter related to human action (cf. 
Thphr. Fr. 676 FHS&G), or as the major premise or conclusion of a 
rhetorical syllogism (Ev8uJlTJJ..Lu) standing alone (i.e. a single propo
sition). He distinguishes four forms (in two categories): Those that 
are nupa8o~ot or aJ..Lq>tcr~TJ-rOUJlEVOt and need an explanation, of 
which some become Ev8uJlTJJlUnKUi but others merely add a reason 
(uhtov). The latter are the most popular. The second category are 
those which are quite clear and thus need no appendage, of which 
some are known beforehand and others are self-evident. Riddles or 
enigmatic expressions may also be used as YV&J..LUt though the 
explanation should be short. Aristotle recommends that YV&JlUt 
should be used for older audiences and concerning subjects they are 
familiar with. When complaining or exaggerating one may use gen
eralising statements (yvroJlUt) which are only partially true (cf. 
KpfrCE<; ad 'l'ED<J-rUt, Ep.Tit. 1.12 and compare Quint. Inst. 
11.1.86). Aristotle also notes that some proverbs (nupoiJltut) are 
also YV&Jlut. One may also deliberately contradict well-known 
YV&JlUt with effect, but a reason must be added (cf. Arist. Rh. 
2.21.13 where two ways of doing this are suggested). 

Aristotle notes two general uses of YV&Jlut. Firstly, the effect of 
a speech is greatly increased when the audience can (at least par
tially) sympathise with the sentiment expressed in the YVWJlTJ. This 
should therefore be aimed for. Secondly, yvroJlUt give speeches an 
ethical character because they make the moral choice or purpose 
clear. 

Quint. Inst. 8.5.1-8 deals with yvroJ..LUt in a similar manner, pre
ferring a division into simple yvroJ..LUt and those requiring the addi
tion of a reason. He also notes the common practice of introducing 
sententiae at the close of passages (cf. Inst. 8.5.11, 13-14).21 
Demei:r. Eloc. 110-11 also clearly implies that YV&J..LUt were often 
placed last in an argumentative context. At 170 he argues that in 
certain contexts (e.g. loose parties) the YEA-olov can take the place 
of the YVcOJlTJ and XpEiu. See further s.v. EnUpcOvTJJ..Lu. 

21 S. F. Bonner ("Lucan and the Declamation Schools," American Journal of Philology 
87 [1966] 264-65) rightly points out that Quintilian is here referring to the end of a 
whole passage by the word clausula. He adds that at Inst. 8.5.11 Quintilian "speaks of 
an enthymema as addita in clausula." This translation makes eminently more sense 
than "the close of a period." For many examples of such sententiae in declamations 
see Seneca's Controversiae and Suasoriae. 
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Rhet.Her. 4.24 (sententia) notes the use of antithetical maxims 
(with or without a reason attached). He pleads for a sparse use, var
iously interspersed (thus not specifically as the conclusion of an 
argument). 

Quint. Inst. 1.9.3 briefly mentions the sententia (defined as un i
versalis vox) in the context of progymnasmatic exercises. Sen. Ep. 
33.7 notes that boys were expected to learn both sententiae and 
Xp8.Ut by heart. 

For yvrollUt used in jesting, see Cic. de Drat. 2.286. 
The term is found frequently in the works of Dionysius of Hali

carnassus. 

ypiq>oc; 
Lit. "fishing basket" and so anything intricate, "dark saying." 
Demetr. Eloc. 153 defmes it as a series of statements with no rela
tion to each other. In Phld. Rh. 1.181 S. we learn that it was some
times classified as a particular kind of uAA:rlYopiu. See also s.v. 
U1VtYIlU. 

btaipE<nc; 
I. Arist. Rh. 2.23.10 terms one of the (abstract) KOtvOl. 'tonot, tK 

8tUtpEITcWC;. It occurs when several possibilities are listed and all 
but one are eliminated, cf. Cic. Top. 10, 33-34 (enumeratiol parti
tio); de Drat. 2.165 (partitio). It is listed as a figure in Rhet.Her. 
4.40-41 (expeditio) and a form of argumentation in Cic. Inv. 1.45 
(enumeratio) with refutation at 1.84. Quintilian describes it as a 
form of divisio (Inst. 5.10.66-67, cf. 7.1.31-33). He notes that this 
form of argument is risky as it fails when but one alternative is 
omitted. 

II. Rhet.Her. 4.47 speaks of distributio which occurs when the speaker 
addresses various groups of persons in succession assigning them 
their respective roles or duties with respect to the matter in hand. 
From the third example we may deduce that a distribution of tasks to 
various groups is to be used as part of an argument in support of 
one's case. Distributio is not used here in the general sense of ethi
cal mandates given to different categories of people (as, for example, 
in Ep.Eph. 5.22 - 6.9 or 1 Ep.Pet. 2.18 - 3.7). This also seems to be 
what is meant by Cic. de Drat. 3.203 (distributio) which appears to 
be equivalent to Drat. 138 (ut aliud alii tribuens dispertiat). Very 
close to this defmition is what [Iul.Rufm.] SchemL. 23 defines as 
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Otaipc<Jv;, noting that the Latin equivalents are distributio or desig
natio. 

bl«11«Y1] 
A figure where various words with different (similar and related) 
meanings are used to drive home a point, Quint. Inst. 9.3.49, cf. 
D.H. Lys. 3 (p.l0,20 U.-R.). 

bui1oyo~ 

"Dialogue." Rhet.H er. 4.65 (sermocinatio) first gives a lengthy 
example where a narrative is told with the words of the particular 
characters put in the first person. He also describes another kind of 
dialogue wherein the speaker answers his own hypothetical ques
tions (see s.v. £1tcpcO'tTj<JtC; II.). At 4.55 it is described as one of the 
methods of expolitio (see s.v. £~cpyaoia) where, again, it concerns 
putting the matter into the first person achieving the effect of 
1tpocro)1to1totla. According to Quint. Inst. 9.2.31 some (including 
Quintilian himself) consider OtUAOY0C; an aspect of 1tpocro)1t01tOtlU 
(see s.v.). At Inst. 9.2.36 he mentions the example of introducing an 
imaginary interlocutor to raise an objection. D.H. Th. 37 uses the 
terms OtUAOYOC; and 1tpocrC01t01tOtECO in reference to Thucydides 
when he reports ,an exchange of speeches recording the words of the 
participants in the first person. (The term OtUAOY0C; is further not 
infrequently used in D.H., e.g. to refer to Plato's dialogues.) For an 
example from Cicero, see Clu. 70-72 (cf. Quint. Inst. 4.2.107). Two 
further examples are Mur. 62 and Quinct. 71-72 where Cicero con
verses with others, but these may be Cicero's representation of real 
dialogue which took place in the courtroom. 

bui1\}(n~ 

"A looseness in terms of sentence construction" and so equivalent 
to U<JUVOE'tOV. -Arist. Rh. 3.12.2, 4 argues that whilst UcruvOE'tOV is 
suitable to rhetoric, it is not suitable to the written style, which 
ought to be accurate and cannot not be acted/ delivered. 'A<Juv
OE'tOV needs to be acted/ delivered (it is tmOKpt'ttKOV), and that in 
a varied way. He also notes that it has the effect of making several 
things seem more when listed without conjunctions (cf. Quint. Inst. 
9.3.50). When joined by conjunctions such a list is brought together 
into one group and the effect of many items is lost. It is thus an 
effective means of UD~llcrtC;. Demetr. Eloc. 61 (cf. 64) classifies 
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aO"Dv8cTOV with the JlcYUA01tpc1tlle; style, and at §269 with 
8ctvOTlle;. At §§192f he argues that it is totally unsuited to the sim
ple style (tcrXvOTlle;) because of its inherent unclarity (clarity being 
the ruling virtue of this style). It is thus also unsuitable to letters 
(§226). He adds that acrDv8cToV is a very dramatic'figure, veritably 
forcing dramatics upon the speaker. [Longin.] 19-21 (the fITst part 
of the discussion is unfortunately missing) describes it as giving a 
hint of a struggle. The flow of words pursuing each other can be 
used to good effect with an appropriate subject. He also describes 
its effective use in combination with other figures (e.g. 
£1tuva<popu), and argues that if conjunctions are added in such pas
sages the 1tUeOe; is lost. Rhet.Her. 4.41 appears to distinguish 
between acruv8cToV of phrases (dissolutum, 4.41, cf. Quint. Inst. 
9.3.50), which he argues has edge and is very forceful, and acrDv-
8cTOV of individual words (articulus, 4.26) which has rapidity. This 
way of speaking seems at least partially to be reflected in Hermog. 
Id. 2.4 (p.316 R.) who distinguishes acrDv8cToV of short phrases (TO 
UO"Dv8cTOV KOJlJlUnKOV [crXTtJlu]) and of individual words (TO 
KUT' DVOJlU KOJlJlUnKOV [crXTtJlU]). See further Quint. Inst. 9.4.23; 
Theon Prog. ii, p.90 Sp.; Rut.Lup. 1.15; Cic. Orat. 135 = de Orat. 
3.207; Alex. Fig. 2.12 (using uO"Dv8cTOV and 8tUA\)crte; as syn
onyms). 

()la1tOpl1O'l~ - see s.v. a1topiu. 

()UIO'KEUTt 

Mentioned as a figure, but not defined, at Quint. Inst. 9.2.107. A full 
explanation is given in [Hennog.] Inv. 3.1,5 (cf. 2.7). There it is a 
technical tenn for the descriptive portrayal of a matter (11 8tUTD1t0)
o"te; TOD 1tPUYJlUTOe;), as opposed to its argumentative narration. See 
s.v. 8tUTD1t0)0"te;. 

()laO'UPJ10~ 
"Disparagement." A figure in Caecilius (Fr. 72), cf. [Longin.] 38.6; 
Cic. Orat. 137 (ut irrideat) = de Orat. 3.202 (inlusio); Alex. Fig. 
1.26. 

()la'tU1troO'1~ 

"Portrayal." Rhet.Her. 4.51 (descriptio, cf. the 10th locus commu
nis at 2.49) presents this as a figure defmed in terms of a vivid and 
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serious description of the consequences (of an action). It is also 
often used to describe in vivid detail the committing of the crime 
being prosecuted (Theon, Quint.). There is always a moral connota
tion present, hence the comment in Rhet.H er. that it is used to arouse 
either indignation or pity. In fact it is this moral connotation which 
Theon uses to distinguish the 'tonoe; (under which category he places 
the bta'ttJTCwcrlC;) from the EKcppacHC; (Prog. ii, p.119,7-14 Sp.). 
Theon's discussion of bla'ttJTCwcrt<; (Prog. ii, pp.108,32 - 109,11 Sp.) 
makes it clear that the portrayal is designed to arouse the emotions, 
bringing the na81l to bear. Quintilian discusses "portrayal" (using 
the Greek term uno'ttJTCwcrt<;22) at Inst. 9.2.40-44 (cf. 4.2.123-24 and 
the discussion of gvapysta at 8.3.61-71).23 See s.v. Jls'tacr'tam<; for 
one of the techniques he describes. He interprets Cic. de Orat. 3.202 
( ... inlustris explanatio rerumque, quasi gerantur, sub aspectum 
paene subiectio) as referring to this figure, cf. Orat. 139 (rem 
dicendo subiciet oculis) although Cicero is probably referring more 
generally to gvapysta. At Inst. 4.2.3 uno'tl)ncom<; is distinguished 
from the narratio of a speech. 

L11a'ttJTCcocrte; is briefly defined with examples at Alex. Fig. 1.24. 
It is mentioned in [Longin.] 20.1. See also s.v. btamcsuTl.24 

()la<popci - see s.v. uv'tavaKAacrt<; I. 

()1~~~t)1fltvov 

Rhet.Her. 4.37-38 (disiunctum) defines it as two or more (parallel) 
clauses, each ending with a separate verb with related meaning (i.e. 
nearly synonymous). He notes that since it is suited to festivitas 

22 This term is also used in [Hermog.J Prog. 6 (p.12,10 R.) where, as in Theon's treatise, 
it is classified under 'ConOl. Ps.-Hermogenes uses the term tJ7toypaq>" as a synonym 
(p.14,8 R.). Note that LSJ S.v. tJ7to'C{J7tcome; cite this reference in the wrong place. It 
belongs under section 3. 

23 The words "EV 8ta'Cu7t(:OO'et" at Inst. 9.2.41 ought to be considered an early gloss in 
the text, see M. Winterbottom, Problems in Quintilian (University of London Institute 
of Classical Studies; Bulletin Supplement 25, 1970) 157. 

24 Interesting is the report of the vivid descriptions in the history of Phylarchus who 
always sought npo Oq>9aAllcOv n9tvat 'Co. 8etva (Plb. 2.56). Polybius speaks disap
provingly of historians who enumerate consequences of actions (cf. the definition 
given by Rhet.Her.) just as tragedians do. This defmition and the examples listed by 
Polybius show that he is thinking of descriptions designed to make a moral point and 
to sway the audience. What he says of their effect in tragedy may equally be applied 
to rhetoric: EKet ll£V yap 8et 8ta 'CcOV 7tt9avco'Ca'Ccov AOYCOV f;KnATJ~at Kat \j1UX

uYCOYTJO'Ut KU'Ca 'Co nupov 'COue; <1XOUOv'Cue;. 
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(gaiety), it should be used sparingly. Quint. Inst. 9.3.45 discusses 
this figure as disiunctio noting that some call it cruWi)VUlliu. 
Aq.Rom. Fig. 43 discusses the same figure noting 81.c~cuYlltvov as 
the Greek equivalent. He adds that the use of such distinct (but vir
tually synonymous) verbs helps separate the various clauses from 
each other. This figure is possibly what is meant by diiunctio in Cic. 
de Orat. 3.207. 

Most examples of 81.c~cUYlltvov refer to distinct but essentially 
similar actions, often undertaken by the same subject, e.g. Populus 
Romanus Numantiam delevit, Kartaginem sustulit, Corinthum 
disiecit, Fregellas evertit (cited in Rhet.Her.). Quintilian's exam
ples, however, also include a series of clauses referring to the same 
action. In this respect Arist. Rh. 3.12.2-3 also discusses repetition of 
the same thought. He notes that such repetition ought to be varied 
(llc-rUf)UAAc1.V), e.g. by using (nearly) synonymous verbs. He adds 
that when the same thought is repeated several times, such variation 
in language paves the way for an effective (varied) delivery. It 
should be added that Aristotle considers such repetition to be inap
propriate to writing, precisely because it needs the accompaniment 
of delivery. 

See also s.v. ~cDYIlU. 

()tnpllJ1~Vll (1tf:pio()o~/ tpJ11)vdu) 
Lit. "divided." A term used in both Aristotle and Demetrius (in dif
ferent ways) in relation to a discussion on 1tcpi0801. (see s.v.). 

()lKUtOA.oyiu 
Rut.Lup. 2.3 defines it as a brief appeal to the equity (justice) of 
one's case. Two examples are given. It is mentioned at Cic. de Orat. 
3.205 and is possibly equivalent to Orat. 138 (ut medeatur). 

()tA. TJJ1J1u'tov 
Cic.lnv. 1.45 (complexio) defines it as a form of argument in which 
two alternatives are offered, both of which are refuted. The same 
kind of argument is termed partitio in Quint. Inst. 6.3.66 (in con
nection with jesting). The Greek term appears to be first extant in 
rhetorical theory in [Hermog.] Inv. 4.6, who suggests that it has a 
reputation for sharpness and truth (8p1.lltnll-roC; 8£ 86~uv £Xov KUt 
aA1l8duc;). Refutation of 81.A:i]IlIlU-rU is discussed at Cic. Inv. 1.83-
84, cf. Quint. Inst. 5.10.65. 
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()tA.oytU 
Stating a word or phrase twice for the sake of clarity when strictly 
speaking it could be left out the second time. Demetr. Eloc. 103 
says it contributes to Jl~YEeOC; (and thus shows that O'l)v'tOJltU does 
not always guarrantee Jl~YEeOC;). At § 197 it is extolled for its 
O'u<PllVctU and at §211 for tVUpYE1U (see s.v.) where it is contrasted 
with 'to anu~ A~YE1V. See also S.v. dvubinAco(J1C; II. 

d(iO)A.onotiu = <puv'tuO'iu (see s.v.). 

dKUO'tU - see s.v. dKcOV. 

dKOVtO'JU)~ - see S.v. XUPUK'tllPl(JJlOC; 1. 

dKO~ 
Lit. "likeliness" or "probability." Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 7.4 
defines this as a statement or argument which listeners are likely 
to believe because they know examples (nupu8dYJlu'tu) of the 
matter mentioned. If such examples are not known then the orator 
must supply them to make the matter "probable." The ElxoC; is 
divided into three 18~Ul involving, i) the use of 'tft nUell which are 
natural to man in one's argument (for everyone can empathise 
with them), ii) the use of EeOC;, and iii) the use of K~p8oC;. 
Rhet.Her. 2.3-5 discusses this under causa coniecturalis (O''tOXa(J
Jl0C;) (as does Cic. Part. 34-38) and divides it into i) causa (ahia) 
which is the motive (cf. Arist. Rh. 2.23) and ii) vita (dycoyil), i.e. 
manner of life (e.g. past convictions, etc.). Cic. Inv. 1.46-50 has a 
broad discussion of what he calls the probabile (= E1KOC;?). At 
Inv. 1.47 it is divided into four subdivisions, i) signum (cf. S.v. 

(JllJlElov), ii) credibile (= niSavov?), iii) iudicatum (cf. S.v. 

KEKP1Jl~VOV), and iv) comparabile (cf. S.v. OJlOiCO(J1C;). Of these, 
the second subdivision corresponds to what is commonly called 
dKOC;. Cic. Part. 40 speaks of ways of making a probability per
suasive: (in order) by exemplum, similitudo and tabula. D.H. Lys. 
19 (p.31,3-4 U.-R.) distinguishes the dKOC; from the napu8E1YJla 
(following Aristotle), and at Amm. 1.2 (p.258,12 U.-R.) from the 
(JllJlEtOV. At Is. 15 (p.113,16-17 U.-R.) he speaks of refutations 
from probabilities (ot SK 'tillv clKonuv EAEYXOt). Phld. Rh. 1.369-
70 S. (cf. 372-73) lists 'to clKOC;, together with 'to (JllJlEtOV and 'to 
'tEKJlilPtov, as EV'tEXVOl proofs (over against the lhEXVOt 
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proofs25), but disputes that they are the special province of rhetoric. 
At Rh. 1.285 S. he contrasts more or less probable arguments 
(ctKO'tU) with the truth and seems to parallel this with the contrast 
between Ev9uJ.liUlU'tu (= arguments from probability) and 'ta 
UA119fi <JllJ.lEtU (see also s.v. Ev9uJ.lllJ.lU). At Rh. 1.245-49 S. he 
contrasts the sophists' use of probabilities (El,Ko'tu KUt EUAOYU) 
with the logical syllogisms (crUAAOytcrJ.l0i) of philosophers. In 
Quint. Inst. 5.9.8 the ~;l,KO<; is a kind of non-necessary crllJ.lEtOv. At 
Inst. 5.10.15-19 (in the context of the argumentum) he discusses 
probability (distinguishing three degrees). 

tiKroV 
" Simile," see also s. v. J.lE'tUCPO pa and 0 J.lOiQ)<Jl<; for discussion of 
other theorists. 

Aristotle deals with similes (using the term dxcOv) in three sepa
rate places of book three of the Rhetoric. At 3.4 he describes the 
simile as a kind of metaphor. The simile, however, should not be 
too often used in prose as it is basically poetical. Many examples 
are provided. At 3.10.3 Aristotle argues that similes, like metaphors, 
produce a pleasurable learning experience (see comments s.v. 

J.lE't'u<popa). The simile may thus be characterised as cultured 
(u<J'tElov), although it is slightly less effective than the metaphor 
because of its added length. Aristotle would seem to include the 
lengthy Homeric similes under the term ElxcOv,at least, this is sug
gested by the allusion to II. 20.164ff in Rh. 3.4.1. Further discussion 
is given at 3.11.11-13. 

Unlike Aristotle, Demetrius distinguishes between a short simile 
(El,Kucriu) and the long (Homeric) simile (1tUpU~OA'fl).26 Demetr. 
Eloc. 80 notes that the use of a simile (ctKucriu) is "safer" than the 
use of a metaphor (cf. Arist. Fr. 131 Rose; Thphr. Fr. 690 
FHS&G). At §89 he adds that when a metaphor is turned into a sim
ile brevity should be aimed at, for otherwise one runs the risk of 
turning it into a poetic comparison (1tUPU~OA 'fl), cf. § 160 for witty 
similes, and §273 on the forceful simile. Rhet.Her. 2.26 briefly lists 

25 These were proofs which were considered not to be in need of any skilful method, such 
as the use of witnesses, documents etc .. The distinction is Aristotelian and was not 
common in school rhetoric (see R. D. Anderson, Ancient Rhetorical Theory and Paul, 
[rev. ed.; Leuven: Peeters, 1999] 47). Philodemus understands the distinction to be 
between proofs common to all and proofs specifically belonging to the province of 
rhetorical theory - a point he disputes. 

26 For Aristotle's use of the term nupul3oA:ll, see s.v. nupa8f:tYJlu. 
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faults in constructing similes. At 4.62 he states that similes are used 
either for praise or censure. 

D.H. Is. 4 (p.96,5-15 U.-R.); Dem. 50 (p.237,1-11 U.-R.) and 
Compo 11 (p.40,2-16 U.-R.) use the term E1KcOv of extended com
parisons. In Compo 11 the dKcOV is used as proof (TEKJlaipoJlal) of 
the point for which Dionysius is arguing. 

dpOJitv"1 At~l~ 
Lit. "strung -on sty Ie." Aristotle's term for a paratactic sty Ie. See 
s. v. 1tEpioooC;. 

dprovEia 
"Mock modesty." Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 21 (cf. 33.3) and Arist. 
Rh. 3.19.5 describe it as a method suited to recapitulation. 
Anaximenes uses the term to describe, i) 1tapUAEHIIlC; (see s.v.), and 
ii) calling something by opposite terms (e.g. This good man has 
stolen my horse, cf. s.v. uVTi<ppacrlC; 1.). The latter is recommended 
in vituperations (Rh.AI. 35.19). He also recommends the use of dp
rovEia when attempting to increase goodwill in an audience that is 
already well-disposed to the speaker (Rh.AI. 29.7). Arist. Rh. 2.2.24 
notes that ElprovEia produces anger because it is a kind of despis
ing (cf. EN 4.7.14-16 [1127b 22ff] where he discusses dprovEia as 
a character trait). Cic. de Orat. 2.269-72 (cf. 262) discusses dissim
ulatio of words and thoughts in the context of wit, i.e. when one 
speaks solemnly of something in such a way as that it is clear that 
he is jesting, cf. Brut. 292-99 (ironia/ () dprov) where it is described 
as witty but not always appropriate.27 At Ac. 2.15 dissimulatio is 
identified with ElprovEia. It is further mentioned at Cic. Orat. 137 
and de Orat. 3.203. 

Quintilian defines ElprovEia in terms of saying something con
trary to what ought to be understood (Inst. 9.2.44). At Inst. 8.6.54 he 
introduces ironia as a trope classified as a kind of UAATlYOpia. Its 
nature is further discussed at Inst. 9.2.44-51 where the difference 
between ElprovEia as a trope and as a figure is discussed. As a trope 
it involves the use of certain words contrary in meaning to what is 
intended. But the context always makes clear what is meant so that 
there is no real pretense. As a figure dprovEia can be used to dis
guise one's whole meaning, since the conflict is not only of words 

27 At Brut. 292 Epicurus is said to have censured the use of irony. 
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but of sense. Whole passages of a speech or even a speech i~ its 
entirety may take the form of irony.28 A number of specific forms of 
irony are also discussed (cf. s.v. uv-ri<ppacrt<; II.). At Inst. 6.2.15 he 
notes that irony is more suited to the character of a good man than 
derisus.29 For use in jesting, see Quint. Inst. 6.3.68, cf. 9l. 

Alex. Fig. 1.18 defines it in terms of pretending to say the oppo
site and notes that there are four kinds of £lpwv£ia, namely, 
uCH£tGj..16<;, j..1UKTllPtGj..16<;, GapKaO"j..16<; and xA,£uaO"j..16<; (see the 
respective entries). 

Demetr. Eloc. 291 describes uj..1<pipoA,oV (ambiguity, cf. s.v. 
oj..1wvuj..1iu) as having a hint of irony (dpwvcia<; £j..1<paGt<;). D.H. 
Dem. 23 (p.178,19 U.-R.) uses the word, but not as a technical 
rhetorical term. Phld. Rh. mentions that dpwv£ia was classified 

. under UA,A,Tryopia, see further S.v. UA,A,TlYopia II. The term is once 
again used at PHerc. 1004, col. XL CappeIluzzo. 

tK<PpU<nC; 
"Description." Theon treats this as a separate progymnasmatic 
exercise (Prog. ii, p.118,6ff Sp.) defining it as a descriptive treat
ment bringing that which is pictured vividly before the eyes (of the 
hearers), cf. s.v. Evapy£ta. He distinguishes it from the -r67to<; (and 
here we may think especially of the bta-rD7twO"t<; = dramatic 
description of an event, see s.v.) by stating that while both are gen
eral in scope (i.e. not concerning definite objects), there are two dif
ferences. Firstly, the -r6no<; concerns matters where moral choice is ' 
involved, whilst a description, for the most part, concerns inanimate 
objects and those things incapable of choice or purpose. In the 
second place, in a -r6no<; one describes the matters and adds one's 
personal opinion whether it is good or bad, but an £K<ppUGt<; is 
simply a description. 

The term is also used in D.H. Imit. 31.3.2 (p.209,8-9 U.-R.), cf. 
Cic. de Drat. 3.205 (descriptio). 

tJ..~'YXOC; 
"Refutation." Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 13 discusses refutation in 
terms of arguments based on uvaYKatOV (by nature or in our 

28 On the text of Inst. 9.2.46 see M. Winterbottom, Problems in Quintilian (Institute of 
Classical Studies Bulletin Supplement 25; London: University Press, 1970) 157-58. 

29 On the text, see M. Winterbottom, op.cit., 105. 
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experience), and on UbDVU-rOV (by nature or in relation to our oppo
nent's argument). Arist. Rh. 2.22.14-15 speaks of Ev9ul.111Jlu-ru 
which may be either bEtKUKU or EAEYKUKU. This distinction is, 
however, not further developed in his treatise. Later rhetorical trea
tises generally devoted some discussion to methods of refutation, 
although the details do not concern us here further than those meth
ods falling under the purview of this glossary (see introduction), cf. 
Cic. Inv. 78-96; Part. 44; de Orat. 2.215, 331ff; Quint. Inst. 5.13-
14; 6.1.4; 6.3.72-78 (refutatio in connection with jesting); D.H. Is. 
15 (p.113,16-17 U.-R.). The term appears to be used in this (techni
cal rhetorical) sense in Phld. Rh. at PHere. 1004, col. LXXXIII 
Cappelluzzo. 

EAA&t'llt(; 
"Ellipse," i.e. the omission of a word(s) that needs to be understood 
for the sense. Tryph. Trop. 2.17 notes that it is sometimes classified 
under cruvEKboX1). Alex. Fig. 2.13 states that this figure emphasises 
emotion. 

EJ.1 POll O"tC;; 
An emotional interjectory exclamation. Rhet.Her. 4.22 (exclamatio) 
restricts such an exclamation to a kind of U7toO"-rpoqHl (see s.v.) 
which may be addressed to a person, city, place or object. He notes 
that it is used to express grief or indignation and should be used 
sparingly when the importance of the subject requires it. Quint. Inst. 
9.2.26-27 (exclamatio ) does not restrict the, exclamation to an 
address, citing examples such as "liberatus sum: respiravi" and 
"bene habet." Of course even these examples may be considered a 
form of U7tocr-rpo<p1) directed at oneself. Such emotional outbursts 
are termed EJl~01)crEt~ in [Com.] Rh. 19 and 237, a term used 
together with crXE'rAtUcrJloi (referring more specifically to exclama
tions of indignation). They are said to be most suited to the emo
tional character of the E7tiAOYO~ in a speech. 

A well-known Pauline example is to be found in Ep.Rom. 7.24. 

EJ.1cpaO"tc;; 
This term is used in the sense "hint" or "suggestion." It is related 
to EJl(PUcrt~ as an image or reflection, e.g. in a mirror. Rhet.Her. 
4.67 (signifieatio) divides it into five kinds: i) by exsuperatio (cf. 
S.v. U7tEP~OAil> which increases a certain suspicion, ii) by 
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ambiguum (cf. s.v. b~O)vu~ia), i.e. use of a double meaning, iii) by 
a given consequence, i.e. when something is said which logically 
follows from something else, iv) by abscisio (cf. s.v. uTCOatcOTCll

GV;), v) by similitudo (cf. s.v. 6~oio)GtC;), i.e. laying a brief com
parison beside the matter in discussion without comment, e.g. "Do 
not, Satuminus, rely too much on the popular mob - unavenged lie 
the Gracchi" (trans. Caplan). Quint. Inst. 9.3.67 is unclear, but cf. 
8.2.11; 8.4.26; 9.2.64. At Inst. 8.3.83-86 he discusses two kinds: 
i) a word used which means more than it says, e.g. Od. 11.523 
"the Greeks descended into the wooden horse," the word 
"descended" showing at the same time the size of the horse (fur
ther illustrated at Tryph. Trop. 2.2 and [Com.] Rh. 78); ii) a word 
deliberately omitted, either by stating that you omit to say some
thing, or by what is actually unOGtcOTCllGtC; (which he admits). 
Demetr. Eloc. 288-90 gives examples of both these kinds amidst a 
discussion on figured speech (in the forceful style). Although he 
does not specifically term these examples ~~q>aGctC;, yet he indi
cates in his introduction to the discussion (287) that E~q>aGtC; is an 
important aspect of his topic. Further see Demetr. Eloc. 57, 130-
31, 171, 282-86, etc .. At §286 he suggests that it is primarily poet
ical. Phld. Rh. 1.177 S., discussing the views of other rhetorical 
theorists, mentions E~<paGtC; in connection with the use of 
metaphors.3D "E~<paGtC; is further mentioned at Cic. Orat. 139 and 
de Orat. 3.202. 

The use of E~<paGtC; in terms of a word meaning more than it says 
can also be used to produce wit, Cic. de Orat. 2.268; Quint. Inst. 
6.3.69. 

D.H. Th. 16 (p.349,2 U.-R.) uses the word, but not as a technical 
rhetorical term. 

30 At 1.176 (col. Xvn,14-17) he sets about mentioning at least three purposes of the 
metaphor according to "some." However, the text breaks off after the mention of 
brevity and clarity. After two lines from which no sense can be made, we encounter 
the second half of a sentence concerning what must be a comparison to the task of a 
poet. The genitive construction au [jlOV]T]C; 'tllC; .[0 cru<pgC;] Exoucrl1C; would appear to 
have referred back to the noun gll<pumc;, as we may gather from the following sen
tence: IlAuvwcr<t>v o[g] 'tfic; f;1l<PacreCOC; IDC; oucrl1C; cru<Pl1 VetU[C; 11 cr]U[V'teAOUV'tOC;] 
'tTjv un' uu['twv KUAOUjlS]vl1v [EVS]pyetUV 'to[u lle.U<pSpc:tV Ot]11 rcuv'tOC; (1 have 
substituted f;vspyc:taV for Sudhaus' Evapyctav). The next sentence makes it clear that 
Philodemus is still speaking about proposed purposes for using metaphors. The other
wise unexpected introduction of the notion of £llq>umc; would suggest that the third 
purpose of the metaphor belonging to the sentence broken off at 1.176 (col. XVII,17) 
is £jl<pumc;. 
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Similar to e!J.cpuO"1.C; is BpUX(YCl1e; in Tryph. Trop. 2.9 defmed as a 
pithy statement (e.g. un6cp9EYJlU) with a meaning beyond that of 
the literal text, see further s.v. cruv-coJliu. 

tvaJ..J"a;l~ - see s.v. UAAOicoO"1.C; II. 

tvaV't1o'tl1~ - see s.v. Ev9uJll1!J.U. 

tvUV'tiO)(jl~ - see s.v. av-cEvuv-cicocne; and uv-cicppucne; I. 

tvaP'YE1U 

"Vividness. " 
'EvapYE1.U is the art of vivid expression, often described in terms 

of setting matters before the eyes of the audience (cf. Ep.Gal. 3.1) 
and including all manner of detail. It was variously discussed by the 
theorists as a figure (Rhet.H er. 4.68-69 using the term demonstra
tio), a trope (Tryph. Trop. 2.331), a virtue of the narratio (8lilYl1cr1.e;, 
cf. Quint. Inst. 4.2.63; Cic. Top. 97) or more generally an important 
quality of style, especially in description. As such it is foundational 
to the more specific devices of 81.u-cuncoO"1.e; (cf. 81.UO"KEUil), eKcpPu
(He; and cpuv-cucriu (see their separate entries).32 

Demetr. Eloc. 208-220 discusses vividness as an important qual
ity of the plain style, noting that it is achieved by attention to detail, 
repetition (cf. s.v. 81.Aoyiu), use of harsh sounding letters, and ono
matopoeia (cf. s.v. 0vOJlu'tonOltu). D.H. Lys. 7 describes the 
EvapYEtU of Lysias as a virtue (apE-cil) of his style (cf. Isoc. 11, 
p.70,23 U.-R.; Dem. 58, p.252,5; Imit. 31.2.5; 31.5.2). 'EvapYElu 
is defmed as a certain power which brings that which is said under 
the senses. It arises from a grasp of the circumstances/ conse
quences (EK 'tile; 'trov nupuKoAOu90uv'tcov Ail'l'ECOe;). At Pomp. 
3.17 EvapYE1.U is described as the fIrst of the supplemental virtues.33 

31 W. Kroll rightly emends the tVEpyclU in the text to 8vap'Yc1U ("Rhetorik" in Pauly's 
Real-Encyclopiidie der classischen Altertumswissenschaft. Eds G. Wissowa et at. Sup
plementband 7. [Stuttgart: J. B. Metzler, 1940] 1112). 

32 According to [Longin.] 15.2 tvap'YclU is the goal of q>uv1"ucriu (where a matter is not 
only vividly portrayed before the eyes of the audience, but the speaker himself appears 
to see the very events taking place before his own eyes - as if in a prophetic trance, see 
s.v.). According to Theon Prog. ii, p.l19,28-29 Sp. it is one of the virtues of 8Kq>pU
m~ and defined in terms of almost being able to see that which is spoken of. 

33 The three necessary virtues are pure language, clarity and brevity (il Ku9apa. olaAcK-
1"0~, crUq>r,vclU, and crUV1:01-L1u). The supplemental virtues are manifold. 
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It is also a virtue of style in Cic. Part. 20 (illustre). Quint. Inst. 
4.2.63-65 discusses EvapY~tu (evidentia) as a virtue of the narratio. 
At Inst. 8.3.61-71 it is categorised under the virtue ornatus as a styl
istic quality . Various methods are discussed (e.g. expression of a 
total picture; description of many different details; - impression of 
truth). Both Rhet.Her. 4.69 and Cic. de Orat. 3.202 state that 
"vividness" is useful in amplification (ui5~ll(n<;). Rhet.Her. 4.45 
notes that metaphors may also be used rei ante oculos ponendae 
causa. 

Although Aristotle does not use the term tvapY~tu in his 
Rhetoric he does discuss the use of vivid metaphors (Rh. 3.10.6-
3.11.5), lit. metaphors that are set npo oJ.lJ.la,;rov (before the eyes). 
This "setting before the eyes" is defmed at Rh. 3.10.6 as seeing 
matters as they are happening instead of as future occurrences, and 
at Rh. 3.11.2 in terms of signifying EVEPY~tU (activity/ energy). 

Setting a matter before the eyes is described as a figure in Cic. de 
Orat. 3.202 ( ... inlustris explanatio rerumque, quasi gerantur, sub 
aspectum paene subiectio), cf. Orat. 139 (rem dicendo subiciet 
oculis). In Cic. Inv. 1.107 the fifth locus or method by which to 
induce pity is that of setting all one's misfortunes individually 
before the eyes so that the judge(s) seems to see before him what he 
hears, cf. Rhet.Her. 4.69. At Inv. 2.78 setting a matter ante oculos is 
given as one of the loci communes for the cr';UCH<; comparatio (Inv. 
2.72). 

At Cic. de Orat. 2.264 narratio, described in terms of setting 
matters ante oculos, is discussed as a device for jesting. 

i:v9UJ.11}J.1U 
Lit. "consideration." Compare Ev8uJ.ltov "scruple," tv8uJ.ltov 
nOt~tcr8ui n = Ev8uJ.lEOJ.lUt, "have a scruple about." 

A primary part of rhetoric for Aristotle is argumentation as 
embodied in the tv8uJ.lllJ.lU. It is well known that Aristotle devel
oped his own theory concerning the tv8uJlllJlU by basing himself 
on an analogy to his Analytics. It is not necessary to describe the 
theory in full here, suffice it to say that at Rh. 1.2 an Ev8uJ.lllJ.lU is 
described as the rhetorical equivalent of the crUAAOytcrJl6<; (syllo
gism) in dialectics just as the nupu8~t YJlu (example) is equivalent 
to the btuyroYTt (induction) (Rh. 1.2.8). Aristotle recognises that in 
rhetorical practice there are two kinds of Ev8uJlTtJ.lu,;U, namely, 
those whose npo,;ucr~t<; (premises) are founded upon established 
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views or facts and those which rely on particular methods of argu
mentation (1:6not). Only the latter are proper rhetorical syllogisms 
(EveuJlilJlu1:u, discussed in full at Rh. 2.18-26). The former actually 
engage one in other disciplines to establish the necessary npo1:a

crEt<;.34 The ~VeUJlllJlU is thus a deductive process of reasoning, a 
version of the three step syllogism (major premise, minor premise, 
conclusion). IIupa8EtYJlu and EVeUJlllJlU are the two kinds of log
ical proofs (n{O"1:Et<;) available to the orator. The rhetorical 
EVeUJlllJlU, however, is not a O"UAAoytO"Jl6<; in the technical sense. 
An orator never spells out a formal syllogism, but the elements 
should all be present or at least clearly implied. With this definition 
Aristotle is able to effectively organise various kinds of (£V1:ExvUt) 
proofs (which in rhetorical theory are usually treated separately) 
under the head of the ~VeUJlllJlu. Thus probabilities (EtK01:U), signs 
(O"llJlElu), evidences (1:EKJ.lilptu, i.e. necessary signs) are all materi
als of EveuJ.lilJlu1:u. At Rh. 2.21 even YVcDJ.lUt are classified as parts 
of EVeUJlT]J.lU1:u. Rh. 2.21-25 deals more fully with rhetorical (syllo
gistic) EveuJlilJ.lu1:u. 

In book three of the Rhetoric Aristotle comments further on 
EVeUJ.l1lJlU1:u. Firstly, when speaking of speech that is cultured and 
popular (1:el aO"1:EtU KUt 1:el EUbOKtJ.lOUV1:u), he noies that EVeUJ.l1l
J.lU1:U should not be so superficial as not to teach anything, nor 
should they be incomprehensible. He follows this up by noting that 
the use of antithesis and vivid metaphor aid in making EVeUJ.l1lJlU1:U 
so. In the section on 1:a~t<; dealing with the proofs, Aristotle makes 
a few general comments on the appropriate use of EVeUJ.l1lJ.lU1:U 
(Rh. 3.17.5-9). One must, for example, not string them one after 

34 W. M. A. Grimaldi (Studies in the Philosophy of Aristotle's Rhetoric [Hermes 
Einzelschriften 25; Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1972], cf. Aristotle, Rhetoric: A Com
mentmy [New York: Fordham University Press, 1980/88] on 1.2.20-21) argues that 
Aristotle means to say that the specific material for tv8uJ.u'lIlU'W will be discussed 
first, and then the forms of inference in which this material may be cast. On his inter
pretation there are not two distinct kinds of gv8uJ.lilllu-ru. Whilst this interpretation 
seems attractive, for my part, I cannot but think that Aristotle is indeed distinguishing 
two kinds of gv8uJ.lT]J.lu-ru at Rh. 1.2.20-21. He seems to be saying that some tv8uJ.lT]
J.lu-ru depend for their argumentative structure upon the knowledge of several different 
disciplines. Others depend upon a more general argumentative structure as treated in 
the Kotvoi "Conal.. Nevertheless, this could be considered one of a number of inconsis
tencies contained in the Rhetoric in which case Grimaldi may be still be correct. In any 
case, it is quite possible that later rhetorical theorists read this treatise in another way, 
overlooking what Aristotle says at this point, especially given his emphasis on the 
Ev8uJ.l1lJ.lu as the equivalent of the dialectical ClUA.A.OYl.ClJ.lOC; in Rh. 1.2 generally. 
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another nor use too many. They should be relevant. When exciting 
emotion (nuOoc;) or portraying trustworthy. character (~OOc;), 
EVOUj.lTU1U'tU should not be used, for the one will cancel out the 
other. 

Demetrius' discussion of the EVOUJ..LllJ..LU at Eloc. 30-32 is clearly 
related to the Aristotelian tradition, although his material seems to 
have been drawn from an intermediary source common to Quintil
ian (see below). Aristotle's theory has been somewhat adapted. 
Demetrius defines an EVOUJ..LllJ..LU as a kind of unfinished syllogism 
that is found in two forms, namely, EK IlUXllC; AEyOJ..LtVll and EV 
UKOAOUOiuC; axTtJ..Lun.35 Firstly, whilst Aristotle certainly permitted 
Ev8uJ..LTtJ..Lu'tu to exist in the form of unfinished syllogisms, he did 
not restrict them in this way. It is clear from his explanation as a 
whole that by EVOUJ..LllJ..LU he generally meant a kind of syllogism in 
three parts (major and minor premises, and conclusion).36 Secondly, 
on the surface Demetrius' two forms seem to correspond to Aristo
tle's demonstrative and refutative EVOUJ..LTtJ..Lu'tu (cf. Rh. 2.22.14-17; 
2.25.1; 2.26.3; 3.17.13). Demetrius does not explain them any fur
ther. Yet we have in Quint. Inst. 5.14.1-4 (cf. 5.14.24-26; 5.10.2; 
9.2.106) an explanation of these forms clearly relying upon the 
same source. We learn there that these two forms are two quite spe
cific kinds of rhetorical syllogism, the one reasoning from conse
quences employing a simple proposition with a reason attached, the 
other employing contraries, i.e. using an antithetical form of reason": 
ing showing the proposition to be in conflict with another consider
ation.37 Quintilian goes on to add what seems to be another version 

35 I accept here (following L. Radermacher [1901] and D. C. Innes [1995]) Finck's addi
tion of fi in the text. The text thus reads: TO 0' evSUIlTJIlU OUIV01.(1 n<; fiTOt ex: llaXTJ<; 
ACYOIlEVTJ <11> ev Ctx:oAouSiu<; crxTJllun. The fi is surely required by the fiTot and the 
text represents a simple case of haplography. Furthermore, this addition brings the text 
into line with the interpretation in Quintilian (see below) clearly based upon the same 
source. Yet it should be noted that [Anon.] Fig. iii, p.ll1,25-26 Sp. (fourth century AD 
or later) gives evidence of a different interpretation: OtaVOta yap ecrn TO evSUIlTJIlU 
ex: IlUXTJ<; ACYOIlEvTJ tv CtKOAOUSiu<; crxTJllun. The discussion in this treatise would 
appear to be based upon an already corrupted text of Demetrius. 

36 See also W. M. A. Grimaldi, Studies, 87-91. 
37 H. E. Butler (in the Loeb translation) consistently translates ex consequentibus as 

"from denial of consequents." The term "denial" does not come from the text, nor is 
it suggested by the underlying Greek (from Demetr. Eloc. 30) ev CtKOAOUSiu<; crXTJ
Ilun. It seems influenced by the explanatory note of A. Wolf (Loeb ed. vol. 2, p.524) 
who provides a dialectical interpretation of the two kinds of evSullilIlU'tU. I am not 
convinced that Quintilian had such a dialectical interpretation in mind. His own expla
nation does not seem to reflect this. 
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of the second form, namely, when a reason is added to a proposition 
which is contrary or dissimilar to the point of the opposition. Quint. 
Inst. 5.10.2 (cf. 8.5.9-10) rightly notes that the term Ev9uJlllJlU was 
often restricted to this latter form (the former being denoted an 
ihnXdpll Jlu). This represents a rhetorical definition of the 
Ev9uJlll~U predating Aristotle. 

Aristotle's definition of the Ev9uJlllJlU did not become standard 
within rhetorical circles. That is not to say that a kind of rhetorical 
syllogism was not further developed in rhetorical theory, but the 
rhetorical syllogism after Aristotle went under the term E1nxdp
llJlU. The standard definition of an Ev9uJ.-lllJlU in rhetorical theory 
remained what it had already been before Aristotle, namely, a short 
argument or consideration based on contraries. 38 

This seems to be reflected in the definition provided by Anaxi
men.Lampsac. Rh. 10 (cf. 5.1-4), namely, a short consideration as to 
whether any matters under discussion are in opposition to any of the 
n:A1Ku K£<pUAU1U (e.g. biKU10e;, VOJllJlOe;, crUJl<P£poe;, etc., cf. s.v. 
K£<pUAUtOV III.) or their opposites, or the ~90e; -rou AEyoV-rOe; or 
z90e; -rrov 1tpuYJ..ul-rcov. Such considerations, together with YVroJlUl, 
are used to conclude any line of argumentation (e.g. argumentation 
by ctKO-rU or by 1tupu8dYJ.-lu-ru, cf. Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 32.6, 
8; 34.11; 35.12, 15f; 36.18). Cic. Top. 55-56 likewise argues that 
the Ev9uJlllJlU is a short proof from contraries used as a conclusion 
(example provided). The same kind of argument seems to be 
intended in Rhet.Her. 4.25-26 (cf. Quint. Inst. 5.10.2) where it is 
termed contrarium, e.g. "why should you think that one who is a 
faithless friend can be an honourable enemy?" He states that it 
ought to be one short sentence. It provides a forcible proof refuted 
only with difficulty, cf. Cic. de Orat. 3.207 (contrarium) which 
Quint. Inst. 9.3.90 appears to have interpreted in this sense (also 
using the term Evuvno-rlle;, cf. 9.2.106). 

Dionysius of Halicamassus uses the term Ev9uJlllJ.-lU in the gen
eral sense of "argument," but at Is. 16 (p.114,20-22 U.-R.) and Din. 
6 (p.305,14-15) he contrasts the Ev9uJlllJlU with the E1tlX£ipllJlU. 
Neither term is explicitly defined but the contrast is clearly between 
a simple form of argument and a syllogistic pattern of reasoning, 
see s.v. E1tlXdpllJlU. 

38 This fact seems not to have been noticed by W. M. A. Grimaldi who inappropriately 
cites Cic. Top. 56 as if it were dealing with the same matter as Zv8Ull1lllU in Aristo
tle's Rhetoric (Studies, 56). 
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Philodemus (Rh. 1.285-86 S.), in his critique of Nausiphanes, 
contrasts ~VeUJliJJlu'Cu with 'Cu aA:'leij cr1lJlElU 11 7ttcHcOJlU'CU ("true 
indications or pledges "). In the same context he speaks disparag
ingly of KEVU ~VeUJliJJlu'Cu when one is looking to treat of matters 
with respect to the truth (and not mere probability)~ ~EveuJliJJlu'Cu 
would appear to be used here in the sense of arguments from prob
ability (El.Ko'Cu) as over against necessary cr1lJlElU (see s.v.) which 
indicate the truth. His critique of rhetorical ~VeUJliJJlu'Cu surfaces 
again at Rh. 2.40 S .. 39 

Of further interest is a comment in Quint. Inst. 12.10.51 where it 
is noted that some theorists considered the ~VeUJlllJlU as more fit
ting in a written speech, the 7tUpabEtYJlU as more fitting in a spoken 
speech. 

t~alla'Yft 
A tenn described by Dionysius of Halicamassus as the radical 
departure from common idiom ('Co E~uAAa'C'CEtv ~K 1:013 auviJeouc;, 
Dem. 10, p.148,18 U.-R., cf. for the noun p.149,1; Dem. 13, 
p.157,10; 158,6; 56, p.249,23; Th. 42, p.397,19; 47, p.404,22; 55, 
p.417,12; Amm. 2.3, p.425,16; [mit. 31, p.204,17). The virtue 
(UPE'CiJ) of E~uAAuyiJ in composition (cruveEcrtC;) is said to be one 
of the distinguishing marks of Demosthenes (cf. Dem. 50, p.239,16-
23; Din. 7, p.307,1-2; 8, p.308,18-20). 

The term is similarly used at Quint. Inst. 9.3.12. Cf. also s.v. 
uAAoiwcrtC; . 

t~~p'Ya(jia 
A term used in connection with the practical working out or elabora
tion of some rhetorical exercise or argument. Such methods of "elab
oration" are often quite detailed, outlining a step by step procedure. 

The earliest example of such an ~~Epyuaiu is found in Rhet.Her. 
4.54 (expolitio). The treatise refers here to the working out of a mat
ter in general (res).40 Three ways are described in which a matter 
can be varied when dwelling on the same point in the same place; 

39 In PRere. 1674 (col. XLIV,16 Auricchio) we learn that Epicurus mentioned the tradi
tions and rules of tv8u1lT1I1U1:U in his work IIEpi 1:li<; PT)1:0P1Klic;. 

40 It has not infrequently been suggested that expolitio here should be likened to the exer
cises prescribed in conjunction with a XPElu. Expolitio is itself, however, not a XPElu, 
which is something much more specific, and always related to a particular person, cf. 
Theon Prog. ii, p.96,18ff Sp .. 
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by the words, delivery and treatment. Treatment is further subdi
vided into the use of the first person (sermocinatio) and the deliber
ate arousal of the emotions of the audience (exsuscitatio). At 4.56-
57 a sevenfold step by step procedure is provided, consisting of: i) 
a simple statement of the matter, ii) the addition of a reason, iii) a 
restatement of the matter (with or without reasons), iv) the use of a 
contrarium, v) a simile, vi) an exemplum, and vii) a conclusion. This 
procedure is in many respects similar to the ~ pyacria outlined for 
the xpcia and the yvcOf.lll in [Hermog.J Prog. 3 (p.7,10-8.14 R.) and 
4 (p.9,18-10,21 R.). Compare the €pyacria for the fl901totta, [Her
mog.] Prog. 9 (p.21,19-22,3 R.). A less procedural €pyacria for 
€1ttX~lpitJ.la'ta is supplied in [Hermog.] Inv. 3.7. Dionysius of Hali
camassus also uses the term (~~)E pyacria for the working out of 
~1ttX~lpitJ.la'ta/ ~v9uf.litJ.la'ta or more generally of K~cpaAata, e.g. 
Lys. 15 (p.26,4-5, 12 U.-R.); [soc. 4 (p.60,14-15), 12 (p.71,16-17); 
Is. 3 (p.95,17, 22); Din. 8 (p.309,1); Th. 13; cf. Alex. Fig. 1.11. 
D.H. Th. 9 (p.335,18-20) treats 'tu 1tEpi 'tue; ~~Epyacriae; as one of 
the three departments of OtKOvof.lia (the duty of the orator concern
ing the organisation of his materials). 

Theon Prog. also contains a short chapter on ~~Epyacria pre
served only in Armenian (there is a French translation in Patillon's 
Bude edition). 

t1tavai)i1tlro(n~ - see s. v. uva8i1tAO)crte;. 

btavul 1l"'1~ 
I. Repetition of a particular particle to remind the listener of where 

one began, e.g. of J.lEV, Demetr. Eloc. 196. It provides an indication 
of clarity appropriate to tCJxvo'tTle; because of its effectiveness in 
avoiding ambiguity. Compare the repetition of 'tou'tou Xapt v in 
Ep.Eph. 3.1 and 14. 

II. = ava8i1tAo)CJte; II. 

btavacpopu - see s.v. avacpopa. 

t1tuvoi)o~ 

"Return." An explanatory comment clarifying and distinguishing a 
statement using two nouns (usually names) connected to one verb, 
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e.g. NtKiw; Kai 'AAKtf3uxOll<; bd LtKcAia<; TllV G-rpa-rciav 
OtE<p9ctpav. 'AAKtf3uiOll<; J.lf:V cl'ncAii -rov 1tOAcJ.lOV Ka-raAt1tcOV, 
NtKiac; O£ ap'Yc)V G-rpa-rll'Yllcra<;, Caecilius Fr. 73. Neither the def
inition in Quint. Inst. 9.3.35-36 nor Alex. Fig. 2.7 demand a com
mon verb. 

S1tuvop900cnc; - see s. v. J.lc-raf3oAll 1. 

S1tE~~m'YJ1f:vov 
Rhet.Her. 4.38 discusses adiunctio, a figure involving a series of 
phrases governed by one verb placed either at the beginning or the 
end. When the verb is placed somewhere in the middle of the 
phrases the figure is called coniunctio, which may indicate that his 
source used the term crDvc~cD'YJ.leVOV (although I am not aware of 
an extant rhetorical theorist using this term in this sense). He sug
gests that coniunctio will be used more frequently than disiunctum 
(see s.v. Otc~cD'YJ.lEVOV) on account of its brevity. Quint. Inst. 9.3.62 ' 
also discusses ~1tc~cD'YJ.lEVOV, although it is unclear whether he 
intends this term to cover cases when the verb assumes the middle 
position (9.3.63-64).41 

Arist. Rh. 3.9.7 mentions this (using the verb ~1tt~cU'YVDJ.lt) as a 
way in which av-riecGt<; can be achieved. He notes a form of sole
cism in connection with this figure at Rh. 3.5.7 (when a verb is used 
which is inappropriate to one of the phrases).42 

Tib. Fig. 36 terms the use of one verb governing two antithetical 
clauses crD~D'Yia. 

See also s.v. ~cu'YJ.la. For a Pauline example cf. Ep.Rom. 5.3b-4. 

S1tEl(J'O(hov 
"Episode," a term taken from poetic theory indicating some kind of 
parenthetic narrative. See further, s.v. 1tapa(3aGt<;. 

S1tEv9UJ111J1U 
"Supplemental argument." Thphr. Fr. 675 FHS&G would suggest 
that he may have used this term. He is said to have defined it as £~ 

41 If so, then it would imply that the other variants discussed in this section also fall 
under t1tcSC\)'Y~gVOV, i.e. i) understanding both sexes when using a masculine noun, 
and ii) the interchange of singular and plural. 

42 This form of solecism is commonly called "zeugma" in modern grammatical termi
nology (crUAA:rl'l't<; in Tryph. Trop. 2.10). 
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tTCaYCDYii~ tv8uJ..L1lJ..La (an enthumeme by induction). The reading of 
the codices in Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 32.1 is dubious. 

E1tEprotllO'lC; 

"Rhetorical question." See also s.v. ~ponllJ..La and TCucrJ..La. 
I. Those left unanswered by the speaker: Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 

20.5 (the prefix TCpOcr- is used at 20.1) lists it as a method of reca
pitulation (whether of parts or of the whole of a speech), as does 
Arist. Rh. 3.19.5 (tpcOtllcrt~). Similarly, Rhet.Her. 4.22 (interroga
tio) suggests that it is best used as amplification when points against 
the adversaries have been summed up. The recommendation that 
~TCEpcOtllcrt~ be used in recapitulation is most probably connected 
to the element of TCu80~ in its use (rhetorical theorists generally rec
ommended the building up of 1Cu80~ in the ~1Ci.AOYO~). This is con
firmed by Demetr. Eloc. 279 (to ~pCDtroVta tOU~ a.Kouovta~ EVta 
AEYEtV) who classifies it under the style 8Etv6tll~. He notes that the 
listener appears to be like someone under cross examination who 
has nothing to answer. It is thus a rhetorical question which expects 
no answer. Quint. Inst. 9.2.6-11 emphasises that such a question is 
not for gaining information but instandi gratia (for the sake of 
insisting on our point/ threatening). It may also be used to invoke 
pity, admiration, etc. (i.e. other 1Cu81l). For an example see 
Ev.Marc. 12.24. 

II. Those answered by the speaker: [Longin.] 18 (1CGi3crGt~ Kai ~pCOtit
crGt~)43 deals with questions posed by the speaker which he answers 
himself. He means rhetorical questions often accompanied by their 
own answer. Even if the matter is rather inferior, the quick fire 
question and answer in meeting objections makes what is said both 
loftier (t)\jlllA6tGPo~) and more persuasive (TCtcrt6tGPo~), and both 
EJ..L1CpaKtO~ and cro~ap6~ (effective and impulsive). He notes that 
they should come across as unrehearsed and thus fit the emotional 
moment. Ps.-Longinus also notes that the speaker himself appears to 
be under cross-examination. For TCGi3crt~ as a rhetorical term (unex
plained), cf. D.H. Dem. 54 (p.246,14 U.-R.). 

Rhet.Her. 4.33-34 speaks of subiectio, i.e. when the speaker asks 
the opponents either what they would say in their favour, or what 
they would say against himself, and then provides the appropriate 

43 Perhaps it is better to read m:i3(JC;l~ Kat a1roKpi(JC;1~ (cf. the apparatus of Jahnl 
Vahlen4). 
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answer. He adds that this makes it easy to amplify the indignity of 
the act. Alternatively the speaker can ask a similar question of him
self. Such questions may be accumulated. (At 4.65 [sermocinatio] 
the possibility of answering such questions in a hypothetical first 
person is suggested.) Quint. I nst. 9.2.14-16 also mentions this, cf. 
the remark at Inst. 9.2.36. Quint. Inst. 5.11.5 shows how such ques
tioning can be used as an inductive argument. At Inst. 9.2.15 he 
notes that some call this figure suggestio, which should be consid
ered a Latin equivalent of {mo<popa. Indeed Tib. Fig. 39 defmes 
D1to<popa in just this way, emphasising the dialogue-like character 
of question and answer. For broader definitions of the term D1tO
<popa (not restricted to the question form) see s.v. D1to<popa. 

Two good examples of E1tEPO)'tllcnC; from Isaeus and Demos
thenes are cited by D.H. Is. 12-13. The figure is mentioned at Cic. 
Orat. 137 = de Orat. 3.203, cf. 207. For Pauline examples see 
Ep.Gal. 1.10; Ep.Rom. 3.1-9, 27-31 etc .. 

ibnpolfJ - see s.v. clvu<popa. 

i:1tl()16p9(O(n~ - see s.v. ul:noAoyiu II. 

i:n:i~EU~l~ 
Cic. de Orat. 3.206 (adiunctio) and Orat. 135 seem to imply the 
repetition of a word either at the beginning or end of a clause, cf. 
[Hdn.] Fig. iii, p.99,22-25 Sp .. 

En:i9E'tOV 
"Epithet." Arist. Rh. 3.2.14 treats of the sources of E1ti9E'tU, and 
Rh. 3.3.3 of frigidity in E1ti9E'tU where he notes that prose needs to 
be more restrained than poetry. At Rh. 3.7.11 he notes that the use 
of E1ti9E'tU is most suited to someone speaking emotionally 
(1tu911nKcOc;). PHamb. 128 fro a (= Thphr. App. 9 FHS&G), attrib
uted to Theophrastus, defines the e1ti9E'toV as 'to JlE'tU Kupicov 
6voJla'tcov AEYOJlEVOV ("that which is used in conjunction with 
ordinary words," transl. FHS&G), e.g. cribll poC; ut9cov ("blazing" 
iron) and xpucroc; utYATtEt<; ("dazzling" gold). Three special kinds 
of epithets are then illustrated, the double (e.g. crUKEcr<pOPO<; 
"shieldbearing"), the triple (e.g. clcr'tEPOJlUPJlUP0<pEYY£<; "star
crystal-bright), and the privative (e.g. a1t'tEpov "wingless"). Quint. 
Inst. 8.6.40-43 distinguishes the B1ti9E'tOV from dV'tovoJlucriu. The 
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fonner is a short descriptive phrase standing next to the noun in 
question, whilst the latter substitutes for the noun. He stresses that 
in oratory use of the bdeE1"OV must add something to the meaning 
and should not be redundant (as often in poetry). The tenn is also 
used (in this sense) in D.H. Dem. 5 (p.137,18 U.-R.); Th. 29 
(p.375,11) and more strictly grammatically in Compo 5 (p.26,12).44 

Note that bd.eE1"OV and UV1"ovoJlacria are also discussed in 
grammatical treatises (as "adjective" and "pronoun" respectively). 

i:1tlJ.10VT] 
"Lingering." Demetr. Eloc. 280 appears to define it as a longer 
expression of the matter, i.e. dwelling on a point. He adds that it 
may greatly contribute to OE1V01"1lt;. Hermog. Id. 1.11 (pp.285-86 
R.) also characterises this figure as belonging especially to 
OE1V01"1lt;. He states that one should use btlJlOvai when dealing 
with a particularly strong point, repeating it several times. He goes 
on to refer to a passage in Demosthenes and remarks that there the 
same thought is restated more than four times in the same place. 
Alex. Fig. 1.10 defines it as dwelling upon the same thought with 
ai5~ll(nt;. He gives several short examples. In this respect it may be 
noted that [Longin.] 12.2 uses this term to describe the effect of 
ai5~ll o"lt;. 

Rhet.Her. 4.58 discusses commoratio which he explains in tenns 
of dwelling long and often on the strongest point in the whole 
speech and often returning to it. This is somewhat different from 
g1tlJlovil proper, which designates lingering on the same point in 
the same place, cf. Cic. de Drat. 3.203. I am not aware of an extant 
Greek source which makes this distinction. 

The figure is mentioned at Cic. Drat. 137 = de Drat. 3.202. Cf. 
s.v. AE1t1"OAoyia. 

For a possible Pauline example, see Ep.Rom. 1.24-32. 

i:1tl1tAOKT] - see s.v. bW1KOOOJlllO"lt;. 

i:1t1"ciJ.111 me; 
A phrase used to heighten the intensity of a particular word, Alex. 
Fig. 2.28. Alexander suggests three ways in which this might be 

44 The term is found once in Philodemus, in a fragment without context (fr. 20a,S Fer
rario). 
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accomplished, i) by repeating the same word (= dvubircArocnc; IT.), 
ii) by using a word which emphasises the difference in intensity (e.g. 
ou <ptAiu, <lAA' EProC;), iii) by using the strongest possible term to 
describe the concept (e.g. ffipyiSETO, ou Jlf:V o6v, dAA' £JlUiVETO). 
The last two methods are hardly distinguishable and form a special 
case of JlETU~OA Tt 1. Alexander notes UrcUAAUYTt as a synonym. 

tnt't ponyt 
In Rhet.Her. 4.39 permissio occurs when the speaker surrenders the 
whole matter (or himself) to the will of another. It is used especially 
to invoke misericordia. Rut.Lup. 2.17 identifies this figure as 
E1ttTPOrcTt, cf. [Hdn.] Fig. iii, p.98,21 Sp.45. It is mentioned at Cic. 
de Drat. 3.207, cf. Quint. Inst. 9.2.25 (permissio). 

tnt't poX ac:rJ1o~ 
Reference to a number of various matters in rapid succession with
out detailed description. Alex. Fig. 1.17 likens it to cruvu9potcrJloC; 
and E1tlTPOrcTt, but notes that the difference is that it brings together 
very separate matters which are stated for the sake of credibility. 
Wherein this credibility lies is not said, but the example provided 
shows that this figure may be used when quick reference to a num
ber of varying examples may be deemed expedient. It is mentioned 
at Cic. de Drat. 3.202 (reading percursio, cf. Aq.Rom. Fig. 6), 
where it is contrasted to a vivid description (cf. s.v. EVUPYE1U). 

In the nature of the case, when rcUpUAEt\jltC; (see s.v.) is used to 
surreptiously refer to several matters briefly, the figure of trc1TPOX
ucrJlOC; is present, cf. Schem.Dian. 9. 

tnupopci 
I ... x/ ... xl A common synonym is dvncrTpo<PTt, cf. Alex. Fig. 2.4; 
D.H. Dem. 40 (Ta dvncrTp£<poVTU, p.217,1l U.-R.), 50 
(dvncrTpo<PTt, p.125,18). It is further mentioned at Rhet.Her. 4.19 
(conversio); Rut.Lup. 1.8; Cic. Drat. 135 = de Drat. 3.206; Quint. 
Inst. 9.3.30-34. See further the endnote to the glossary. For a Pauline 
example see 1 Ep.Cor. 13.11. 

45 E1tt'tp01tT] 8i: o'tav 'tOt~ u.Kououmv E1tt'tPE\jIroJlEV 'tllV nDv 1tpaYJlu'trov 11 QVOJlu'trov 
E~oucriav, ro~ napa 'tiil Eupmi8n 1tapElCIuYE'tat i] 'Av8poJlE8a AEyoucra 'tiil 
ITEpcrEt, 

uyou 8E Jl' c1 ~EV', El'te 1tp6cr1tOAOV eEAEt~, 
el't' liAOXOV, Et'te 8llroi8a. 
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&1tUproVT)Jl<l 
A maxim added as a fInishing touch. Demetr. Eloc. 106-111 defines 
the f;1tt<pcOVllJlU in terms of a phrase added for decoration (and thus 
not necessarily connected to the foregoing argument or narrative, cf. 
§ 114). It is distinguished from the YVcOJlll in that a YVcOJlll does not 
always take the final position. 

The E1tt<pcOVllJlU is thus a YVcOJlll used to close a passage or argu
ment. That all manner of arguments were frequently closed in this 
way is clear from the sources, cf. Anaximen. Lamp sac. Rh. 32.3; 
Quint. Inst. 8.5.11, 13-14. See further s.v. yvcOJlll. Quintilian com
plains that such closing maxims were popularly used in the schools 
to function as transitus (Jl£'tu~a<J£tC;) thus obscuring somewhat the 
transition from one section to another (Inst. 4.1.77-79, see s.v. 
Jl£'ta~u<JtC;). 

[Longin.] 4.3, using the verb form, criticises an f;1tt<pcOVllJlU from 
the history of Timaeus as frigid. Timaeus' E1tt<PcOVllJlU takes the 
form of an impossible E'tDJlOAOyiu based on proper names. Plu. 
Nic. 1 adds another example from Timaeus. Theon notes that 'to 
E1tt<pCOV£tV is not fitting for history or political speech but is more 
suited to the theatre or stage (Prog. ii, 91,12-14 Sp.), although he 
admits its use if it is not too obvious (Prog. ii, 91,23ff Sp.). The 
effect is then graceful (E1ttXUptC;). 

In Theon's chapter on the Xpdu (Prog. ii, p.l03 Sp.) E7tt<pCOV£tV 
is introduced as one of the ways in which XPEtUt can be practised, 
namely, by briefly and suitably saying some approving words about 
it, e.g. that it is aA1l8~c;, KUAOV, (JDJl<P~POV, or approved by other 
reputable men. Similarly, the chapter on btllYll<JtC; describes 
E1tt<pcovciv as one of the exercises for a btllYll<Jtc; (Prog. ii, pp.91-
92 Sp.). Theon suggests adding a YVcOJlll in connection with each 
part of the 8t TtYll<JtC;. Without explicitly using the same noun or 
verb, the same exercise is applied to the fable (Jlu8oC;). He speaks 
here of adding the moral (YVCOJltKOV AOYOV = E1ttAOYOC;) to a fable, 
Prog. 3 (ii, p.75,19-76,5 Sp.). 

See further D.H. Th. 48 (p.407,21 U.-R.); [Hermog.] Inv. 4.9; 
S.E. M. 2.57 and possibly Phld. Rh. 1.173 S .. 

&1t1Xd pT)JlU 
Although this term may simply mean "argument" (as it often does 
in later authors), we refer here to more specific defmitions in rhetor
ical theory. 
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We know from D.L. 5.43,47,49 that already Theophrastus had 
written separately on trctXctpiUla-ra and tveu~.l:fHla-ra (cf. Fr. 666, 
673ab FHS&G and cf. s.v. ~7tcVeU~TUla).46 The essence of the 
rhetorical ~7ttxcipll~a can be traced in early Latin treatises: 

I. Rhet.Her. 2.28-30 (the Greek term is cited at §2.2) divides it into 
five parts: propositio, ratio (briefly giving a causal basis), rationis 
conjirmatio, exornatio (including amplification), and conpZexio (a 
brief summary conclusion - called conclusio at 3.16). The last two 
parts are optional. Faults applicable to each part are described in 
2.31-47. According to W. Kroll this non-syllogistic definition of the 
~7ttXcipll~a was frequently maintained by later writers, but repre
sents a poor reproduction of the (same) Greek theory underlying 
both Rhet.Her. and Cic. Inv .. 47 

ll. A form of rhetorical syllogism most often divided into five parts. 
Note that already in the Topica of Aristotle an ~7ttxcipTJJ.la is 
defined as cruAAoytcr~oC; 8taAcK'"CtKoC;, that is, a syllogism based on 
generally accepted premises (as opposed to the qnAocro<PTJ~a = 
()UA.Aoytcr~oC; U7t08ctK'"CtKOC;, i.e. a syllogism based on necessary 
premises, cf. Top. l62a, lOOa). In this sense the ~7ttxciPTJ~a is a 
rhetorical adaption from dialectics. 

Cic. Inv. 1.57-77 (ratiocinatio, cf. Quint. Inst. 5.10.5-6) repro
duces this five part division as follows: i) major premise (proposi
tio), ii) supporting argument (propositionis approbatio) , iii) minor 
premise (assumptio = npocrAll'J1tC;, cf. Div. 2.108), iv) supporting 
argument (assumptionis approbatio), v) conclusion (compZexio). He 
notes that some treat parts i-ii and iii-iv as inseparable entities 
resulting in a three part division. He adds that if one of the premises 
is a necessary argument, then it obviously needs no supporting argu
ment. A variety of ways of formulating the conclusion are discussed 
at 1.73-74. Refutation is discussed at 1.87-89. Quint. Inst. 5.14.5-23 
discusses the bnxciPTJ~a in similar fashion, arguing for the tripar
tite division. 

It is clear that this syllogistic approach to the s7ttxcipll~a was 
standard in Hellenistic rhetoric. As such, the doctrine of the ~7ttx
cipll~a clearly corresponds to what Aristotle was getting at with the 

46 The long list of the works of Theophrastus in Diogenes is actually a composite of four 
different lists. The reference to a work on bnXEtpill..lUTU at # 37 is probably the same 
as that of # 270. 

47 "Das Epicheirema" (Adademie der Wissenschaften in Wien: Philosophisch-his
torische Klasse; Sitzungsberichte (1936) 216.2, pp.5-8. 
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~v9UJ1.1lJ1.u. Aristotle's idiosyncratic use of the tenn ~v9uJlllJlU did 
not catch on, but his concept of rhetorical syllogistic reasoning did. 
Apparently the fIrst extant Greek rhetorical theorist to clearly distin
guish between Ev9uJlllJlu and Em,x£iPllJlU is Dionysius of Halicar
nassus (Din. 6, p.305,15-16 U.-R. where the E1l:lX£iPllJlU is clearly 
considered to be an expanded fonn of Ev9uJlllJlU, cf. Isoc. 12, 
p.71,16-17 U.-R.; Is. 16). In Is. 16 the tenns are not explained but a 
good example of the syllogistic ~1l:lX£ipllJlU is given. At Is. 17 a 
citation from Isaeus provides an excellent example of an ~1l:lX£ip
llJlu, where the major premise (p.116,9-13 U.-R.) is cast in the fonn 
of a (hA:itJlJlU-rov which is then refuted (p.1l6,13-18). The minor 
premise follows with reference to its proof (p.1l6,18-21), and then 
the conclusion (p.1l6,21- p.1l7,1). Other examples follow.48 The tenn 
is elsewhere used at Lys. 23 (p.26,5 U.-R.); !soc. 4 (p.60,15); Is. 3 
(p.95,22); Dem. 46 (p.231,7); 55 (p.248,8-9); Amm. 1.8 (p.266,17); 
Din. 8 (p.308,21, p.309,l). 

Related to the E1l:lXEtpllJlU is Cicero's discussion of the argumen
tatio in Part. 46. He divides it into two fonns, direct and emotional. 
The direct argumentation puts forward a proposition which is then 
proved, supported, and returned to by drawing a conclusion. The 
emotional fonn of argument fIrst takes up the supporting arguments 
and then, having excited the emotions, throws in the proposition at 
the end. If the conclusion is obvious it need not be explicitly drawn. 

A later treatise dedicated to the E1l:lXEtpllJlU is Minucianus' 1l:Epi 
E1l:lXElPllJlanOv (probably third century AD). 

III. For another, apparently common, defInition of E1l:lXEiPllJlU as an 
argument from consequents see Quint. Inst. 5.10.2 (cf. s.v. 
Ev9uJlllJlu). Note that at Quint. Inst. 9.2.106 (cf. 103) it appears that 
Celsus thought the tenn E1l:UKOAOu91l ale; used by Gorgias the 
Younger (first century BC) probably synonymous with E1l:1XEipllJlU 
in this sense. 

En 01 KO()O Jill (jl~ 
A figure wherein the principal word(s) of each clause is repeated in 
the next and used to build an argumentative chain, e.g. OUK d1l:oV 

48 In this respect I am less inclined than W. Kroll (Epicheirema, 17) to think that the 
rhetorical syllogistic €1t:tXEipTlIlu was pure theory with no practical significance. This 
more especially when due consideration is given to what is said in the theorists con
cerning various ways in which the "standard" (or perhaps better, "theoretically ideal") 
five part division may be shortened. 
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}lEV -cuu-cu, aUK Eypu'I'a be· oub' eypa'l'u JleV, aUK tTCpecrBEucrU 
be· oub' ETCpecrBEucru JleV, aUK eTCEl.cra be 811 Baiou<; (D. 18.179). 
It is defmed in Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 3.11 (with an example -
one of the seven -CpOTCOl. UU~llcrECO<;); Arist. Rh. 1.7.31; GA 
1.18.34; and Rut.Lup. 1.13 (who uses the term t1nTCAOKT)). Both 
Anaximenes and Aristotle argue that the original subject appears 
much greater because it is the cause of so many things. It was used 
both in serious and comic contexts (cf. Aristotle's citation of 
Epicharmus, and D. 18.179). Demetr. Eloc. 270 prefers the term 
KAi}lu~ ("ladder") and compares it to one stepping up to greater 
and greater things. Rhet.Her. 4.34-35 (gradatio) notes that it has a 
certain attractiveness (lepor). [Longin.] 23.1 classifies KAiJla~ 

together with a8pol.crJlo<; and JlE'raBoAll (ll.) as forms of 
TCOAUTC'rCO'rU.49 All three are said to be nuvu aycoVl.crnKu. At § 11.2 
ETCOl.KObOJliu (an equivalent term) is listed among the methods of 
uU~l1crl.<;.5o Quint. Inst. 9.3.54-57 recommends sparing use because 
of its affected nature. The figure is mentioned at Cic. Orat. 135 and 
possibly intended at de Orat. 3.207 (gradatio). Alex. Fig. 2.8 allows 
that the repeated word in the KAiJlu~ be a synonym. For Pauline 
examples see Ep.Rom. 5.3-5; 8.29-30; 10.14-15. 

tnolKO()oJ.lia - see the note s.v. UU~llcrl.<; on [Longin.] 11.2, and the 
entry s.v. ETCOl.KObOJlllcrt<;. 

tpyuaia - see s.v. t~Epyucria. 

tpro-cllJ.la 
Alex. Fig. 1.22 defines it as a question requiring only a yes or no 
answer. Contrast TCUO'JlU, and cf. s.v. tnEpclnllcrl.<;. 

tpro'tllm.~ - see S.v. tTCE PcO'rll m<;. 

to"ITtJ.lanO"J.ltvo~ A.oyo~ 
"Figured speech." In rhetorical theory the term "figures" (e.g. of 
speech) often had the same meaning as it has in English, but it could 
also refer to a more specific use of figures often referred to as 
EO'XllJl.ancrJlevo<; AOyO<;. In this case the term crXTtJla took on 

49 But see s.v. TCOAU1t'tCO'tOV for a suggestion on the text of Ps.-Longinus at this point. 
50 See s.v. uus,T]crtt; for a note on the text of Ps.-Longinus at this point. 
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another connotation, best indicated by the defmition of the cynic 
philosopher and rhetor Zoilos (fourth century BC): ax1i~ui Ecr'ttV 
£1"EPOV J.!EV 1tpocr1totEtcr9Ut, £1"EPOV OE AEYEtV (L. Radermacher, 
Art. Script. B XXXV Fr. 2). Demetr. Eloc. 287-98 notes that this 
more specific use of the term refers to the use of figures to hide or 
cover what one actually wants to say. It is a way of softening one's 
critique especially if that critique was to be presented to people high 
in authority. Two reasons for using figures in this way are given, 
ucr<paAElu and ctmpE1tEtU ("caution" and "propriety"). [Longin.] 
17, however, warns against too obviously cloaking everything in 
figures in these situations as this arouses suspicion. One must use 
figures in such a way that they appear not to be figures. This is best 
achieved by ensuring that the figures are sublime for then their sub
limity strikes one so much that the fact that a figure is used recedes 
into the background.51 Quint. Inst. 9.2.65-107 discusses figured 
speech under three uses, caution (9.2.67-75), propriety (9.2.76-95), 
and charm (venustas, 9.2.96-107). The famous Asianist orator of the 
late first century AD, Scopelian, is said to have excelled in this kind 
of figured oratory (Philostr. VS 519), as are later orators. Two trea
tises probably to be dated to the early third century AD (wrongly 
attributed to Dionysius of Halicarnassus, cf. Radermacher, pp.xxiii -
xxiv, Teubner ed.) deal in detail with this kind of figured speech, 
[D.H.] Rh. 8 and 9, cf. [Hermog.] Inv. 4.13; Aps. Prob .. The treatises 
clearly presuppose earlier discussion (no longer extant), cf. Rh. 8.1. 

i:'tEpoiro(n~ 

A term used at Quint. Inst. 9.3.12 of phrases which depart from nor
mal idiom for the sake of novelty and usually also brevity. Quintil
ian notes that this term is not dissimilar to E~aAAuyit (see s.v.). He 
lists it together with that group of "grammatical" figures elsewhere 
known as UAAOtCOcrlC; (see s.v.). 

t'tUJloAoyia 
The use of an (often suspect) etymology in terms of definition, e.g. 
Cic. Top. 10, 35-37; de Grat. 2.165; Quint. Inst. 1.6.29; 5.10.55, 
59; 7.3.25. With respect to names (including puns) see also the 
1"61toC; in Arist. Rh. 2.23.29; Theon Prog. ii, p.ll1,4-11 Sp.; Quint. 

51 The notion of concealing one's craft in speech-making was a general commonplace 
among the theorists. For a long list of references see Caplan's note to RhetHer. 4.10 
(pp.250-51 Loeb ed.). 
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Inst. 5.30-31. See also ITDSD'Yia I. and QvoJla'to1tOtta il. For a New 
Testament example see Ep.Hebr. 7.1-2. 

~U<P1lJ11(J"J10~ 
"Euphemism," cautiously classified under the style O~tVO'tllC; at 
Demetr. Eloc. 281, cf. Quint. Inst. 9.2.92 (under a discussion of 
EcrXllJlanGJl~voc; AO'YOC;). It is also termed uV'ti<ppaGtC; CHI 'toD 
1tapaK~tJl~VOD (see s.v. uV'ti<ppamc; I.). 

~EiJYJ1a 
Although there is a lacuna in the text, it seems clear that Alex. Fig. 
2.17 uses this term to cover cases of Ot~~~D'YJl~VOV, E1t~~~D'YJl~VOV 
and "crDv~~~D'YJl~VOV," cf. the concluding remarks to the discus
sion of disiunctum, coniunctio and adiunctio in Rhet.Her. 38 where 
he states that these three figures belong to one genus. 

f)90Aoyia 
See s.v. xapaK'tllptcrJlOC; III. It is a doubtful reading in Quint. Inst. 
1.9.3 and Su~t. Gram. 4 (instead of aetiologia). 

f)901tOlia 
I. Quint. Inst. 9.2.58-59 uses this term to describe descriptions of oth

ers' characteristics (imitatio morum alienorum) , either in terms of 
words or actions (he gives JliJlllGtC; as a synonym). Such descrip
tions go back at least as far as Theophrastus' work il8tKoi 
xapaK't1ip~c;.52 Rhet.Her. 4.63-65 (notatio) also notes the descrip
tion of particular kinds of character (e.g. the boastful man) by 
means of describing various things that such a man would do. He 
adds that such descriptions have great attraction. Cic. de Drat. 3.204 
(= Drat. 138, cf. 139) states that such descriptions have the effect of 
either calming or exciting an audience. See also xapaK'tllptGJlOC; 
ill. 

Rut.Lup. 1.21 unfortunately does not define the term il8onotia 
but gives two examples. These examples both clearly describe a 
particular character, but their descriptions are at the same time 
essentially couched in language given in the first person. Rutilius 
thus seems to form a bridge between definition I. and definition il. 

52 Note that Arist. Rh. 2.12-17 gives an analysis of characters in terms of four factors: 
1tUell, g~al~, llAuclm and 1"UXUl. 
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II. The exercise termed 1l90notta in the later npO,¥DJlVaaJlU-ca is 
essentially a form of npo(Jcononotiu. Strictly speaking 1l90notta is 
npoacononottu of a human person, whether a specific person, or a 
kind of person (e.g. a painter). When used in this sense, the term 
np0(Jcononottu is restricted to exercises in which non-human per
sons are made to speak (mostly abstract qualities). For such 
1l90nOttu see [Hermog.] Prog. 9 and Lib. Eth .. Alex. Fig. 1.15 
restricts 1l90nottu to existing persons. Quint. Inst. 6.2.17 seems to 
be referring to general1l90nottat (i.e. of kinds of people) when he 
speaks of the 11911 practiced in the schools.53 In the general sense, 
this meaning is identical to 1l90nOttU 1.. 

III.D.H. Lys. 8 uses 1l90nottu of providing a favourable presentation 
of the character of the speaker throughout the speech (a term, he 
claims, that is used by many in this sense). Dionysius, admiring tills 
virtue (ap£-ci]) in Lysias, breaks it down into the common analyti
cal trio (havoiu, At~te; and auv9£(Jte; (cf. the structure of Demetr. 
Eloc.). 'H90nottu here refers to the portrayal of a character both 
suitable for the speaker for whom the speech is written, and a char
acter which makes a positive impression upon the audience. At Lys. 
19, Dionysius analyses the way in which Lysias uses three kinds of 
proofs (derived from Aristotle, cf. Rh. 1.2), proofs from the matter, 
from the character of the speaker (~90e;) and from emotions 
(na90e;). His discussion of proofs derived from the character of the 
speaker is related to his earlier discussion of the virtue of 1l90notta. 
Here he explicitly suggests that the character of the speaker should 
be made trustworthy (p.31,11 U.-R., cf. Arist. Rh. 1.2.4). The term 
is further used at Isoc. 11 (p.71,5); Imit. 31 (p.205,5). See also S.v. 
~eoe;. 

~Ooc; (and naOoc;) 
I. "Character" and "emotion. "54 Although often used as technical 

terms in secondary literature, these terms are not generally used in a 
specifically technical sense in the rhetorical treatises. 

'H90e; and na90e; are sources for two of the three kinds of proofs 
outlined in Aristotle's treatise (Rh. 1.2 and ~90e; 2.1.1-7, na90e; 

53 M. Winterbottom (private letter dated 4 July, 1995) would interpret these 11811 as con
troversiae involving characterisation (fJ8tKai). 

54 The following description is in large part indebted to J. Wisse, Ethos and Pathos from 
Aristotle to Cicero (Amsterdam: A. M. Hakkert, 1989) to which the reader is referred 
for a detailed examination of the subject. 
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2.1.8-2.11 and a supplementary analysis of the various characters of 
people at 2.12-17). Proof through ~So~ concerns the enhancement 
of the trustworthiness of the speaker, whilst proof through nuSo~ 
concerns the effecting of the whole range of emotions. 55 Aristotle 
classified proofs through ileoc; and nuSoc; together with more 
strictly rational argumentation as the three kinds of proofs available 
to the orator. 

This classification was not followed in rhetorical theory gener
ally, which relegated portrayal of character to the npoot~ltOY, and 
excitement of emotion to the 8niAoyoc;. Even Aristotle himself 
introduces again both portrayal of character and excitement of emo
tion in his discussion of the parts of a speech. Aristotle, however, 
places both concepts in the 8niAoyoc; (Rh. 3.19), and he does not 
explicitly use the tenn ~SOC; here, although he discusses topics 
which are generally associated with proof through character portrayal, 
i.e. making the audience favourable to oneself and unfavourable to 
the opponent. Anaximenes, whilst not using these tenns, places the 
concept of effective character portrayal in the npoOtl .. nOY of both 
deliberative and judicial speeches (Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 29.1, 
6-9; 36.3-6) and the concept of exciting the emotions in the con
clusion of a judicial speech (Rh. 36.29). The concept of character 
portrayal is also found in the conclusion of a defense speech 
(Rh. 36.45). Both Rhet.Her. 1.6, 8; 2.47-50 and Cic. Inv. 1.20-22, 
100-109 include the effective character portrayal and excitement of 
the emotions respectively in the npooiJ.J.toY and 8ntAoy0C; of a judi
cial speech. 

The terms il SOC; and nuSoc; can be found throughout the rhetori
cal treatises of Dionysius of Halicamassus who adopted them along 
Aristotelian lines, cf., for example, Lys. 19 for an analysis of Lysias 
based on the Aristotelian scheme. 56 

In [Longin.] 9.15 (cf. 9.13-14) we see nuSoc; (emotion) con
trasted with ~SOC; (narrative-like characterisation). 

Cicero in the de Oratore returned to the threefold classification of 
proofs deriving from Aristotle, thereby emphasising the use of char
acter portrayal and excitement of emotion throughout a speech, not 
only in passages specifically designed to effect the one or the other 

55 For Anaximenes' classification of the argumentative use of mi81l as a kind of EtKOC;, 
see s.v. cl.KOc;. 

56 Dionysius is one of the few authors from the first century Be of whom we can be sure 
that he personally studied the treatise of Aristotle on rhetoric. 
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(de Orat. 2.310). However, the content of his remarks on these sub
jects (de Orat. 2.178-216, 310-12) shows that he defined proof 
through character portrayal in terms of the effecting of those mild 
emotions which produce benevolentia (goodwill or sympathy) in the 
audience with respect to either the orator or his client (reflecting the 
Roman practice of advocacy).57 Proof through the excitement of 
emotion involves the effecting of the violent emotions. Note that 
Cicero studiously avoids the use of technical terms in this treatise, 
and never specifically uses the terms ~80c:; or na80c:; or any techni
cal Latin equivalent. 

Quint. Inst. 6.2.8-9 appears to go one step further in terms of def
inition. In a difficult passage he notes that the term ~80c:; in rhetori
cal contexts appears to mean more than just character (mores), but 
morum quaedam proprietas ("certain properties of character" or, 
perhaps, "a certain appropriateness of character"? )58. He goes on to 
suggest that more cautious writers explain na811 and 11 811 in tenns 
of violent and mild emotions respectively. His discussion of ~8oc:; 
and na80c:; is placed under his treatment of the ~niAoyoc:; (admitting 
that their use is also important in the npooiJ.ltov and, although less 
so, in other parts of the speech). 

Demetr. Eloc. 226 suggests that ~8oc:; is especially important in 
letters, where a letter is described as "virtually an image of the soul 
of the writer. "59 Further comments are found at Eloc. 28. 

Both na811 and 11811 are mentioned at PWd. Rh. 1.164 S. as dbll 
~YKa-ra()Kc0ot) AOYOt) (fonns of elabourate speech) but not 
explained. 

See also s.v. fJ8onotla III .. 
II. See s.v. fJ80notta II .. 

Ot(f1~ 

An argumentative treatment of a theme which lacks the specifics of 
person and circumstances, e.g. whether one ought to marry. The 
term tmo8ccnc:; is used for a specific case, e.g. whether Cato should 
marry (on 8t()tc:;/ tm68ccnc:; generally, see Quint. Inst. 3.5.5-18). A 
8t()tc:; may include indefinite persons or circumstances, e.g. whether 

57 D.H. Lys. 19 (p.31,15-16 U.-R.) also thought that for the presentation of a trustworthy 
character (~8o<;), the application of mild emotions (mi811 I-Ikrpta) were appropriate. 

58 The latter possibility is suggested by J. Wisse (Ethos, 5) who in turn references G. M. 
A. Grube, The Greek and Roman Critics (London: Methuen, 1965) 29l. 

59 This seems to be an adaption of a common saying, cf. D.H. 1.1. 
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a king should marry; whether those under siege ought to send an 
army abroad. Quint. Inst. 3.5.11 also mentions another (less com
monly accepted) way of defining the difference, which explains the 
88(n~ as contemplative (e.g. whether Orestes was rightly acquitted) 
and the fm6eE()t~ as active (e.g. that Orestes did not commit the 
crime). In this sense, the Dn6eE()t~ deals with the case actively,. 
whilst the eE()t~ looks back on it. 

The use of 8E()Et~ has its background in philosophy, particularly 
the Peripatetic and (especially since the tum to scepticism) Acade
mic schools (cf. Cic. de Drat. 3.109-110; Drat. 46, 127; Theon 
Prog. ii, p.69,l-4 Sp.; Phld. Rh. 2.173 (fr. 12) S.; Quint. Inst. 
10.2.25).60 

Certain Hellenistic rhetorical theorists from the time of Herrnago
ras (second century BC) incorporated eE(JEt~ into their systems, but 
there is evidence that eE()Et~ were sometimes little more than men
tioned (cf. Cic. Inv. 1.8; de Drat. 2.78).61 Rhetorical theory was 
more concerned with DnOeE(JEt~. Cicero, in accordance with the 
attempt to synthesize rhetoric and philosophy in his later rhetorical 
treatises, championed the value of eE(JEt~ for the training of the 
orator. He also incorporated an expanded discussion of the analysis 
of eE()Et~ given in de Drat. 3.109-119 into Part. 61-68 (and again 
later, more briefly, in Top. 79-90).62 The inclusion of eE()Et~ into 
rhetorical theory from the second century BC on was probably to 
deliberately incorporate philosophy into the scope of rhetorical edu
cation. 

Although we cannot be sure how school rhetoric dealt with 
eE(JEt~ in the first or second centuries BC (did they do anything 
more than mention them?), by the first century AD we find the 

60 See further, H. Throm, Die Thesis: Ein Beitrag zu ihrer Entstehung und Geschichte 
(Paderbom: Ferdinand Schoningh, 1932) 171-83. 

61 Cic.Inv. 1.8 is itself evidence that this trend was not universal. He denies that e~O"cLC; 
have a place in rhetorical theory. Apollodorus (c. 104-22 BC), who taught at Rome, is 
also known to have criticised Hermagoras on this point, arguing against the distinction 
{m:6ecO"t~/ e~m~ altogether (see Aug. Rhet. 5). On the other hand, we know that 
Athenaeus (second century BC, a rival of Hermagoras) emphasised the close connec
tion between the un6ecO"t~ and eto"t~ by calling it pars causae (cited in Quint. Inst. 
3.5.5). Theodorus of Gadara (fl. 33 BC) called the e~m~, Kc<pUAUWV ev unOeEO"ct 
(cited in Theon Prog. ii, p.120,19 Sp.). This is probably to be connected with 
Theodorus' O"-rumc; theory, see Kc<pUAUWV I.. 

62 Cicero's discussion in de Oratore differs in one respect, in that he asserts that his 
analysis applies to both consultationes (e~O"ct~) and causae (unOeEO"ct~), de Drat. 
3.111-12. 
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e£(n~ grouped among the various preliminary exercises commonly 
known as npo,),DJlVucrJlU-ru. That e£cr£l~ became a standard exer
cise among the npo,),DJlVucrJlU-ru is clear from Quint. Inst. 2.4.24-
32 and Theon Prog. ii, p.120,12ff Sp .. Theon's treatment of e£cr£l~ 
is quite clearly very rhetorical, and also polemical against philoso
phy. He divides e£cr£l~ into those which are e£coPll'tlKui and those 
which are npaK'tlKUi (Prog. ii, p.121,6-17 Sp.). Although this 
seems to reflect the division in Cicero (Part. 61-68; de Orat. 
3.109-119; Top. 79-90) into the e£crl~ cognitionis and actionis, the 
analysis is quite different. Theon refers to the e£coPll'tlKui as 
philosophical and the npUK'tlKUi as rhetorical. However, he goes 
on to argue that rhetoric is just as able to treat of philosophical as 
rhetorical e£cr£l~. He provides a detailed list of -ronol for dealing 
with e£C>£l~ and adds remarks on the ordering of material, ui5~llC>le;, 
and other typical rhetorical methods. Cicero, on the other hand, 
deals with the e£C>le; cognition is in terms of a simple application of 
c>-rUC>l~ doctrine. The e£C>l~ actionis is divided into that concerning 
instruction in duty (e.g. to parents) and that concerning the calming 
or arousing of emotions (explained as incorporating various kinds 
of consolation or exhortation in Cic. de Orat. 3.118).63 Clearly both 
kinds of e£cr£l~ in the Partitiones are philosophical in origin. 

In Cic. Orat. 125 the e£C>l~, along with Ui5~llcrl~, are described as 
two important forms of ornatus (rhetorical ornamentation). Cicero 
is refering to the discussion of a general question in the midst of a 
speech. This reflects his views as outlined in de Orat. 2.133-47; 
Top. 80 (cf. Part. 61) and Orat. 45-46 that every concrete case 
(6noe£(jl~) may be brought back to a general theme underlying it 
(cf. Quint. Inst. 10.2.18). This concept is not only useful in terms of 
investigating possible arguments (by way of abstract -ronot), but the 
general underlying theme may also be separately handled in one's 
speech (de Orat. 3.120; Quint. Inst. 3.5.13 and see D.Chr. 38 for an 
example). . 

Dionysius of Halicamassus does not use the term e£C>te; in the 
sense discussed here, but the term tmOe£C>l~ (in terms of the con
crete case or subject in question) is frequent. 

For e£C>£l~ described as -ronal, see s.v. -ronoe; IV. 

lc:rOKroAov - see s. v. nupicrcoC>l~. 

63 Compare Sen. Ep. 94-95. 
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Ka'taxpl1(jl~ 
Aristotle (cited in Cic. Orat. 94) terms it a kind of metaphor involving 
a misuse of words (abusio). Cicero gives the example of minutus 
animus instead of parvus animus, and adds that the misuse of related 
words can be used for pleasure or because it is appropriate, cf. de 
Orat. 3.169; Rhet.Her. 4.45 (abusio). Quint. Inst. 8.6.34-36 (abusio) 
gives similar examples, e.g. equum divina Palladis arte aedificant 
("they built a horse by the divine art of Pallas"), cf. Inst. 10.1.12. He 
defmes it, however, as the use of the nearest term for a matter where 
no proper term exists (cf. Inst. 8.2.6, and also Cic. Orat. 82, 92 who 
classifies this figure under metaphor and not KU1:UXPllcrte;). It is in 
this respect distinct from a metaphor which uses another word where 
a normal word exists (similarly Tryph. Trop. 1.2), though he admits 
that the poets frequently use KU1:UXPll(He; where other terms do exist. 
How is this then distinguished from metaphor? It would seem only 
by a use that strikes one as incorrect. He also distinguishes it from the 
substitution of words with quite different meanings, e.g. virtus 
instead of temeritas. KU1:UXPllCJte; is thus the substitution of a closely 
related word that is nevertheless wrongly used. It is mentioned as an 
acceptable figure of speech in D.H. Compo 3 (p.11,17 U.-R.). 

K. Barwick argues that KU1:UXPllCJte; in the strict sense (a con
ventional word used wrongly to indicate something for which there 
is no conventional word) was the definition developed by the Stoa64• 

This kind of KU1:UXPllme; is one of several solutions when an author 
is looking for a word to describe something for which there is no 
conventional term. Two other solutions would be either to coin a 
new word, or to use 1tcpi<ppame;. Both of these other options are 
also discussed by rhetorical theorists. 

KU1:UXPllCJte; thus lies on the border between barbarism (~ap
~aptcrJ..L6e;) and the effective use of a trope, a distinction also recog
nised as difficult by the ancients, cf. Quint. Inst. 1.5.5. It is a partic
ularly difficult trope for us to isolate, depending upon a very precise 
knowledge of the kinds of contexts appropriate to any word. In gen
eral we rely upon the suggestions of ancient authors. Gregory of 
Nyssa (hom. in I Cor. 15:28 M. 44.1324) considers Paul's use of 
KcKEVffi1:at 1ticr1:te; at EpRom. 4.14 to be an example of Ka1:UXPll
crte; (in malam partem). 

64 Probleme der stoischen Sprachlehre und Rhetorik, Abhandlungen der Sachsischen 
Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig: Philologisch-historische Klasse Bd. 49 Heft 3 
(Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1957) 90-91, 96-7. 
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KU'ttG'tpUJlJlEVll (AE~l~/ tPJlllvtiu) 
Lit. "turned-down style." A term used in both Aristotle and 
Demetrius for periodic style (though defmed somewhat differently). 
See s. v. n£ piobo~. ' 

KSKPIJlEVOV 
A judgement of popular opinion or some other authority used to 
buttress an argument. Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 1.13-24 discusses it 
as one kind of argument to be employed in conjunction with the 
't£AtKU K£<pUAUtU (a later term, cf. §L4-12, and s.v. K£<pUAUtOv 
IlL). Four classes are distinguished (§1.13), judgements made by 
gods, men, reputable judges, or our opponents. This argument is an 
(abstract) KOtVO~ -rono~ in Arist. Rh. 2.23.12 (it is also one of the 
-ronot in Theon Prog. ii, p.108,29-32 Sp.). Arist. Rh. 3.15.8 men
tions the refutation of a use of a Kpi(:n~ as a slander against the 
speaker. Quint. Inst. 5.11.36-44 also uses the term Kpi(n~, but 
restricts it to popular sayings or opinions. Judicial decisions are dis
cussed at Inst. 5.2. Cic. Inv. 1.48 divides this argument into three 
classes: i) those with religious sanction, e.g. made under oath; ii) 
from the common practice of mankind; iii) an approved judgement 
(made, for example, by some special vote). Refutation of Kpi(J£t~ 
is discussed at Inv. 1.82-83. See also Rhet.Her. 2.19-20 (iudicatum) 
who notes that such judgements may often contradict each other, 
requiring a comparison of the judges, times, and number of judge
ments. For the relation of K£Kpt!l£VOV to 6pt(j~6~ see Arist. Rh. 
2.23.8 (the third and fourth examples of 6ptcr~o~) and Rut.Lup. 
2.5. 

Philodemus, although he does not use these terms in respect of 
rhetorical theory, does use the term K£KPt~£vov of popular opin
ions (PHerc. 1674, coLXXV,21-22 Auricchio) which the rhetors 
seek to follow (instead of philosophical truth). The term Kpicrt~ is 
used of a judgement or opinion from authorities (PHerc. 1674, 
coLXXllI,22; LIl,32; LVll,33 Auricchio). 

For a New Testament example compare Paul's reported use of 
quotations from Greek poets, Act Ap. 17.28. 

Kt<paAUlOV 
I. The school of Theodorus apparently used the term K£<pUAUtOV in 

many different senses (Quint. Inst. 3.11.27). In terms of cr-rucrt~ the
ory, Theodorus seems to have spoken of K£<pUAUtU ')'£VtKclnU1:U 
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. t ad of CY'tacyeV;.65 Subordinate CY'tuCYct<; were termed capita spe-
IDS e. . . 66 .. . 
cialia (Qumt. Inst. 3.6.2, 3.11.3, 27, Aug. Rhet. 12). Qumtlhan 
also notes that he used the term KcCPUAUtOV to designate the propo
sitio cum adfirmatione. We learn from Theon (Prog. ii, p.120,19 
Sp.) that Theodorus designated the 9Em<; as KcCPUAUtOV ~v urr09E
CYet and he seems to equate it with Hermagoras' designation of the 
9ECYt<; as 'to Kptv6Jlcvov.67 These definitions are probably to be 
connected with Theodorus' CY'tuCYt<; theory, but if we compare 
Theon Prog. ii, p.69,1-6 Sp. it is just possible that Theodorus meant 
a thetic section in a speech (i.e., a treatment of the theme in a gen
eralised way, cf. s.v. 9ECYt<;). 

n. In later rhetorical treatises (as already in the fourth century BC ora
tors) the term KCCPUAutOV was commonly used for the heads (argu
ments to be developed) of a proposition (rrp6'tuCYt<;), cf. D.H. Is. 14 
(p.112,1 U.-R.); Th. 19 (p.353,18-21); Compo 1 (p.6,3); Theon 
Prog. ii, 121,6 Sp.; Phld.-Rh. PHerc. 1674 (col.XXXVII,5; LIV,12-
13 Auricchio), 1672 (col.VIII,31-32; XXII,27; XXXII,22-23 Auric
chio), 1506 (col.XL,14 Hammerstaedt); etc .. 

In. Related to II. is the use of this term to indicate an available line of 
argument (cf. Quint. Inst. 3.11.27; Theon Prog. ii, p.69,1-6 Sp. 
where 9c'ttKU KcCPUAUtU are spoken of, see 't6rro<; IV.), or even for 
abstract argumentative patterns, commonly called KOt VOl 't6rrot in 
earlier philosophically influenced treatises. For this last use of 
KcCPUAUtOV see [Hermog.] Inv. 3.4 (and following); [D.H.] Rh. 
10.5-6, cf. Str. 1.2.31. 

A particular kind of argument especially related to deliberative 
rhetoric was the TcAtKOV KccpUAUtOV. Such '"[cAtKa KcCPUAUtu (argu
ments of purpose) were arguments related to such concepts as justice, 
legality, advantage, etc .. Whilst the discussion of such arguments in 
relation to deliberative rhetoric goes all the way back to Anaximenes 
(cf. Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 1.4-24; Arist. Rh. 1.6; Rhet.Her. 3.3-6; 
Cic.Inv. 157-76; Quint. Inst. 3.8.22-35), the frrst use of this term for 
them appears in Hermogenes (Hermog. Stat. pp.52,20 - 53,1 R.; cf. 
[Hermog.] Prog. p.14,6-12; pp.25,22 - 26,6 R.). 

65 Compare Clod. p.590,4-5 H. where it is said that the Greeks either use the term (na
ate; or YcV1KOV Kc<paAutOv. 

66 Compare Hermogenes' use of the term Kc<paAUta to designate subordinate m;aCJcte; 
(Hermog. Stat.). 

67 It is not clear whether Theon is referring to Hermagoras of Temnis or Hermagoras, the 
pupil of Theodorus. 
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K01 V{)'t"'l c; 
Ix .. . y/X .. . yl Rut.Lup. 1.9 explains it as a combination of £n:l~oAij 
and £n:Hpopa. Alex. Fig. 2.5 terms it (jU~n:AOKij and notes (juv8c
(jle; as a synonym. It is further mentioned at Rhet.Her. 4.20 (con
plexio);68 Cic. de Drat. 3.206 and Quint. Inst. 9.3.31. For a Pauline 
example see 2 Ep.Cor. 9.6. 

KOJiJUI 
A short clause. A building block of the sentence, or n:cpioooe;. The 
K6~~a is generally defined as distinct from the KcOAOV (Thphr. Fr. 
701 FHS&G; Demetr. Eloc. 9; Rhet.Her. 4.26; Cic. Drat. 222-23) 
due to the fact that it is shorter (Demetr. loc.cit.; cf. D.H. Camp. 26, 
p.136,9-10 U.-R.). Rhet.Her. 4.26 (somewhat unusually) defines it 
in terms of single words following each other in asundatic fashion 
(see s.v. otaAUcne;), cf. Hermog. Id. 2.4 (p.316 R.) who speaks of-ro 
Ka-r' ovo~a Ko~~anK6v ((jxii~a). 

Quint. Inst. 9.4.122 states that "most people" define the K6~~a 
(incisum) as part of a KcOAOV (membrum). This defInition is, how
ever, not found outside of Quintilian in the sources under purview 
here. Quintilian himself defines the K6~~a as a phrase lacking 
rhythmical completeness. 

See further s.v. n:cpioooe;. 

KOJiJiUnOv 
A short K6~~a (see s.v.). Used in D.H. Compo 26 (p.139,16 U.-R.). 

Kpi(nc; - see s.v. KcKP1~£VOV. 

KUKA.OC; 
"Circle. " 

I. [Hermog.] Inv. 4.8 uses this term to describe the sequence: Ix ... x/. 
II. The term is sometimes used in describing the circularity of m~ piOOOl, 

e.g. Demetr. Eloc. 30, 31, cf. 11,20; D.H. Camp. 19 (p.87,14 U.-R.); 
22 (p.97,13); 23 (p.120,2-3), cf. Pomp. 6 (p.247,18-19). At Philostr. 
Dial. 1 it is used as an equivalent for "period." 

68 A lacuna in the text of Rhet.Her. in the defInition of conplexio is filled conjectually by 
Marx with ut et conversione et repetitione [utamur]. 
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Krolov 
"Clause." A building block of the sentence or 1tEpio()oC; (see fur
ther s.v. KOJ.lJ.lU and 1tEpio()oC;). 

lE1t'toloyia 
"Detailed discourse."69 A detailed working out (g~Epyucriu) of 
each of several circumstances relating to the subject under discus
sion. It may be used to highlight the contrasting elements in a com
parison, to show swiftness or slowness, etc.. Two examples are 
briefly discussed in Alex. Fig. 1.11. Cf. s.v. g1ttJ.lovi]. 

lUO"lC; 
Used by Demetr. Eloc. (passim) as a synonym of ()laAuCY1C; (see 
s.v.). 

J'uKpoloyia see s. v. 1tAEOVUCYJ.lOC;. 

J'EP10"J'OC; 
The arrangement of (related) individual matters separately showing 
their particularity, Rut.Lup. 1.18, cf. D.H. Lys. 15 (p.25,18; p.26,6 
U.-R.); Isoc. 4 (p.60,14); 12 (p.71,16); Is. 3 (p.95,15-16, 20); 15 
(p.113,20). Rutilius describes this as effecting both utility and clar
ity. Compare the seventh method of UU~llcrlC; listed by Anaximenes 
(s.v. UU~llCY1C;). This is probably what is meant at Cic. de Drat. 
3.205 (digestio) which seems to be equivalent to Drat. 137 (dividat 
in partes). 

J'~'tapao"lC; 

"Crossing over." Rut.Lup. 2.1 uses this as a general term to 
describe the crossing over from one subject to another, either by the 
introduction of an U1tOcrTPO<pi] (cf. Quint. Inst. 9.3.25), or by sum
moning oneself back to the original topic of discussion. Compare 
Rhet.H era 4.35 on transitio where the speaker makes a transition to 
his next point, e.g. "we have spoken of x, now we shall speak of y. " 
The figure is mentioned at Cic. Drat. 137 and de Drat. 3.203 where 
the speaker is expected to announce what he will next speak upon 
and distinguish it from what has gone before, cf. Quint-Inst. 4.1.74. 
At Inst. 76-79 Quintilian complains of the use of YVCOJ.lUl in the 

69 The term Acrt"CoAoyia is also used in this sense (though not as a rhetorical figure) in 
Hennog. [d. 1.12 (p.309,2 R.). 
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schools to mark a transition (see further S.V. ~ntcpcOvrHlu). At Inst. 
9.2.62 he denies that transitus is a figure. See further Luc. Hist.Con
scr. 55 for remarks on the Jlc'Ca~ucrt~ between the npOOlJltOV and 
8t i1111 crt~ of an historical work. 

JU:-CUPOAft 
"Change" or "reversal." 

I. Demetr. Eloc. 148-49 (under the YAucpupa style) describes it as a 
kind of reversal of one's thought, or recantation. He gives two 
examples, the first involving the use of a more realistic description 
following a uncp~oAit, the second involving the speaker/ author 
changing his intention (in this case whether or not to tell the reader 
the names of two dogs which the author has mentioned). The result 
of such a "correction" is to make the audience favourable (i.e. pro
vide xapt~, cf. gratia in Rhet.Her. 4.36). 

This figure would seem more or less equivalent to correctio 
(tnuv6peO)crt~, cf. [luI. Rufin.] SchemL. 17) as defmed by 
Rhet.Her. 4.36 (cf. Cic. Drat. 135 = de Drat. 3.207 - reprehensio; 
de Drat. 3.203 - correctio). He notes that the initial use of the 
"incorrect" formulation helps to highlight the following "correc
tion," and thus impresses the correct formulation upon the hearer. 
The examples provided show that the initial statement does not have 
to be considered completely false, but that the correctio may only 
provide a different perception of the matter. Rut.Lup. 1.16 calls 
such a self-correction Jlc'Cavotu, cf. Quint. Inst. 9.2.17 (emendatio, 
a species of np6ATl'jlt~); 9.2.18 (reprehensio, a form of 1tp6ATl'jlt~, 
being self-correction related to the meaning and propriety of one's 
words); 9.2.60 (quasi paenitentia); 9.3.89 (correctio). Compare 
also Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 18.9 who advises that if in court the 
judges en masse make some kind of objection to you speaking, then 
you should rebuke yourself, not the judges (vice versa if it is only a 
minority of the judges). 

For a specific kind of Jlc'CU~OAit in this sense, see s.v. ~1tt'ClJlll

crt~. 

It seems to have been common to employ a short apologising 
statement after the use of U1tcp~OAit or an especially bold 
metaphor, cf. Arist. Rh. 3.7.9; Cic. de Drat. 3.165; Quint. Inst. 
8.3.37. 

For Pauline examples see Ep.Gal. 1.6-7; 3.4; 4.9; Ep.Rom. 
8.34. 
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II. Caecilius (Fr. 69 = Quint. Inst. 9.3.38) seems to have used this term 
in the same way as Alex. Fig. 2.16 (cf. Tib. Fig. 38), namely, of a 
kind of reoADre'to:rt"OY where successive clauses differ, not only in 
terms of their cases, but also in terms of their content, e.g. D. 18.311 
(as cited by Alexander): 't1~ yap cru!J.!J.axia <JoD repu~ay'to~ 

yf.YOYf. 'tn reOAf.t; 'ti~ bE ~oTJ8f.ta SK TT1~ <J1l~ f.UY01a~ Kat 
bO~ll~; 't1~ bE repf.cr~f.ia; 'ti~ bE btaKoyia, bt flv 11 re6At~ SYbO
~o'tf.pa; 't1 nov °EAAllVtKroy 11'ti 'troy olxsiwy areAro~ srellYcOp8w
'tat bta crf.; reotat 'tPtTJPf.t~; reota ~f.All; reotot Yf.cO<JOtKOt; etc. 
This may also be the meaning at [Longin.] 23.1 (and probably also 
§5, cf. 20.3), see s.v. reoADre'tw'tOY. Ps.-Longinus claims that it is 
reuyu uYCOYtcr1'tKTJ. Quint. Inst. 9.3.39 adds that when such diverse 
matters are more briet1y noted we have the figure which Cicero 
called dissipatio (cf. Cic. de Drat. 3.207). It would appear that con
tinuatum (Cic. loc. cit.) corresponds to this figure, using unbroken 
language. 

III. In a more general sense D.H. Comp. 19 (cf. Camp. 11-13) and Dem. 
47-49 (p.232,15ff U.-R.) speak of !J.f.'ta~OATJ (variation) as the third 
factor (of four) which contributes to both l1bf.ia and KaAll ap!J.ovia. 
With respect to prose he speaks of variation in terms of periods, cola, 
rhythms and the pitch of the voice. At Dem. 49 (p.235,22 U.-R.) this 
third factor is described as 'to. sy 'tat~ !J.f.'ta~OAat~ <JxTJ!J.a-ru. See 
also Isoc. 4 (p.60,16 U.-R.); Dem. 20 (p.172,l); Th. 53 (p.413,4-5); 
Cic. de Drat. 2.177; 3.100, 192 and of history in general D.H. 1.8.3; 
Pomp. 3.12 (p.237,2 U.-R.); D.S. 20.2.1. 

JU:-CO}" 11 "'l~ 
This figure arises when a particular word in a standard phrase is 
substituted for a less common synonym, Tryph. Trop. 1.5. Quint. 
Inst. 6.3.52-53 (cf. 9.2.106) notes that it makes a poor form of jest, 
although at 8.6.37-39 he sees no other use for it than comedy. D.H. 
Th. 31 (pp.376,21-377,4 U.-R.) gives an example of poetic !J.f.'tUAll
"'t~ in Thucydides. 

Jlf:-CUV01U - see S.V. !J.f.'ta~OATJ 1. 

Jlf:'tUO"tUO'l<; 

I. Cic. Drat. 137 mentions the figure whereby the speaker transfers 
the accusation against himself onto his opponent. This is one 
method of !J.f.'tu<J'tacrl~ according to Alex. Fig. 1.27, who notes that 
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the blame may also be transferred to others, e.g. the audience, cf. 
Cic. de Orat. 3.204 (traiecto in alium). 

II. Of the transfer of time. Quint. Inst. 9.2.41 uses this term in a 
description of techniques for the composition of a lm:O'rl)TCrocrV; (see 
s.v. OlU't"UTCrocrV;). The term refers to the vivid presentation of some 
real or fictive action from the past or future to the audience as if it 
were happening before their eyes.70 

JlE'tacpopa 
"Transfer." Aristotle generally treats this term in its literal sense. It 
signifies a transferred meaning of some kind. Mc't"u<popa is there
fore much broader than the English term "metaphor." Any verb, 
noun or even phrase which has some kind of transferred sense is 
a Jlc't"u<popa. Thus besides metaphors, also metonymy, similes, 
hyperbole and proverbs are considered Jlc't"u<popui. Arist. Po. 21.7-
15 defines four kinds of Jlc't"u<popui, i) aTCO 't"OD Y£vou BTCi ctoo<;, 
ii) aTCO 'tOD doou<; ETCi 't"o y£vo<;, iii) aTCO 't"OD doou<; BTCi ctoo<;, 
iv) KU't"U 't"o aVaAOYOV (consult the context for an explanation of 
the various kinds). These four kinds are alluded to in Rh. 10.7, 
where the fourth is particularly recommended. Broadly speaking 
Jlc't"u<popui are handled twice in Rh. 3.1-12 (TCEpi A£~cro<;). Under 
the section on the apc't"ll A£~cro<;71 (which is essentially clarity 
and propriety), Aristotle describes the particular qualities of the 
Jlc't"u<popa as 'to cru<pe<;, 't"o ftou and 't"o ~cV1K6v. In prose the 
Jlc't"uq>opui must be appropriate. Aristotle thereby rejects Jlc't"u<popui 
which are too obvious, e.g. "lording it over the oar.,,72 The 
Jlc't"uq>opa should also be a related conceptJ3 "Lording" has nothing 

70 It ought to be noted that M. Winterbottom (Problems in Quintilian [University of Lon
don Institute of Classical Studies; Bulletin Supplement 25, 1970] 157) considers the 
word "~s'taO''tam.c;'' to be an early gloss. 

71 'Aps'tij is here in the sense of an attribute enabling something to fulfill its function 
(spyov). 

72 In this respect our sensitivities are significantly different than those of the ancient 
Greeks, who generally looked upon bold metaphors in prose as examples of poor taste, 
Phld. Rh. 2.26 S. (a quotation from Nausiphanes?) who speaks disparagingly of 
metaphors detached from what is ordinary (brllnl~tVU1. 'tOD xu8aiou ~s'ta<popai). 
Compare the two examples from Gorgias condemned in [Longin.] 2.2 (cf. Hermog. [d. 
1.6 [p.249 R.D: 2tp~11C; 6 'trov IIspO'rov ZSUC; and YDrcsC; S~\jIUXOl 'ta<pot. 

73 In this connection compare PHamb. 128 fro a, attributed to Theophrastus (= Thphr. 
Appendix 9, FHS&G), where ~s'ta<popa is defined as "the transfer of unchanged sub
stantival or verbal composite expressions from something similar to another thing" 
(translation FHS&G). Examples are given such as old age being "the setting of life" 
or the king being the "shepherd of the people." 
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to do with an oar. Good examples are when actors are called either 
otOVUaoKoAuKEC; or 'tExvhut. These terms are both clear and make 
an effect due to the fact that they are unusual terms for actors 
('to ~EVtKOV). They also contain a connotation of praise or blame 
(in this respect cf. 2 Ep.Cor. 2.17, KU1!l1AEUOV'tE~ 'tOY AOyOV). 
Although not stating it in so many words, Aristotle seems to be 
pointing to the functions of J.l.E'tucpopui in argument. If the last 
example was of praise or blame, he also adds an example suitable 
to judicial oratory when uJlupnlvco ("make a mistake") is used 
instead of aDtK£CO and vica versa. Given such an argumentative 
function, his insistence that a J.l.E'tucpopa should be concealed (K£K
AE1!'tUt 3.2.10), i.e. not overly obvious, makes sense.74 It is unfortu
nate that Aristotle only hints at this question of function and does 
not really develop it. 

The second place J.l.E'tucpopui are dealt with is in the discussion 
of the sources for elegant speech (aa'tElov). At Rh. 3.10.2 Aristotle 
notes that we experience something as pleasant when we learn 
something easily. Concerning words, this is especially the case with 
J.l.E'tUCPOpUi. The point is that foreign words being unknown convey 
no information, normal words convey no new information, but 
J.l.E'tucpopui always imply something extra.75 At Rh. 3.10.7 Aristotle 
begins a longer section on J.l.E'tucpopui, giving many examples, par
ticularly of those which are vivid (another important quality which 
is separately discussed at Rh. 3.11.1-5). Vividness (~vEpyciu) is 
best expressed in a metaphor which makes something inanimate 
alive (cf. Demetr. Eloc. 81; Quint. Inst. 8.6.11-12). Rh. 3.11.11-15 
is a brief discussion of similes, proverbs and hyperbole as 
"metaphorical" sources of elegance. 

Demetr. Eloc. briefly mentions the J.l.E'tucpopa under the 
tPJlllvciu YAucpupa (§ 142) and DEtVrl (§272). When treating it as 

74 This probably also lies behind Aristotle's description of J..LcTu<popui unsuitable in 
prose (Rh. 3.3.4). They should not be laughable as in comedy, nor too excessively 
solemn as in tragedy, nor again far-fetched. These factors all reinforce the point that 
J..LcTu<popui should not be recognised as such. Even such a common metaphor as sow
ing and reaping (used throughout antiquity) is banned as too poetic! 

75 This very general point is related to discussion in later rhetorical theorists of EJ..L<PUcrtc:;. 
A related idea was expressed by Nausiphanes (born c. 360 Be, teacher of Epicurus) 
who in his rhetorical style only allowed for metaphors which helped express a matter 
difficult to understand. He speaks of Tflv A,UA,UIV mc:; cruvccrTrocrUV cilcpcoc:; KUT' 
c:uooiuv TroV mJ..L1A;rwEvcov KUt J..LC:Tu<popuic:; ere! TO ayvoouJ..LcVOV repiiYIlU aplcrTu 
IlcTcVllvcYIlEVCOV (Phld. Rh. 2.27 S.). He appears to have despised the customary 
metaphors of rhetors (Phld. Rh. 2.26 S.). 
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part of the Jlc:yuAorrp£rrll<; style he enters into some discussion 
(§§78-88). His use of the term generally corresponds to our English 
"metaphor" (although he subsumes a discussion of similes and 
comparisons under this general heading). A metaphor provides 
ItDOVll and JlEyc:80<;. Like Aristotle, a metaphor should not be too 
bold, but a related concept (a commonplace, cf. D.H. Dem. 5 
[p.137,19-138,1 U.-R.]; Quint. Inst. 8.3.37; [Longin.] 3l.1). If a 
metaphor seems daring it should be changed into a simile (C:lxuatu, 
defined as an expanded metaphor), or an adjective should be added 
to help the understanding (e.g. cpopJltyyu uxop80v referring to an 
arrow). He reminds us that many metaphors are so customary in 
usage that they are just like using normal adjectives. Technical 
terms, however, coined because of their likeness to other objects are 
not real metaphors (e.g. It KA£1<; as "collar bone"). There is no hint 
of argumentative value in Demetrius' discussion. 

Phld Rh. l.164-81 S. critiques various rhetorical theories con
cerning j..Lc:-rucpo pat, and at 1.170 S. mentions -rorrot which the writ
ers of rhetorical treatises provide for composing metaphors. The 
text is, however, quite fragmentary. Whilst references to comments 
from Philodemus are generally interspersed in the text, we may at 
this point note that at Rh. l.171 S. (col. 11,15-22b) he provides us 
with two methods of classification for metaphors found amongst the 
theorists. The first is very close to that of Arist. Po. referenced 
above (instead of Ku-ra -ro avuAoyoV, Philodemus has [arro 
YEVOD<;] f:rri [YE ]vo<;). The second classification is as follows: [-ra<; 
j..Lf:v] (sc. j..Lc:-racpopa<;) arr' [EJl]\jIDXCOV Erri [£Jl\jlDxa, -r]a[<; D' a]rr' 
a\jlDXCOV [Err' u\jIDxa], -r[a<; D'] arr' [Ej..L]\jID[xcov Err' U\jIDxa, -r]a<; 8' 
[a]rr' a[\jIDXCOV Err'] £[Jl]\jI[D]XU. This classification is also found in 
Tryph. Trap. l.F6 and Quint. Inst. 8.6.10. Quint. Inst. 8.6.13 adds 
the further sub-classification: a rationali ad rationale et item de 
irrationalibus, et haec invicem.17 According to [Hermog.] Inv. 4.10 
the classification according to animate and inanimate subjects 
belongs to the grammarians, as does the term Jl£-rucpopu! Ps.-Her
mogenes does not think this classification suitable for rhetorical 

76 A further relation between Philodemus' discussion of IlETUCPOpUi. and that of Trypho 
is be seen at Phld. Rh. 1.177 S. where the discussion moves from ~Ilcpucrv; to 01101.(0-
ate; as the purpose of metaphors. These are precisely the two purposes discussed in 
Tryph. Trap. 1.l. 

77 The last words of the sentence, et a toto et a partibus probably ought to be deleted, cf. 
M. Winterbottom, Problems in Quintilian (University of London Institute of Classical 
Studies; Bulletin Supplement 25, 1970) 145. 
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theory. We may note that Trypho's treatise, possibly dating as early 
as the first century BC, is surely that of a grammarian, given that he 
only discusses 'tponui in relation to Homer. 

[Longin.] 32.1 mentions that many theorists (including Caecilius) 
ruled that no more than two or three metaphors should be used in 
the same place. However, he cites Demosthenes to disprove this. He 
adds that Aristotle and Theophrastus also recommended changing 
daring metaphors into similes or adding an apologetic statement 
(Arist. Fr. 131 Rose; Thphr. Fr. 690, cf. Fr. 689A-B FHS&G). 
With this he agrees, but adds that they may be used at the right 
moment in case of extreme passion or genuine sublimity. Continu
ous tropes may be used in commonplaces and descriptions. 
Rhet.Her. 4.45 (translatio) also notes that theoreticians in general 
say metaphors should be modest. He gives a number of possible 
uses: rei ante oculos ponendae causa, brevitatis, obscenitatis vitan
dae, augendi, minuendi, ornandi. 

Cic. de Orat. 3.155-65 devotes an extended discussion to the 
metaphor (translatio). Certain tenets already seen in Aristotle's the
ory are again stressed, e.g. the fact that a metaphor ought to be a 
related concept (3.155-56, 162-63; cf. Orat. 92), though bolder 
metaphors are not condemned, but said to provide splendoris aliq
uid (3.156). Cicero (in the mouth of Crassus) isolates three func
tions of the metaphor as follows: i) to make the meaning more clear 
(metaphors based on related concept); ii) to better express the 
whole matter (of deed or thought) in view; iii) occasionally for the 
sake of brevity. 78 Yet Cicero goes on to discuss the sheer pleasure 
occasioned by a good metaphor (cf. Orat. 134). Several comments 
on bad metaphors are made (3.163-64), e.g. they ought not to con
tain ugly ideas nor ideas out of proportion to what they are describ
ing (this latter comment seems to be in opposition to Rhet.Her., as 
noted above, who argued that the metaphor can be used augendi et 
minuendi causa). A harsh metaphor may be softened by a small 
apologetic introduction (e.g. "what one may call ... "), 3.165 cf. 
Quint. Inst. 8.3.37. In Orat. 65 far-fetched metaphors are said to be 
the provenance of the (Gorgiastic) sophists rather than orators. 

The importance of j.lE't u<p 0 pui not being too harsh and preserving 
a relation with their reference is also emphasised in D.H. Dem. 5 

78 Cf. Phld. Rh. 1.176 (col. 17,14-17) S. who speaks of "some" who give the purpose of 
metaphors as cruV'tOJ,.Li[ac;] xaptv Kat craq>TJveiac; Kat [lacuna]. Going by what follows 
(1.177) I would suggest that the third purpose was probably sJ,.Lq>acrtC;, see s.v. sJ,.Lq>acrtC;. 
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(pp.137,19 - 138,1 U.-R. = Pomp. 2.6)79. Although Dionysius also 
mentions Ilc1:u<popui in relation to other authors (Lys. 3, p.10,17 U.-R.; 
Amm. 1.8, p.266,21-22; Th. 24, p.362,15 [= Amm. 2, p.424,4-5]; 
Compo 3, p.ll,16; Imit. 34; Orat.Vett. bk.2, jr.2), he does not dis
cuss this figure any further. 

Quint. Inst. 8.6.4-18 discusses metaphors, arguing that they may 
be used either because there is no other appropriate term (necessary 
metaphor) or for clarity's sake or as ornamentation. At Inst. 4.1.58 
he adds that rather bold metaphors should be completely avoided in 
the opening. For the relation of metaphor to similitudo in Quintilian 
see S.V. Olloico<JtC;. For use in jesting cf. Cic. de Orat. 2.262; Quint. 
Inst. 6.3.68. 

J1~'trov\)J1ia 

Use of one term (of a related object or concept) for another, e.g. 
substitution of Greece for Greeks, container for contents, Rhet.H er. 
4.43 (denominatio). Cic. Orat. 93 states that Ilc'tcovulliu is the term 
among grammarians for which the rhetorical equivalent is unuA
Auyi]. Dionysius of Halicamassus uses both terms, cf. Dem. 5 
(llc'tCOVUlliu, p.137,18 U.-R. = Pomp. 2.6); Compo 3 (unuAAuyi], 
p.ll,17). It is further mentioned at Cic. de Orat. 3.167, 207 (tra
ductio, immutatio). Quint. Inst. 8.6.23-27 cautions lest its use be too 
poetic. For common Pauline examples cf. Ep.Gal. 2.7. 

J1iJ1llGt<; 
See s.v. Iltllll'ttKOV and i18onottu I. The broader concept of stylis
tic 1l11l1l0"tC; is not dealt with here. 

J1tJ1ll'ttKOV 
As a figure, the term is used by Demetr. Eloc. 226 (synonym = 

llillllO"tC;) to describe the imitation of one's own words, an imitation 
occuring only shortly after the original words were stated. 
Demetrius notes that this is more suited to a speech (aycbv) than to 
a written work (it is thus also inappropriate for letters). 

J1u9o<; 
"Fable." For Aristotle's comments on fables (AOYOt) see S.v. 
nupa8ctYllu. Demetr. Eloc. 157-58 speaks of the 1li380C; under the 

79 The word IlE't"ucpopuir; is rightly added to the text by Radermacher. 
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YAuqmpu style and notes that if used at right moment it can be quite 
cUXUPl<; (a word which in Demetrius has connotations of humour). 
He notes that fables may be invented or taken from existing stock. 
Cic. Part. 40 suggests that a tabula can be used to lend credence to 
a probable argument even though it be itself incredibilis. The point 
is that it moves people (cf. Theon Prog. ii, p.76,6-7 Sp.). Theon 
Prog. ii, p.72,28 Sp. gives the following definition: J,Lu80<; ~CJn 
AOYo<; \/fcuoit<; cl.Kovi~cov uAil8cluv ("myth is fictional discourse 
reflecting reality"). He suggests that J,LU80l be used in a speech 
after the setting out U~K8cCJl<;) of the matter (pp.72-73). They may 
concern living creatures, inanimate objects, or be possible or 
impossible stories. When using them we add some comment before 
and after, noting what the J,Lu80<; resembles (pp.74-75). Quint. Inst. 
1.9.2 and 2.4.2 mention the J,Lu80<; as part of the npoyuJ,LvuCJJ,Lu-ru. 
Quint. Inst. 5.11.19-21 discusses the use of UiVOl as examples. He 
refers to the famous example of Liv. 2.32 (cf. 1 Ep.Car. 12). Whilst 
the term J,Lu8o<; is not outside of Dionysius of Halicamassus' 
vocabulary, he does not mention J,LU80l in connection with rhetori
cal theory. 

J1UK'tl1P10"J10~ 
"A sneering remark." Tryph. Trap. 2.21 explains it as that (com
ment) which attends a certain movement and drawing together of 
the nostrils (J,LUK't'Tlpc<;). It is mentioned at Quint. Inst. 8.6.59 who 
describes it as dissimulatus quidam sed non latens derisus. Alex. 
Fig. 1.18 classifies it as a kind of cipcovciu. 

0J10101t'tO)'tOV 

Rhet.Her. 4.28 (cf. 4.18) speaks of similiter cadens which he 
defines as various words of the same case and similar endings 
placed near each other. At 4.32 he suggests sparing use because of 
the obvious artificiality, cf. under nupovoJ,LuCJiu. Rut.Lup. 2.13 
uses the term both for words having the same case and words end
ing in the same syllable (the term may thus be used for verbs with 
identical endings, cf. Ep.Rom. 1.31 [-OUCJlV]). The figure is men
tioned at Cic. de Orat. 3.206 = Orat. 135 and, perhaps, at Phld. Rh. 
1.162 S. (in the context of artificial figures to be avoided). Quint. 
Inst. 9.3.78-80 defines it a little differently, namely, in terms of var
ious words in the same clause rendered in the same case, though 
identical termination is not necessary. See also Alex. Fig. 2.19. 
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0J1010'tEA.~U'tOV 

Lit. "similar ending." The term is used to refer to phrases contain
ing words with similar endings. Rut.Lup. 2.14 notes that it has less 
effect than OJlOlorr'tCo'tov. RhetHer. 4.28 distinguishes similiter 
desinens (OJlOtO't£AEU'tOV) from similiter cadens (oJlotorr'to)'tov) 
by restricting the former to words without case endings. At 4.32 he 
suggests sparing use because of the obvious artificiality. According 
to Cic. Drat. 84 it should be avoided in the plain style. Phld. Rh. 
(p.29 [PHerc. 1426 coLNa] Hammerstaedt) places OJl010't£AEu'ta in 
a list of figures belonging to panegyric speeches, cf. s. v. avri9E'toV 
and also Rh. 1.162 S .. See further Demetr. Eloc. 26,268; Cic. de Orat. 
3.206 = Orat. 135; Quint. Inst. 9.3.77 (as a kind of rrapovoJlaoia); 
Alex. Fig. 2.18. See also s.v. rrapOJlOtcoO"l<; and napovoJlaoia. 

0J1016't11~ - see s. v. napoJloicoO"t<;. 

0J10iro(J'1~ 
·OJlOtCOO"l<; is used as a generic term in Tryph. Trop. 2.5 to cover 
tropes of similarity (cf. D.T. 642b §6). Trypho distinguishes three 
such tropes: ElKcOV (simile), rrapabE1Yila (historical example) and 
rrapa~oAiJ (hypothetical example). This same division is found in 
Cic.Inv. 1.49 and Rhet.Her. 4.59-62.80 There is clearly a common 
source to all three treatises at this point (cf. IuLRufin. 22 which uses 
the term OIlOtCOO"lC; similarly, but only discusses two kinds, 
rrapabE1Yila and napa~oAiJ). 

Cic.Inv. 1.49 deals with likenesses under the general term com
parabile (which functions as an argument of probability, cf. S.V. 

dxo<;), listing the three kinds as imago (cf. S.V. ElxcOv), collatio (cf. 
S. V. rrapa~oAiJ, correctly interpreted by Quint. Inst. 5.11.23), and 
exemplum (cf. S.V. rrapabE1Ylla). Refutation of the comparabile is 
discussed at Inv. 1.82. 

At Inv. 1.46-47 Cicero discusses the similitudo as an abstract con
cept of likeness. He provides a division obviously dependant (prob
ably secondarily) upon Arist. Rh. 2.23.1-3 (from the KOtVOl 'tonol). 
Even the same examples are adapted. Aristotle's terminology is 
given between brackets. i) by contraries (EK HDV EvaV'ttCOv), ii) by 
equivalents (EK troy 0IlOtCOV rr'tcOO"Ecov), and iii) by those cases 

80 Although Rhet.Her. does not use a generic term as do Trypho and Cicero, it is to be 
noted that he goes on next to describe effictio which is the same as Trypho's next 
trope, xapaK1:llptol16~. 
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coming under the same principle (£K 'trov npoc; aA) ... TJAu). Compare 
Cic. Top. 15-18, 41-50 and Quint. Inst. 5.10.73-79. It is further 
mentioned at Cic. de Drat. 2.168 and 3.205 = Drat. 138. 

At de Drat. 2.265-66 Cicero discusses the similitudo as a source 
for jesting. Here it is divided into two kinds: the collatio (a brief 
comparison) and the imago. The imago is not here used in the strict 
sense of an image of things or persons provided by a likeness (i.e. a 
simile, cf. S.v. £1.KcOv), but of a characterisation, which (going by the 
examples) may be non verbal or also metaphorical in nature. 

Rhet.Her. 4.59-62 does not use a generic term for likenesses but 
discusses the same three kinds together (though in another order). 
He uses the term similitudo for napa~oATJ, then discusses exem
plum (cf. S.v. nupao£lYJlu) and imago (cf. S.v. £l.KcOv). Similar to 
Cic. Inv. 1.46-47, he analyses four ways in which the similitudo 
(which for Rhet.Her. is, of course, restricted to the notion of a hypo
thetical example) is presented: by contrast, negation, parallel, and 
with brevity. He also identifies various uses, i) for embellishing the 
style, ii) as a proof, iii) for the sake of clarity, iv) for presenting a 
vivid picture (ante oculos ponendi negotii causa, cf. olu'tuncocHC;). 

The second use identified in Rhet.Her. 4.59 is also to be found in 
Cic. Inv. (see above) and Part. 40 who suggests that the similitudo 
be used to give credence to a probable argument. At Part. 55 he lists 
it as a locus for amplificatio (ai5~TJalC;). 

Rhet.Her. 4.67 discusses the use of similitudo as a specific 
method of significatio (see s.v. £ Jl<PaalC;). Given that the example 
quoted uses an historical comparison, the term similitudo is not here 
used in the restricted sense of 4.59-61. 

Quintilian, like Cicero, uses the term similitudo generically of all 
kinds of "likenesses." In fact he even classifies the metaphor as a 
brevior similitudo (Inst. 8.3.8). This is also clear from Inst. 6.3.57-62 
where he discusses the use of similitudo in jesting. Similitudo is 
here classified in a twofold way, there is the similitudo spoken 
"openly" (i.e. as a metaphor), and that spoken as a rcupa~OATJ (i.e. 
as a simile).sl QUintilian's main discussion of similitudo (under 
elocutio) is found at Inst. 8.3.72-81. Here he isolates two func
tions: i) to illuminate a vivid description, and ii) to support a 

81 The operative sentence is, unfortunately, corrupt in the manuscript, although the mean
ing is clear. M. Winterbottom (Problems in Quintilian [University of London Institute 
of Classical Studies; Bulletin Supplement 25, 1970] 109-110) suggests the following 
restoration: Adhibetur autem similitudo interim palam. interim sicut parabolae. 
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proof. His discussion here concerns the former kind and equates to 
the simile. Although no Greek equivalent for sirnilitudo is given 
here, Quintilian uses the term clxcOv for this kind of similitudo at 
Inst. 5.11.24 where he suggests that it is less suitable in oratory 
than that kind of similitudo which functions to support a proof. At 
Inst. 8.3.77 (within his discussion of the similitudo as simile) he 
speaks of the napa~oA Tl (literally referring to placing things side 
by side each other) as comprising both the res and the similitudo 
which are placed beside each other (either the res or similitudo may 
come first). Thus for Quintilian (here at least) the term similitudo 
refers to the item to which something is compared, whilst the term 
napa~oA Tl refers to the whole simile (i.e. the thing which is com
pared and the comparison itself). Quintilian also distinguishes 
between a simile whose point of comparison is quite remote (lib era 
et separata, Inst. 8.3.77) and that which is reciprocal, which he 
says the Greeks call avran68ocne;. His discussion at this point may 
be compared with Ps.-Plu. Vit.Hom. 84 where napa~oA Tl is 
defmed as the laying alongside each other of similar matters which 
are reciprocal (i.e. napa~oATl has by defmition aV'ran68ocrle; in 
Ps.-Plu.). 

At Inst. 5.11.22-31 Quintilian deals with similitudines which sup
port a proof (discussed under the general rubric of examples to 
which their effect is likened). Such "likenesses" we would tend to 
call comparisons. From Inst. 5.11.22-24 it appears that the cl,KcOV 
(simile) is a subset of the napaJ3oATl, which in turn is a kind of 
similitudo which compares things with a rather remote likeness. 
Here we would seem to come close to the definition of napaJ3oAT] 
as a hypothetical example (as opposed to an historical example). 
This notion would seem to be supported both by the examples Quin
tilian provides and by Inst. 5.11.1~82 

OJ.lOlvuJ.1ia 
I. "Ambiguity." Arist. Rh. 3.2.7 notes that ambiguous words (b~O)vD~ia 

'rrov OVO~(iTO)v) are used by the sophists for specious ends. At Rh. 
2.23.9 he briefly mentions an (abstract) KOlVOe; 'ronoe; from 
homonymy (EK 'rOD nocraxroe;), and at Rh. 2.24.2 he describes the fal
lacious Eve6~1l~a napa 'rllV b~covu~iav. Examples of fallacious 

82 On this passage see M. Winterbottom, Problems in Quintilian (University of London 
Institute of Classical Studies; Bulletin Supplement 25, 1970) 95. 
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etymology (cf. S.v. S'tU~oAoyta) and fallacious argument by 
homonymy are given. At Rh. 3.5.4 he discusses a~<pt~OAa in terms 
of language. Demetr. Eloc. 291 defines a/-l<pij3oAov as a particular 
method of ec:rXll/-la'ttc:r~£vo<; AOyO<; whereby one deliberately 
speaks so that there is doubt as to the intent of the -words (e.g. 
whether they are intended as wonder or sneering). Rhet.Her. 4.67 
mentions the ambiguum as one of the methods of producing signifi
catio (see s.v. E~<pac:rt<;). Cic. de Orat. 2.250-54 discusses ambigua 
in connection with jesting, as does Quint. Inst. 6.3.47-51 (who uses 
the term all<pt~oAiu), but Quintilian does not recommend it (although 
see also 6.3.62 and 87). Theon Prog. ii, pp.129,1l - 130,36 Sp. dis
cusses the ways in which VOIlOt may be unclear (resulting from var
ious forms of ambiguous phraseology). Phld. Rh. 1.185,18-20 S. 
lists the use of ambiguous metonomy ('to[t]ulna<; all[<pt]j3oAtu<; 
EAStV ll[s]'t[COVUIl]tKroV) as a fault of style.83 

II. For the more specific sense of homonymy, cf. Theon Prog. ii, 
p.129,28-130,l Sp. (re: lack of clarity in VO/-lOt). 

ovofla't01tOlia 
I. "Onomatopoeia." Rhet.H er. 4.42 (nominatio) suggests that such 

terms may be coined to better signify the matter, though neologisms 
should be used sparingly. D.H. Compo 16 (pp.61,20 - 63,3 U.-R.) 
discusses the phenomenon without specific advice as to usage. He 
speaks of Iltllll'ttKU 6vollu'ta. Demetr. Eloc. 94-95, 220 uses the 
term 'to 1tSTI:Otll/-l£VOV 5vOllU to indicate the coining of ono
matopoeic words (although he also uses this term elsewhere of 
word-coinage in general). Onomatopoeic coinage is said to con
tribute to IlSYUAOTI:P£TI:StU (§95) and to svapystu (§220). The term 
1tS1tOtllll£VOV is also used in this sense in D.T. 637b (p.42,3-4 
Uhlig) and Tryph. Trop. 1.8. The term QVOIlU't01tOtlu is used in this 
sense in Quint. Inst. 1.5.72; 8.6.31-32 (cf. 8.3.30); Str. 14.2.28 and 
Plu. Mor. 747d. Quint. Inst. 1.5.72 advises against the use of words 
imitating sounds unless they are commonly accepted. He notes that 
the practice of coining onomatopoeic words is more acceptable in 
Greek than in Latin. 

The idea that all or most words were originally imitative (and so 
at least partially onomatopoeic) in origin seems to have been not 

83 In book 2, Philodemus complains of the all<pi~oAot A£~StC; of his opponents, and also 
speaks of all<pi~oAov in Epicurus (PRere. 1672, col.XVI,22, 30-31, col.XIX,15, 18, 
pp.195, 197,207 Auricchio). 
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uncommon, and especially prominent among the Stoics, cf. AriSt. 
Rh. 3.1.8; Stoic. 2.146; D.H. Compo 16 (pp.62,9 - 63,3 U.-R.). 

II. Of word coinage in general. Arist. Rh. 3.2.5 (using the term m::7tOt
TlJ-l£vov) suggests that its use will be infrequent since it goes 
beyond propriety. Several examples of all too poetic compound 
coinages are given at Rh. 3.3.1, cf. Isoc. 9.9-10 who maintains that 
coinages belong to poetry not prose. Tryph. Trop. 1.8 uses the term 
6VOJ-lU't07tOliu in this sense, dividing it into seven methods: E'tU
J-l0Aoyiu (a word coined on the basis of a root form), dvuAoyiu (by 
analogy to another word), 7tUpov0J-lucriu (by minor modification of 
an existing word), O"UVecO"l<; (by coining a new compound word), 
EvuAAuyTt (interchange in a compound word, e.g. yuvUV8pOl for 
av8poyuvot), 8tuipcO"t<; (using two words separately which nor
mally form a compound, cf. Demetr. Eloc. 92), 7tc7tOtTlJ-l£VOV (ono
matopoeia). Cic. Part. 16 briet1y mentions words coined either by 
similitudo (cf. uvuAoyiu), imitatio (probably meaning imitation of 
Greek words), inflexio (cf. 7tUPOV0J-lucrtu) or adiunctio (cf. O"uvec
O"t<;). Demetr. Eloc. 91-93 speaks of the coinage of new compound 
words which may produce variation and even J-l£YEeO<;. Such com
pounds may also produce 8EtVO'tTl<; and are said to be popular 
amongst orators (Eloc. 275). At §§96-98 he speaks of word coinage 
in general, distinguishing coinage of entirely new words and 
coinage by nupov0J-luO"iu. Although various examples from prose 
are given, Demetrius views word coinage as precarious even in 
poetry. A coined word ought to be clear, customary, and Greek
(not foreign) sounding (cf. Cic. de Orat. 3.170 and Theon Prog. ii, 
p.129,22-27 Sp. on the lack of clarity of such words). Quint. Inst. 
8.3.30-37 whilst dismissing onomatopoeia as an option, speaks of 
two kinds of word coinage: in iungendt\ (cf. cruveEO"t<;) and in 
derivando. The latter (by expansion or v¥ation of an existing 
word) may be formed from general words or even proper nouns. To 
these two categories is added that of words formed by imitation of 
Greek. Quintilian notes that many Roman rhetorical theorists 
banned or at least severely restricted word coinage in Latin (as 
opposed to Greek), cf. Inst. 8.6.32-33. See also Cic. de Orat. 3.154. 

The term 7tc7t01TlJ-l£VOV was also used of word coinage in gen
eral, cf. Arist. Po. 1457b 33f; Rh. 3.2.5; Demetr. Eloc. 98; Cic. 
Orat. 80; Quint. Inst. 8.6.32-33; D.H. Dem. 4 (p.135,6-7 U.-R.); 
Th. 24 (p.363,24), 35 (p.383,10); Comp. 3 (p.ll,19), 25 (p.124,15); 
and Theon Prog. ii, p.81,9-13 Sp .. 
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Of course word coinage could also occur for other than rhetorical 
or poetic reasons. Gal. vii, p.417 K. mentions the coining of technical 
terms cruv-rOJ.lOU 8t8uaKuAiue; EVcKcV. See also s.v. KU-rUXPllate;. 

OP\O',U1C; 
A short, clear definition, Rhet.Her. 4.35 (definitio). It is mentioned 
at Cic. de Orat. 2.164 (cf. Orat. 116-17 on the usefulness of the the
ory of definition from dialectics) and Rut.Lup. 2.5. Whilst the above 
cited sources treat it as a figure, it is also treated as an abstract 
-ronoe;, cf. Arist. Rh. 2.23.8; Cic. Top. 9, 26-32 and Quint. Inst. 
5.10.54-64. Quint. Inst. 6.3.65 discusses definitions in jesting. For 
the relation of 6ptcrJ.loe; to KCKptJ.l£VOV see Arist. Rh. 2.23.8 (the 
third and fourth examples) and Rut.Lup. 2.5. For a possible New 
Testament example cf. Ep.Hebr. 11.1. 

OPKOC; 
"Oath." The oath (when used spontaneously in a speech) was some
times discussed as a kind of figure, cf. [Longin.] 16.2-4 where it is 
discussed in connection with unoa-rpo<Pil, and Quint. Inst. 9.2.98 as 
a form of EcrXllJ.lUncrJ.l£VOe; Aoyoe; to be used for the sake of elo
quence.84 A curse (exsecratio) is mentioned at Cic. de Orat. 2.288 
as a possible source of jesting. 

The oath (as part of the judicial process) was also categorised as 
one of tile non-technical proofs, which do not really concern us 
in this glossary. Discussion may be found in Anaximen.Lampsac. 
Rh. 17; Arist. Rh. 1.15.27-33 (an extremely elliptical paragraph)85; 
Isoc. 1.22-23; Cic. Part. 6 and the discussion in Off. 3.102-115; 
and Quint. Inst. 5.6 who discourages proffering an oath to the oppo
nent. Phld. Rh. PHerc. 1426, col.IIIa, 22ff (pp.27-8 Hammerstaedt, 
cf. PHerc. 1674, coI.XI,I-3 Auricchio86), citing Epicurus, mentions 

84 Dionysius of Halicarnassus does not discuss oaths in connection with rhetorical theory. 
85 The interpretation of this passage is difficult. The term 8t86vat usually refers to giv

ing another person an oath to swear (i.e. dictating the terms of the oath). The term AllJl
~av£lv usually refers to taking an oath dictated by another. For discussion see W. M. 
A. Grimaldi, Studies in the Philosophy of Aristotle's Rhetoric (Hermes Einzelschriften 
25; Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1972) ad loc.; D. Mirhady, "Non-Technical Pisteis in 
Aristotle and Anaximenes," American Journal of Philology 112:20-27; and d. G. A. 
Kennedy, Aristotle: A Theory of Civic Discourse on Rhetoric (New York/ Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1991 ad loc .. 

86 J. Hammerstaedt ("Der Schlussteil von Philodems drittem Buch tiber Rhetorik" 
Cronache Ercolanesi 22 [1992] 68) restores this passage differently whereby the oath 
is made U1tEP TOU sliv, although I cannot read this into the drawing of the papyrus pro
vided by Auricchio. 
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the oath made by orators for judicial (but not epideictic) speechs 
to judge rightly. 

1t(i90~ - see s.v. ~eo~. 

naA lAAoyia 
See s.v. avabi1tArocn~ II., but note that in Anaximenes this term 
means "recapitulation," i.e. a short summary of what has been said 
(Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 20-21). 

napapa(n~ 

"Digression." Arist. Rh. 3.17.11 recommends episodes (£1tf:tO"ObtOro) 
of praise in epideictic oratory. 

[Longin.] 12.5 ~hat a digression (1tapa~aatl;) is one of the 
suitable places for a Ciceronian profusion of Ul)~llO"t~. Certainly 
Cicero's theoretical rhetorical works do connect ai5~llO"tC; with 
digressions (cf. Part. 128; de Orat. 2.80, 312)87 as does Theon 
Prog. ii, p.78,7-9; 106,2-3; 128,7-8 Sp. (using the term 1tUptK~a
O"tC;). At § 15.8, whilst speaking of <pav-cuO"ia, Ps.-Longinus states 
that digressions should not be poetic or on impossible eventualities 
such as are so popular in his own day(!). However, the term 
napa~aO"tC; may simply mean "deviation/ transgression" here. In 
this connection it is interesting that Cicero also mentions the pur
pose of embellishment, cf. de Orat. 2.80, 312; 3.203 (delectatio); 
Brut. 82. Cic. de Orat. 2.312 notes that those cases which admit the 
most amplification and embellishment have the most scope for 
digression. 

Hermagoras had argued for placing a digression (e.g. expanding 
on the atrocity of a crime being prosecuted) immediately before the 
conclusion of a speech (Fr. 22 Matthes, cf. Cic. de Orat. 2.80). Cic. 
Inv. 1.27 (cf. Rhet.Her. 1.12) states that one kind of narratio con
cerns itself particularly with digressio (a number of suggestions for 
digression are listed). At de Orat. 2.311-12 Cicero suggests that a 
digression to arouse the emotions might be placed either after the 
narratio or before the conclusion, or in fact anywhere in a speech. 

87 For a useful discussion of digression in Cicero's speeches see, H. V. Canter, "Digres
sio in the orations of Cicero," American Journal of Philology 52 (1931) 351-61. Can
ter briefly summarises rhetorical theory on digressions and then analyses in how far 
Cicero's practice conforms to the theory. Surprisingly, [Longin. ] 12.5 is not men
tioned. 
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Quint. Inst. 3.9.4 refuses to reckon egressio as a separate section of 
a speech. Quint. Inst. 4.2.103-105 argues that it is generally unsuit
able to the narratio (cf. Rhet.Her. 1.14; Theon Prog. ii, p.80,27-
81,4 Sp.). He provides one example and goes on to discuss digres
sion extensively, with examples, at Inst. 4.3 (7tapeK~acrt(;), 

advising that in principle a digression may occur anywhere in a 
speech (Inst. 4.3.12). Theon (Prog. ii, p.71,5 Sp.) directs the teacher 
to show his students the appropriate moment for, among other 
things, digression (7tapeK~am<;). 

Use of digressions is mentioned at Cic. Orat. 137 and de Orat. 
3.207. A synonymous term taken from the analysis of poetry is 
E7tEta6otov, cf. [Longin.] 9.12 (in Homer); D.H. Compo 19 (p.87,6 
U.-R.); Isoc. 4 (p.60,16); Th. 7 (p.333,24). Dionysius also uses the 
term 7tapeK~aat<; at D.H. 1.53.4 and Imit. 31.3.3, as does Philode
mus (Rh. 1.157 S.) who notes that many digressions can be a cause 
of obscurity. 

Quint. Inst. 9.2.107 mentions that some considered 7tapaotTtYll
crt<; a figure. Elsewhere, this term is used of a digression during the 
narratio of a speech, see Ruf.Rh. §23; [Com.] Rh. §§57-61 (cf. 
Arist. Rh. 3.16.5). In §61 ps.-Comutus (= Anonymous Seguerianus) 
states that, although some authors consider 7tapeK~aat<; synonomous 
to 7tapaotTtYllcrt<;, they are to be distinguished. I1apaotTtYllm<; is 
a digression on matters not pertaining to the case, 7tapeK~aat<; is 
a digression which provides a likeness or imitation to the events 
described in the narratio. At §62 he notes that Alexander (son of 
Numenius) ridiculed the whole idea of engaging in digressions 
(7tapeK~aat<; - but not in the specific sense of §61). 

7tapa~oJ...ft 
Lit. "a placing of things side by side each other." 

I. "Hypothetical example." The ancients often distinguished between 
the 7tap6.oEty~a as a concrete example, and the 7tapa~OATt as a 
hypothetical example, cf. Arist. Rh. 2.20 discussed s.v. 7tapaOEty~a; 
Tryph. Trop. 2.5 (iii, pp.200,31 - 201,2 Sp.); Quint. I nst. 5.11.22-24 
with discussion s.v. E1KcOv; [Ammon.] Diff. 374; Iul.Rufin. 22. See 
for further discussion s.v. o~oiO)m<;. 

The 7tapa~oAai of Jesus as recorded in the Gospels may be clas
sified here. 

II. Demetr. Eloc. 89 effectively defines a 7tapa~oAft as an extension of 
an d.Kacria which is a short simile. A longer (poetic) simile is a 
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nUpU~OATl which can also take the fonn of a proverb (cf. Ev.Luc. 
4.23). At §89 Demetrius suggests that only with great care can a 
nfPU~OATl be used in prose, but at §§146-47 he identifies it as a 
s~ce of witty language (cf. Cic. de Drat. 2.265). At §274 he notes 
that it is not suitable in forceful language. because of its length. 

Ep.Hebr. 9.9 (cf. 11.19) may use the term in this sense, cf. 
EpJac. 3.4-5a for an example. 

Ill. The term could also be used in a more generalised way, see, in par
ticular, the discussion of Quintilian's use s.v. OJ.L010)0"t<;. 

The term is used in a fragmentary context at Phld. Rh. 2.186 S. 
(fr. 11). 

nUpO;()El "{flU 

"( Concrete) example." Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 8 states that exam
ples (nupuociYJ.Lu-ru) are used to bolster arguments considered by 
the listeners to be improbable (cf. ElKO<; and Cic. Part. 40). Exam
ples can also be used to make an opponent's argument seem 
improbable. Although Anaximenes does not say so, he gives exam
ples of nupuoci YJ.Lu-ru which show that they can also be used to 
reinforce an argument which may already be considered probable. 
Arist. Rh. 2.20 divides the nupUOEtyJ.LU into two forms, namely, 
historical examples, and invented examples. Invented examples are 
further divided into the nUpU~OATl (hypothetical example), and the 
AOYO<; (fable). He uses the term 81lJ.LllYOptKO<; to describe the 
AOY0<;, but notes that it is easier to fmd fables to support one's argu
ment than historical examples (Rh. 2.20.7), cf. s.v. J.Lu80<;. If no 
£v8uJ.L1lJ.Lu-ru are available, then examples must be used as proofs, 
that is, they are to be put first and one's argument seems to be a 
proof by induction (cf. Cic. Inv. 1.51-56; Top. 42; Quint. Inst. 
5.10.73; D.H. Amm. 1.7).88 This requires the use of multiple exam
ples, but is only rarely suitable to rhetoric. If Ev8uJ.LTlJ.Lu-ru are used 
then the function of examples becomes supporting testimony (J.LUp
-rUPE<;) which is placed after the main arguments (Ev8uJ.LTtJ.Lu-ru). In 
this case, only one example is necessary.89 Rhet.Her. 2.46 briefly 

88 Phld. Rh. 2.41, 45 S. seems to contrast argument by induction with the use of a 
rcupaO€1.Yllu. 

89 Contrast Plio. Ep. 2.20.9 who suggests that later theorists stipulated three examples to 
be necessary, although I am not aware of such a stipulation in the extant treatises, cf. 
Quint. [nst. 4.5.3. 
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lists faults made in using examples. At 4.62 he suggests the same 
four purposes are possible as listed for the similitudo (napa~oAil), 
namely, embellishment, clarity, proof, or vividness. Cic. Part. 55 
lists the use of exempla as a locus for amplificatio (ai5~llcrlC;). Cic. 
Inv. 1.49 briefly argues that examples are a subset of probable 
proofs. Use of examples is mentioned at Cic. Drat. 138 = de Drat. 
3.205. D.H. Lys. 19 (p.31,3-4 U.-R.) distinguishes the £lXOC; from 
the napa8£ly~a (following Aristotle, cf. Amm. 1.7). Quintilian 
(lnst. 5.11.6-21), like Aristotle, discusses napa8£iYJ.la-ra in connec
tion with comparisons and fables. Quint. Inst. 5.11.15-16 distin
guishes between relating an example in-depth and merely referring 
to a (known) example. Quint. Inst. 12.10.51 notes that some theo
rists considered the Ev9uJ.lllJ.la as more fitting in a written speech, 
and the napa8£ty~a as more fitting in a spoken speech. 

See further s.v. oJ.loiwcnc;. 

1tUPU01UO"'tOA tl 
Rut.Lup. 1.4 defines it as the distinguishing of two or more terms 
which appear to have the same meaning, often accompanied by a 
statement on how they differ, cf. Quint. Inst. 9.3.65. 

1tUpUOltlYT)01.~ - see s.v. napaf3acrlC;. 

1tUpcioo~ov 

"Surprise." Demetrius (Eloc. 152-53) discusses the introduction of 
the unexpected (napa npocr8oKiav) as one of the tonal from 
which charm (XaplC;) may be produced. It is discussed in the con
text of jesting by Cic. de Drat. 2.255, 284-85 and Quint. Inst. 6.3.84 
(in connection with what is elsewhere called av-ravaKAacrlC;, see 
s.v.), cf. 6.3.24. A more negative view of napa8o~a may possibly 
be discerned in D.H. Din. 8 (p.308,18-23 U.-R.). To TCapa80~ov is 
discussed as a figure in Quint. Inst. 9.2.22-24. It is achieved by rais
ing a particular expectation, for example, that one will next speak of 
something much more (or much less) serious than the foregoing, 
and then doing the opposite. Cf. D.H. Lys. 24 (p.35,21-23 U.-R.). 
See further S.v. yvcOJ.lll. 

1tUpaAE1\J11~ 

Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 21 (who classifies it as a form of dp
wv£ia) defines it as saying something whilst pretending not to (e.g. 
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"I will not talk about ... "). Such an introductory sentence is always 
present. Anaximenes further describes it as tv npo(JnotllO"Elnapa
Ado/EW<; AEyov'ta. Demetr. Eloc. 263 defines it similarly in terms 
of deliberately mentioning something whilst stating that you will 
not mention it but pass it by. Rhet.Her. 1.9 mentions it as one way 
of making an introduction (to a juridical speech) by insinuatio 
(£cpooo<;). He deals with it as a figure (occultatio) at 4.37 and notes 
that it is used when, a) it is not pertinent to call the matters in ques
tion to the attention of the audience, b) there is advantage in an indi
rect reference, c) a direct reference would be long and undignified, 
or not able to be made clear, or easily refuted. ITapuAEHV1<; is also· 
briefly defined with an example in Alex. Fig. 1.19. Two good New 
Testament examples of this figure are to be found in Ep.Philem. 19 
and Ep.Hebr. 11.32ff. 

See also S.v. av'ticppaO"l<; n. 

napaO"lIDn1J(H<; - see s. v. anoO"lcOnTJO"l<;. 

napi:KpaO"l<; - see s.v. napu~ao"l<;. 

nap~J.1poAft - see s.v. napEv9E(Jl<;. 

napi:J.1ntIDO"l<; - see S.v. napEv9E(Jl<;. 

napi:v9~0"lC; 

A parenthesis containing some distinct thought not totally unrelated 
to the subject in hand. Rut.Lup. 1.17 warns that its use is dangerous, 
having either a wonderfully inept effect on the ears, or a forcibly 
pleasing effect. Among his examples he includes a case of 
ano(J'rpocpiJ. D.H. Th. 24 (p.362,18-22 U.-R. = Amm. 2.2, cf. 2.15, 
p.434,13-15) speaks of two kinds of parentheses (he uses the term 
napEjln'tw(Jl<;), 'tu 'rE (Jl(OA1U Kat nOAunAOKa Kat 8Uo"E~EA1K'ta 
Kat 'tU aAAa 'tu (JuYYEvl1 'rOU'tOl<;. An effective parenthesis must 
therefore by related to the subject in hand and not too involved, cf. 
Pomp. 6.11 and Amm. 2.9 (p.435,9 U.-R.) where the term napEjl

~OAi1 is used. Related to this is the advice of Quintilian (Inst. 
8.2.15) who warns that it needs to be short to avoid obscurity, cf. 
Inst. 9.3.23 where the synonym napEjln'rw(Jl<; is given and it is 
listed among those "grammatical" figures elsewhere known as 
aAAOtw(Jl<; (see s.v.). Caecilius (Fr. 76) used the term 1tapEjl~oAi1. 
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See also Alex. Fig. 2.25 and s.v. D1tcp~a'tov. For Pauline examples 
cf. Ep.Gal. 2.6, 8. 

ncz puJ'O V 

I. = 1tapi(j'coa1.~ (see s.v.). 
II. = 1tapoJloicoa1.~ (see s.v.). 

1tapiO'O)(n~ 

Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 27 defines it as the presence of two bal
anced clauses (buo taa KroAa), whether many small words are bal
anced with fewer large words, or whether their size and number are 
equal.90 Arist. Rh. 3.9.9 simply defines it as tera 'tel KroAa. Demetr. 
Eloc. 25 (laoKcoAov) explains the equality in terms of number of 
syllables. Rhet.Her. 4.27-28 (conpar) allows for a near equal num
ber of syllables and adds that a clause with extra syllables may be 
balanced by a clause with longer syllables. This appears to be the 
only source where the question of syllable length is brought into the 
discussion (otherwise only discussed by rhetorical theorists in con
nection with prose rhythm).91 See also Rut.Lup. 2.15 (ieroKcoAov, 
defmed in terms of two or more clauses); Quint. Inst. 9.3.80 (iaoK
COAOV); and Cic. de Orat. 3.206. Apparently Theon the Stoic used 
the term mlp1.erov (Quint. Inst. 9.3.76). Alex. Fig. 2.26 also dis
cuses mxp1.(j'ov, although the text is corrupt (see Spengel's critical 
apparatus). Alexander seems to want to say that mlp1.(j'ov especialJy 
refers to clauses with an equal number of syllables, but if the number 
of syllables is not exactly equal, then other factors provide a balance. 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus mostly uses the noun 1tapiaO)(j'1.~ of bal
anced words and clauses (for comments, see s.v. 1tapoJloicoa1.~) and 
in discussion distinguishes between words/clauses which are tao~ 
(equal) and those which are mXp1.ao~ (near equal), cf. Isoc. 14. 
Occasionally nap1.(j'ov is used as a substantive, cf. Dem. 4 (p.135,20 
U.-R.), 20 (p.171,12). 

According to Cic. Orat. 84 such figures should be avoided in the 
plain style. Phld. Rh. (p.29 [PHerc. 1426, col. IVa] Hammerstaedt) 
places mXp1.aa in a list of figures belonging to panegyric speeches, 

90 I would be inclined to delete the added <Kat> in Fuhnnann's text. 
91 It may be that the tenn d.pte~6C; (in opposition to ()DAAaf3ai) in Alex. Fig. 2.26 refers 

to syllable length. The text is, however, uncertain and in it's present form corrupt. The 
example quoted has neither equal syllables nor syllable length. 
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cf. s.v. uvri9£'tov. See also s.v. 1tap0j.loicocrl<; and the endnote to 
this glossary. For a Pauline example see Ep.Gal. 2.20a .. 

1tapolJ.1ia 
"Proverb." For references in Arist. Rh. see s.v. j.l£'ta<popa. Demetr. 
Eloc. 156 treats it as the first source of witticisms: <pucr£t yap 
xapt£V 1tpaYj.la tcr'ttv 1tapotj.lia (cf. Quint. Inst. 6.3.98). At §89 he 
notes that a 1tapa~oAi] may take the form of a proverb. Proverbs 
are recommended in epistolary style (232) where they are said to be 
bllJ.lO'ttKOV 'tt and KOtVOV. Quint. Inst. 8.6.57 (cf. 5.11.21) notes 
that some classify it together with crapKacrj.lOr;, ucr'tEtcrj.lOr; and 
uV'ti<ppacrtr; as a kind of UAAll yo pia, cf. Phld. Rh. 1.181 S. and s.v. 
aAATl'Yopia IT .. A Pauline example of a proverb used as uAAllyopia 
is found in Ep.Gal. 5.9. 

1tap0J.10iro(J'1~ 

This figure is treated at Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 28 (called 
OJ.lOtO'tllr; at 26.1 92) where the discussion concerns 7tapicrcocrl<; 
(balanced clauses) using like-sounding words (especially the ends 
of words, or similar syllables). There is no discussion of function. 
Arist. Rh. 3.9.9 defines it as two clauses (KcDAa) with similar 
sounding beginnings or endings. Demetr. Eloc. 25-29 (whose dis
cussion is a revised version of Aristotle) refers to this as n:apo
j.lota KcOAa and OJ.lOtO'tllr;. It also includes alliteration. As sub
forms he discusses tcrOKCOAov and OJ.lOtO'tEAEu'ta (cf. Rut.Lup. 
2.12 who defines n:apoj.lotov as similarity of words and notes that 
it does not differ much from OJ.lOtO't£AEU'tOV or oj.lOton:'tco'tov). 
Quint. Inst. 9.3.75-80 discusses four kinds of similium of which 
the first (9.3.75-76) concerns like sounding words. In this connec
tion he mentions the Greek term n:aptcrov, although he adds that 
Theon the Stoic93 defines it in terms of not dissimilar clauses (cf. 
s.v. 7tapicrcocrtr;). The other three kinds are OJ.lOtO't£AEU'tOV, 
OJ.lOt01t'tco'tov and tcrOKCOAOV. 

Demetr. Eloc. 27-28, cf. 247, notes that artful speech (including 
antithesis and wordplay) is precarious (t1ttcr<paAi]r;). It can easily 
dissolve the forcefulness of a passage. Demetrius warns against its 
use when speaking forcefully or when exciting emotion (n:a90r;) or 

92 At Rh. 11 Anaximenes uses the term rcupolloiromc; in the sense of comparison, cf. s.v. 
yvffillTJ· 

93 A probable conjecture in the text for the cheostolcus of the mss. 
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portraying the speaker's character in an effective way (~8oC;).94 
"Anger has no need of art" (cf. Quint. Inst. 9.3.102). A pass~ 
from Theopompus is cited disapprovingly. This figure is approved 
by Demetrius at other times as something Gorgianic and Isocratic 
that provides elevated expression (JlcyuA:rnopiu). 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus also argues that in political (= delib
erative) and judicial discourse a natural style is to be preferred 
to well-rounded periods and juvenile figures of speech, Isoc. 12 
(pp.71,24 - 72,6 U.-R., cf. Amm. 2.17; Dem. 20, p.171,12-13; 25, 
p.184,14-19). He goes on mention <lv-ci8ccrlC;, rrupicrcoO'lC;, and 
rrupOJlOiCOO'lC; specifically, adding that there.is nothing wrong with 
judicious use of such figures, Isoc. 13 (pp.73,21 - 74,4 U.-R., cf. 
Dem. 40, p.217,7-13; Lys. 14, p.23,20-22). At Isoc. 20 (p.91,10-12 
U.-R., cf. Th. 24, pp.362,22 - 363,4 [= Amm. 2.2]; 29, p.375,7-12; 
Compo 23, p.120,4-8) rrupicrcoO'lC; and rrupOJlOiCOO'lC; are classified 
as epideictic figures. The distinction made between rrupiO'coO'lC; and 
rrupOJlOiroO'lC; would suggest that the latter ought to be defmed as 
clauses containing words with similar beginnings or endings. He 
regards 1tllP10'U and rrUpOJl01U KWAU as inappropriate to the style 
of harsh hannqny (11 uucrnlpa apJloviu), Compo 22 (p.97,5 U.-R.), 
and such figures in general as inappropriate to grandeur (JlcYUAO
rrp£rrclu), Dem. 4 (p.135,19-22 U.-R.). The terms are further used 
at Isoc. 2 (p.57,20 U.-R.). 

See also the endnote to this glossary. 

1tapOlloAoyia 
"Partial admission." The presentation of an equal or stronger argu
ment after conceding some (lesser) point to the opposition, Rut.Lup. 
1.19. Quint. Inst. 9.2.99 denies that this is a figure, but compare 
Inst. 9.2.51 on concessio (a concession of something seemingly 
damaging to our case, which serves to prove our trust in the cause) 
and confessio (a confession of something innocuous by the person 
we are defending). Confessio is classified as a species of rrpoAYJo/1C; 
at Inst. 9.2.17 (see s.v. rrpoKu-cclAYJo/1C;). Cic. de Drat. 2.286 dis
cusses a form of humorous admission of the accusation of the oppo
nent against the speaker. 

For a possible Pauline example, see 1 Ep.Cor. 10.23. 

94 Demetrius would seem to conceive of the portrayal of the speaker's character (fi8oC;) 
in terms of evoking pity in the audience. In the same paragraph mi8oc; is coupled with 
EA.eOV (instead of the expected fi8oC;). 
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nopovoJ.lo(jio 
Rhet.Her. 4.29-32 (adnominatio) defines it as the use of very simi
lar words in close collocation that mean quite different things. He 
discusses three kinds: i) the slight alteration of letters or vowel 
lengths, ii) words less immediately similar, iii) the same words in 
different cases (== Greek 1CoAD1C'tonov). He suggests sparing use 
because of the artificial character (i.e. it is obvious ~at effort has 
been expended beforehand to create the effect) and adds that it is 
more suited to entertainment, tending to lessen the speaker's fides, 
gravitas and severitas. The speaker's auctoritas is destroyed. Scat
tered infrequent use brightens the style. Similar criticism is voiced 
at D.H. Th. 48 (p.406,16-19 U.-R.) where Dionysius states that 
1Capovo~aGia is \jIUXPu (frigid) and contributes not 1Cu9oC; but 
E1Cl'ti]OC:UG1C; ("studiedness"). At Th. 24 (p.363,1 U.-R., == Amm. 
2.2) 1Capovo~aGia is listed along with other Gorgianic figures 
which are said to be "theatrical" (9c:a'tptK6c;). Rut.Lup. 1.3 defines 
it in terms of five ways of slightly altering words, cf. Cic. de Orat. 
2.256-57 where the Greek term is used and the matter is discussed 
within the context of the use of wit (cf. also 3.206 and Orat. 135). 
At Orat. 84 Cicero calls the device of changing but one letter quae
sitae venustates (affected/ studied charms). This is to be avoided in 
the plain style. Alex. Fig. 2.19 also defines it in terms of the use of 
words varying only slightly from each other in spelling. For several 
good Pauline examples, cf. Ep.Rom. 1.28-31 (EooKi~aGav ... 
do6Kl~OV; ~96vou,~6vou; dGuvt'touC;, dGuv9t'touC;). 

Quint. Inst. 9.3.66-67 states that 1Capovo~aGia (adnominatio) is 
effected by either repeating the same words in different cases or by 
repeating the same word with intensified meaning. Its opposite is 
repeating a word which is used the second time to show its false
ness, e.g. quae lex privatis hominibus esse lex non videbatur. At 
Quint. Inst. 9.3.69-80 similar words with dissimilar meanings are 
discussed without giving a technical term. These are divided into 
four kinds. i) == Rhet.Her. # 1 (cf. Quint. Inst. 9.2.99), ii) 
6~OlO'ttAC:U'tOV of several clauses, iii) 6~o161C'tonov, iv) tG6K
ffiAOV. As can be seen, Quintilian' s discussion is rather more broad 
than Rhet.Her .. At Quint. Inst. 6.3.53-56 this figure is discussed in 
connection with jesting in rhetoric, although it is described as a poor 
(jrigidus) form of jesting. See also the endnote to this glossary. 
IIapovo~aGia may als.o be brought about via word coinage, see 

6vo~a'to1Colta II. 
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n:uppT)O"iu 
Rhet.Her. 4.48-50 (licentia) defines this as the figure whereby 
someone is reprehended to whom respect is due. This may be 
smoothed over either by flattering the audience first, or by suggest
ing that they may not like what you are going to say, but truth etc. 
compels you. The latter may be used effectively even when the 
speaker knows that the audience won't mind what he has to say, cf. 
Rut.Lup. 2.18. It is mentioned at Cic. Drat. 138 (ut liberius quid 
audeat) = de Drat. 3.205 (vox quaedam libera atque etiam effrena
tio augendi causa). See also Quint. Inst. 9.2.27-29. 

The notion of nUPPll<Jiu (frank criticism) also received discus
sion in much wider circles. There are even significant portions 
extant of Philodemus' lecture notes under Zeno on this topic giving 
insight into Epicurean views on the subject.95 Paul not infrequently 
appeals to his own use of nUPPll<Jiu, cf. 2 Ep.Cor. 3.12; 7.4 et ale 

n:~1tolT)JltVOV (OVOJlu) - see s.v. 6voJlu-r07tOtiu. 

n:~pla1(01ft 
A term used by Demetrius to describe the rounding of a 7tEpio8oC; 
(Eloc. 19), and more generally of a 7tEpiobOC; itself (cf. §§45-46, 
202), cf. uycoyiJ in D.H. Isoc. 15 (pp.76,22 - 77,1 U.-R.). 

n:~piooo~ 

"Period." In most rhetorical treatises this tenn indicates a form of 
carefully structured sentence wherein a certain balance is created by 
the word order or syntax which may be described in terms of a path 
"around" (nEpt-080C;), i.e. going in a circle and so ending up where 
one began. Such a balance may be created by such figures as 
uv-ri9E<JtC;, or also by placing a certain syntactical or grammatical 
suspense in the sentence structure, e.g. by means of t)7tEp~a-r6v. 
The suspense is resolved near the end of the sentence at which point 
the "circle" is completed. 

Phld. Rh. 1.164-66 S. gives testimony to rhetorical treatises 
which discussed nE piObOt, KroAU and K61lIlU-rU and the various 
ways they are weaved together and their qualities.96 A discussion of 
the extant authors in our period follows: 

95 A. Olivieri (ed.), Philodemi TIspi TIapPl1mac; (BSGRT; Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1914). 
96 The term is also used at Rh. 1.198 S. and PHerc. 1426, coLIVa,21-22 (p.29 Hammer

staedt. 
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Aristotle's definition of the period in Rh. 3.9 is a difficult and 
controversial matler.97 A basic problem is whether Aristotle con
ceived it in terms of prose rhythm as many interpreters have thought 
(his discussion of the period follows upon a discussion of prose 
rhythm). Recently, R. L. Fowler has cogently argued that Aristotle 
defined the period "logically" (i.e. of a pre-planned logical struc
ture), and not with respect to rhythm.98 

Aristotle distinguishes two kinds of styles, the one he terms 
£tpoIlSV'll AS~lC; (strung-on) and the other Ka'CE(TtpaIlIlSV'll AS~tC; 
(turned down). The former is described as paratactic, i.e. the string
ing on of thoughts one after the other connected by conjunctions. It 
has no end in itself, but goes on until the subject matter has run out. 
Its unlimitedness makes it unpleasant. The Ka'CEcnpaIlIlSV'll style, 
on the other hand, consists of 1tEpio8ot, i.e. self-contained sen
tences. Aristotle defmes the 1tEpio8oC; as AS~tV Exoucrav apXllv 
Kat 'CEAEu'CllV au'CTtv Ka8' au'CTtV Kat IlsYE8oc; EucrUV01t'Cov (a sen
tence/ style having a beginning and an end in and of itself, and a 
magnitude easily able to be seen). He goes on to note that a 
1tEpio8oC; also has a self-contained thought. It is pleasurable 
because the hearer knows where he is going (he can see the end in 
sight), and it is easily understood since it is memorable on account 
of its dpt8lloC; (which should probably be interpreted in terms of 
balance and structure).99 

Aristotle remarks that the EtpOIlSV'll style was common in the 
ancient writers, but that not many use it in his own day. It would 
seem, therefore, that Aristotle would consider any well-defined sen
tence to constitute a 1tEpioooC;. If one's prose is not simply strung 

97 Aristotle's text is also problematic. I follow Kassler's edition, agreeing with his indi
cations of interpolations. In addition, as J. A. Kennedy (Aristotle on Rhetoric: A The
my of Civic Discourse [New York/ Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991] 240) and 
R. L. Fowler ("Aristotle on the Period (Rhet. 3.9)," Classical Quarterly 32 [1982] 94-
95) have argued, the quotation from Herodotus at 3.9.2 should be considered as a late 
interpolation (Kassel marks it as a later addition from Aristotle's own hand). 

98 Op.cit. 89-99. See also D. C. Innes, "Period and Colon: Theory and Example in 
Demetrius and Longinus," in Peripatetic Rhetoric After Aristotle (Rutgers University 
Studies in Classical Humanities VI, ed. W. W. Fortenbaugh and D. C. Mirhady; New 
Brunswick/ London: Transaction Publishers, 1994) 37-38. For a recent attempt to 
define Aristotle's definition of the period in terms of prose rhythm, see T. Adamik, 
"Aristotle's Theory of the Period," Philologus 128 (1984) 184-201. Much of the older 
literature is referenced in these articles. 

99 Aristotle illustrates what he means by apte~6<;, defined in terms of measuredness, by 
quoting examples of metred poetry. 
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together with simple conjunctions, then it consists, by defInition, of 
1tEpiobOl. lOO 

He goes on to speak of two kinds of 1tE piObO!, the simple and the 
compound (lit. "divided," 81TIPllIlEVll). The simple 1tEpiobO<; is said 
to consist of only one KCOAOV, the compound 1tEpiobOC; of two KCOAU 
(or more? 101). Compound 1tEpio801 are further divided into those with 
parallel KCOAU and those with antithetical KCOAU (i.e. arranged in terms 
of dvrieEcrl<;, see s.v.). In this context Aristotle also discusses KroAU 
arranged in terms of 1tupicrmcrt<; and 1tUpOlloim01<; (see s.v.). 

Something of Theophrastus' discussion of the 1tEpiobO<; is pre
served in Cic. de Orat. 3.184-87 (= Fr. 701 FHS&G). There we are 
informed that prose is much more fitted together and pleasing if it is 
differentiated by articuli and membra (= KOIlIlU1:U and KCOAU), and 
that such membra ought not to be shorter at the end, lest they break 
the verborum ambitus (= 1tEpiobo<;). The final membra should thus 
be of equal length or even longer than the preceding membra. It 
would seem that Theophrastus is our first extant rhetorical source to 
speak of KOIlIlU1:U as well as KCOAU as the building blocks of the 
1tEpiobo<;. 

Demetrius' treatise on style (Eloc.) contains an extensive intro
duction on sentence structure (§§1-35). Here he discusses the 
KCOAOV (§§1-9, §9 concerns the KOIlIlU as a short KCOAOV), and then 
the 1LEpio8o<; (§§ 10-35). He defines the KCOAOV as a complete 
thought, or as one distinguishable part of a larger complete thought. 
A KCOAOV should be neither too long nor too short (the Peripatetic 
mean), although long KcOAU may be suitable to elevated subject mat
ter (IlEYE80<;, cf. §44ff, 204), and short KcOAU to slight and charm
ing (cf. §§204ff), or also forceful (bElV01:ll<;) subject matter (cf. 
§§241-43). The 1tEpiobO<; is defined as a combination of KOIlIlU1:U 
and KCOAU ending in a thought which is well-turned (d)KU1:Ucr-
1:p6<pm<;). He speaks of the need for a bend (KUIl1tTt) at the end. 
Demetrius also quotes Aristotle's definition with approval, empha
sising the fact that in a 1tEpiobO<; ("a path circling around") one 

100 Of course, Aristotle has more to say on what an appropriate ncpioooC; is, which 
explains his comment at Rh. 3.9.6 that Ut -rc Aiuv ~pUXUKo)AOt [sc. ncpioom] ou 
ncpio80C; yivc-rut· nponc-rTl o~v ayct -rov O.Kpou-rTtv. 

101 Aristotle's text is difficult (Rh. 3.9.5). Cf. Demetr. Eloc. 34, and see Fowler, op. cit., 
93n for discussion. 
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knows, right from the beginning, where the end is. It is clear from 
the examples he provides, that this "turning back" or "bend" at the 
end of a 1tEpi080C; may be achieved by 61tEP~U'tOV, subordinated 
syntax where a key element is suppressed until the end, or, more 
simply, by balance in the clauses achieved by UV'ti9E<JtC;, 
O/lOto'tllC;, lcroKwAov, or O/lOtO't£AED'tOV (the latter figures are dis
cussed in §§22-29).102 He uses the image of a runner on a circular 
track where the race starts and fmishes at the same point. 
Demetrius' inclusion of the idea that a 1tEpio8oC; should have a 
"bend" at its end implies that not every self-contained sentence can 
be termed a 1tEpio80C;. He makes this implicit by citing a 1tEpio8oC; 
from Demosthenes (20.1) and then rewriting it so that the circular
ity or bend is removed (§ § 10-11). The rewritten version is said to be 
no longer a 1tEpi080C;. 

Demetrius goes on to make a twofold division of prose style that, 
whilst using terminology also found in Aristotle, is significantly dif
ferent. He distinguishes 11 KU'tE<J't PU/l/l£Vll E Pf.lllvciu (prose com
pletely written in 1tEpio80t) from 11 8tTIPllf.l£Vll EP/lllvciu (prose 
written in KcOAU which are not fitted together in any way, whether 
by periodic form, or even by conjunctions). As can be seen, 
Demetrius gives no place to Aristotle's E1PO/l£Vll (strung-on) style. 
Because of his narrower definition of the 1tEpi080C;, the 8tTIPllf.l£vll 
style is no longer considered periodic. Demetrius adds that good 
prose will use a combination of these two methods. 

In speaking of what constitutes a good 1tEpi080C; (§§16-18), 
Demetrius suggests that it will have between two and four KcOAU 
(cf. §§34-35). He does accept the possibility of a "simple period" 
consisting of one long KcOAOV, but such a KcOAOV should be long and 
also have a bend (Ku/l1til) at the end. Similarly to Theophrastus 
(noted above), he notes that the final KcOAOV of a 1tEpi080C; should 
be longer than the preceding KcOAU. He then goes on to distinguish 
three kinds of 1tE pi080t associated with three different kinds of 
prose, l<J'toptKil, Pll'toptKil, and btUAO"{tKil. These kinds of 
1tEpi080L are distinguished in terms of the degree of their "circu
larity" or bend. The rhetorical period is the most circular, the 

102 A couple of examples taken from Demetrius (Eloc. 17) may illustrate: A single clause 
m;pio8o<; with a bend caused by un:cp~u'tov is cited from Hdt. 1.1, eHpooowu 
eAA1.Kupvucrijo<; l.cr'topill<; an:ooc~1.<; fioc. Another example shows a bend caused by 
aniOc()l.<; (cppa()l.<; vs o1.uvoiu), f] yap crucpij<; cppa()l.<; rcoAl> cpro<; n:uptXc'tUl. 'tUt<; 
'troY aKouoV'tcoV o1.Uvoiu1.<; (source unknown). 
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conversational period is the most loose and is described as a cross 
between the OtTIPllJlEVll and KU'tECHPUJlJlEVll style. The historical 
period stands inbetween these two kinds. At § 244 he adds that 
TtEpiooot tightly bound at the end (cf. the "rhetorical period") are 
much more forceful than a loose sentence structure. Such endings 
would appear to need to be produced by {)1tEpBu'toV or syntax, 
since Demetrius rejects the use of figures connected with balanced 
clauses in the forceful style (§§247-50). The forceful style is the 
only one suited to a frequency of (appropriate, short) TtEpiooot 
(§251-52, cf. 303). 

We may also note that Demetrius says (§32) that TtEpiooot (as 
opposed to Ev9uJlllJlu'tu) are used in every section of a speech. 
They may produce grandeur (§§45-47). In the simple style (ruled by 
the virtue of clarity) they should be short and clear (§§202-203). Of 
interest is the fact that whilst at §21 Demetrius described the kind of 
TtEpiooot which are acceptable in conversational style, he states 
that periodising in letters is absurd (§229), even though he describes 
epistolary style as more studied than conversational style (§224). 

Rhet.H ere is the first rhetorical treatise extant to deal with the 
KWAOV, KOJlJlU, and TtEpioooC; as figures of speech. At 4.26-28 the 
following "figures" are dealt with, in order: membrum (KWAOV), 
articulus (KOJlJlU), continuatio (TtEpioooC;), con par (1.aOKCDAov), 
similiter cadens (OJlOtOTt'tCD'tOV), similiter desinens (OJlOtO'tEAEU
'tOY). Although the only internal connection made in the discussion 
of these figures is at conpar (where what is said of membra is 
referred to), the resemblance to the order in Demetr. Eloc. is clear 
and suggests certain connections which are not made explicit in the 
text of Rhet.Her .. Firstly, the isolation of membrum as a figure sep
arate from continuatio suggests that Rhet.Her., like Demetrius, has 
a restricted definition of the TtEpioooC;. Not every complete sentence 
can be a TtEpioooC;. Certain kinds of sentences, characterised by 
Demetrius as OtTIPllJlEVll in style, are simply made of membra 
which are not moulded into a rtE pioooC; (cf. the examples given in 
Rhet.Her. 4.26). Secondly, although Rhet.Her. does not say so, the 
period or continuatio is clearly considered to be made up of mem
bra and articuli which are arranged in a certain way. His definition 
of the continuatio is vague, emphasising density and a crowdedness 
of words forming a complete thought. He does not mention circu
larity or the need of a "bend" at the end, although each of his three 
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examples contain such a "bend" (twice by the syntax, and once by 
u1tcpBu-rov). He does suggest that the continuatio is best used in a 
sententia (yvcOJ..lll), contrarium (cf. S.v. EVeUJ..lllJ..la, in the sense of a 
short consideration from contraries), or conclusio. The discussion of 
certain "Gorgianic" figures immediately following upon the contin
uatio suggests that these may be considered ways of arranging a 
1tcpiooo~ (as in both Aristotle and Demetrius). 

Cicero, de Drat. 3.191, following the Peripatetic mean, suggests 
that periods neither be too long nor too short. At § 198 they are men
tioned as something difficult, which some orators even in his day 
were not able to compose. In Brut. 33-34 he attributes the origin of 
the period to Isocrates. Other authors before him may only perhaps 
have chanced upon a periodic form by nature. Terminological 
equivalents in Greek and Latin are mentioned in Brut. 162, cf. Drat. 
204. 

In Drat. 221-26, within a general discussion of prose rhythm, he 
contrasts speaking in incisa (K0J..lJ..lU-rU) and membra (KWAU) with 
speaking in periods. Periods should be used only sparingly in judi
cial speeches. The norm is to speak in incisa and membra, i.e. dis
jointed incisa and membra which form complete thoughts in them
selves. A full or complete period consists of approximately four 
membra which are knotted together. The shortest possible period is 
held to consist of two membra. 

D.H. Compo 2 (p.7,14-18 U.-R.) describes the building blocks of a 
speech as follows: the arrangement of the parts of speech (CHOlXctU) 
produce KWAU, the fitting together of KWAU produce 1tc piOOOl (cf. 
Compo 19, p.85,8 U.-R.; Dem. 39, p.212,2; 40, p.217,2), which in 
tum complete the entire speech (0 (JU1tU~ Aoyo~).103 This statement 
would seem to suggest that 1t£ piooo~ is simply a term for "a com
plete sentence." One of the tasks of (Juveccru; (composition or 
arrangement) is to mark off a speech with 1tcpiOOOl, i.e. (it would 
seem), arrange one's clauses in clearly defined sentences (Comp. 2, 
p.7,18-21 U._R.).104 

103 At Th. 22 (p.358,15-16 U.-R.) he divides the parts of cruv9c:crt~ into KOJ,lJ,la-ra, KroAa 
and nc:pioool. (cf. Compo 26, p.136,9-10 U.-R.). 

104 The text reads: Ecrn oT] ril~ cruv9Ecrc:(()~ EPYU -ru n: ovoJ,la-ra ol.Kd(()~ 9c:tyal. nap 
i'iAAllAa Kat 'tOt~ KmAOl.~ a.nooouval. -rT]Y npo~"Koucrav apJ,loviav Kat 'mt~ nepl.O
OOl~ otuAu13dv d; -rOY !c0YOY. 
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At Camp. 9 (p.35,17ff U.-R.) he speaks briefly of the tasks of ITUV-
8EITl.C; applied to nE pi0801., but essentially refers back to his discus
sion (in Camp. 9) on these tasks as applied to KCDAU. Dionysius adds 
that one needs to know when the use of nE pi0801. are appropriate to 
a speech, how much to use them, and when they are not appropriate. 
It is clear that for Dionysius prose is not always organised into 
nEpi0801., and a certain amount of variation is to be desired (Camp. 
19, p.86,12-14 U.-R.). 

At Camp. 22 (p.97,9-18 U.-R., cf. Dem. 39, pp.212,17 - 213,5) 
he specifies the kind of nE pi0801. appropriate to harsh harmony 
(ll UU()T1lpa aplloviu). Such periods are characterised by lack of 
studiedness. The close of such a m~pi080C; does not necessarily 
coincide with the close of a thought. The circle (KucloC;) is not 
filled out by the addition of extra words, nor is the period measured 
according to the breath of the speaker.1°5 He goes on to illustrate 
this by analysing the opening paragraph of Thucydides, dividing the 
paragraph into "nEpi0801." defined according to the breath of the 
speaker (npoc; 'to nVEDllu, p.111,1 U.-R.). The first complete sen
tence is thus divided into three separate ncpi0801.. We ought to 
remember that a "good" period was considered to be a complete 
sentence able to be uttered in one breath (Camp. 23, p.113,3-4 u.
R.).I06 

Smooth harmony (Camp. 23, cf. Dem. 40, p.217,2-6 U.-R.) 
requires that all the KCDAU terminate in a ncpi080C; which should be 
measured according to a full breath. The final clause ought to be 

. rhythmicaL Among other things, Dionysius rejects the nc pi08oC; 
aXcOAl.IT'tOC; in this style (p.113,5 U.-R.). This would seem to refer 
to a ncpi08oC; consisting of one KCDAOV. 

Quint. Inst. 9.4.19-22 distinguishes two kinds of prose styles, 
the one bound and interweaved (Ol'atio vincta atque contexta), the 
other loose (soluta) and therefore more suited to dialogues and let
ters. Interestingly, Quintilian tells us that the bound style is com
posed of the three elements: KOllllu'tU (incisa), KCDAU (membra), 
and the TCcpi080C; (ambitus vel circumductum vel continuatio vel 

lOS What Dionysius precisely means by 6 KUKAOC; is not clear. Compare Compo 19 
(p.87,14 U.-R.), where he criticises Isocrates and his followers for using only dc; 1tZp

t680u KUKAOC; nc;. 
106 Compare Philodemus' complaint that the long periods of the sophists are difficult in 

terms of delivery, Rh. 1.198 S .. 
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conclusio ).107 He therefore appears to suggest that the loose style 
has none of these elements (contrast Demetrius above), although 
this is not explicitly stated and seems rather unlikely. 

At [nst. 9.4.122-130 Quintilian defmes the KOJlJlU, KiliAov and 
1tEpioDOe;; and discusses them in connection with rhythm. His defi
nition of KOJlJlU1:U and KcOAu compel him to define the nEpioDOe;; as 
any complete sentence. The KOJlJlU is a clause lacking a complete 
rhythm (numerus).108 It may be as short as a single word, e.g. the 
word diximus in, "Diximus, testes dare volumus." The KiliAov by 
contrast has a complete rhythm, but has no real meaning when iso
lated from the rest of the sentence. The 1tE piODOe;; is a complete sen
tence and may take two forms, either simple, or complex. The com
plex nEpioDOe;; consists of KOJlJlU1:U and KiliAu which have many 
thoughts. In other words, the complex sentence consists of subordi
nate clauses. Quintilian adds that the 1tE piODOe;; consists of at least 
two KiliAu and averages foUf. At [nst. 4.9.125-130 he adds advice on 
the use of KOJlJlU1:U, KiliAu and (complex) 1tEpioDOl.109 

Alex. Fig. 2.1 defines the nE piODOe;; as containing a complete 
thought in a well-circumscribed placement of KiliAu (cf. [Com.] Rh. 
242).110 In defming the KcOAOV as a part of a nEpioDOe;;, Alexander 
would appear to have conceived of the 1t£ piODOe;; as any complete 
sentence. He allows for two to four KiliAu in the 1tEpioDOe;;. More 
than four KcDAU is considered to be an overstepping of the limit. 

[Longin.] 40 mentions periods midst a discussion of E1tt<Yl)v9E
(He;; (fitting the parts together into a whole), however there is no pre
cise defmition or use of the term. 

107 Quintilian also uses the terms comprehensio and circuitus to refer to the period, cf. 
Inst. 9.4.121-22. 

108 Quintilian adds, however, that most people define the KOlllla as a part of a KWAOV 
(pars membri), as if the KWAOV were made up of KO!l!la-ca in the same way that a 
1tcpi080C; is made up of KWAa. None of the theorists within the purview of this glos
sary, however, appear to defme the KOIl!la in this way. 

109 At Inst. 4.9.128 he begins: Periodos apta prooemiis maiorum causarum .... But it is 
clear from the context that he must mean complex as opposed to simple 1tcpi0801 .. On 
the delivery of a complex 1tcpioooC;, see Inst. 9.3.39. 

110 The text is problematic here. It reads: 1tcpi080C; !ltv o~v sO'n AOyOC; livGU 1tept
ypa<pwv Kat KcOAWV O'uv8tO'ct aU-cO-CeATl 8ul.volav ~K<ptpWV. Spengel suggests c~ 
1tcptypa<pwv instead of liveu 1tcptypa<pwv, but 1tcptypa<pw then lacks an object. We 
are, however, aided by the quotation of Alexander in Ps.-Herodianus, de Figuris 93 
which reads: AOyCC; tv eU1tcptypacpQ) crUV8tcrcl KcOAWV. Perhaps Alexander origi
nally read: AOYCC; tv cU1tcptypa<pQ) KO!llla'Cwv Kat KcOAWV crUV8tcrcl (cf. Alex. Fig. 
iii, p.27,14-15 Sp.). 
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1tEPUJ'(J'oA.oyia - see s.v. 1tcpi<ppacw;. 

1tE picp paGl; 
The use of a phrase for a word, even a phrase that includes the word 
concerned, cf. Rhet.Her. 4.43 (circumitio) who gives embellish
ment (ornandi ratio) as the motivation for its use. [Longin.] 28-29 
treats 1tc:pi<ppa(n~ as an ornamental figure which engenders u"'o~, 
but warns that moderation is needed. Alex. Fig. 2.10 also suggests 
that it makes one's language more D"'llAO~ and provides more 
£Jl<Pacrl~. Quint. Inst. 9.1.6 defines it as including the word con
cerned. At Inst. 8.6.59-61 he adds that it may be used to avoid 
explicitly mentioning something indecent, or for ornatus, but that 
excessive periphrasis is called 1tcPlcrcroAoyta (cf. Inst. 4.2.43; 
D.H. Dem. 5 [p.137,7-16 U.-R. = Pomp. 2.5], 13 [p.158,6]). D.H. 
Amm. 2.4 provides examples of 1tc:pi<ppacrl~ from Thucydides. The 
term is further mentioned at Dem. 7 (p.140,20 U.-R.); 29 (p.192,5); 
Th. 29 (p.375,7 of 1tc:pi<ppacrl~ 1tOlll'tlKil), 31 (p.378,1). A com
mon New Testament example is crap~ Kat aiJla, cf. Ep.Gal. 1.16 
et al .. 

1tEUCn; - see s.v. E1tcpc01'llcrl~ II. 

1tAEOV(l(J"U>; 

Fr. 64 of Caecilius suggests that he used this term, although Fr. 65 
states that he called pleonasm by the term (JuvwvuJlia. The follow
ing example is given: 1'i Sc:i 1tPU1'1'C:1V Kat nOlc:tV 'CT}V nOAlv. Sim
ilar examples are provided by D.H. Dem. 58 who discusses 
nAc:ovacrJlo~ and its opposite, ~paxuAoyia, in Demosthenes, but 
the term nAc:ovacrJlo~ is not really used as a technical term here or 
elsewhere in Dionysius. Quint. Inst. 8.3.53-55 discusses it both as a 
fault and a virtue and also mentions the term JlaKpoAoyia which 
appears to be synonymous, though in a negative sense (cf. Arist. Rh. 
3.17.16). Demetr. Eloc. 7 (cf. 242) uses JlaKpoAoyia of the lame 
and shrivelled speech found in prayers and laments, and of the long
windedness of old men caused by their weakness. Alex. Fig. 2.11 
defines it as an addition to a statement which does not harm its 
sense. This may be done either for the sake of embellishment or 
emphasis. An example of each is provided. See also s.v. crUV1' a Jlta. 
For a possible Pauline example see Ep.Gal. 1.12. 
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1tA.OKTt 
I. Generally a term referring to the combination of various figures 

such as uvu<popa, bn<popa or forms of repetition, cf. Quint. Inst. 
9.3.40-42; D.H. Th. 29. 

II. A term used for bringing words or phrases of various different 
meanings together, Quint. Inst. 9.3.48-49. 

Ill. = uvruvaKAum<; (see s.v.). 

1tOA.U1t'tOl'tOV 
I. Wordplay using different case-endings. Rhet.Her. 4.31 calls this a 

kind of adnominatio (see discussion under nupovoJ.!ucrtu). It is 
mentioned at Cic. Orat. 135 = de Orat. 3.207; and illustrated in 
Quint. Inst. 9.3.37 and Alex. Fig. 2.15. A good Pauline example is 
to be found in 2 Ep.Cor. 9.8 (nuv'tt navtou; nuauv), cf. 1 Ep.Cor. 
9.20. 

II. Rut.Lup. 1.10 defines this in terms of stating the same thought in 
various ways (involving varied case-endings). The definition here, 
however, is broader than that above. In fact [Longin.] 23.1 classifies 
U8POlcrJ.!6C;, J.!c1:u~oAil (II.) and KA1J.!u~ as forms of nOAUn1:0)1:0v 
implying a broader definition yet. All three figures involve bringing 
various things together in one place. The term nOAUn1:Co'tov would 
at this point, therefore, seem to refer to cases of multiple arrange
ment (if the text is correct). 1 

11 All three are said to be navu UYCOVlcr-
1:1KU. 

1tOA,U(j'UV()E'tOV 
The opposite of ucruVbc1:0V, i.e. the use of many particles. Demetr. 
Eloc. 54 and 63 notes that cruva<pclu (his term for nOAucruvbc'tOV) 
can often make the matter in hand seem J.!£Yc 80<;. Yet at § 194 he 
argues that the addition of particles robs a dramatic phrase of its 
pathos, cf. [Longin.] 21. See also Rut.Lup. 1.14 and Quint. I nst. 
9.3.50-54. For Pauline examples, cf. Ep.Rom. 8.38-39, 9.4-5. 

1tOA.uOlvuJ1ia - see s.v. cruvcovuJ.!tu. 

1tPO()UlpSOl(j'tC; - see s.v. uinoAoytU II. 

111 Jahn/ Vahlen4, in the critical apparatus, note the conjecture of Martensius KaepOt<J~lOi. 
which is not unattractive given that this broad sense of 1toA.\m:'t"urrov seems to be 
nowhere else attested. 
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1tpOKu'taA.ll'J1t~ 
Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 18 defines it as anticipation and refutation 
of, i) possible objections in the minds of the audience regarding the 
speaker (18.1-10), ii) probable objections to be made by the oppo
nent (18.11-15). Advice is also given on countering such anticipa
tion by others. Rut.Lup. 2.4 and Quintilian use the term npoA:rl'JltC;. 
Philodemus (in a short fragment) also appears to refer to rhetorical 
rrpoA:rl\JftC;, Rh. 2.189 (fr. 3) S .. Quint. Inst. 4.1.49-50 discusses its 
usefulness in the rrpooiJ.uov, cf. 9.2.16. At [nst. 9.2.17 he discusses 
five species: praemunitio (dealing with possible objections before 
the presentation of one's own case, cf. Cic. de Orat. 3.204 [prae
munitio] = Orat. 137 rut ante praemuniat]), confessio (see s.v. 
rrupolloAoyiu), praedictio (see s.v. utnoAoyiu n.), emendatio (see 
s.v. JlETUPOAll 1.) and praeparatio (see s.v. nponUpUcrKEUll). Inst. 
9.2.18 follows this up with two methods of confmning the meaning 
and propriety of one's words, i.e. by praesumptio (Quintilian's term 
for npOAll\JftC; in general) and reprehensio (self-correction, see S.v. 
IlETUPOAll 1.). 

This figure is further mentioned at Cic. de Orat. 3.205 (anteoccu
patio) = o rat. 138 (ut ante occupet quod videat opponi) and dis
cussed in Alex. Fig. 1.6. See also S.v. {moq>opu. 

For Pauline examples, cf. Ep.Rom. 9.19ff, 11.19ff. 

1tPOKU'tUCJ'KEUT) - see s.v. rrporrupuG'KEUll. 

1tPOA.ll"'t~ - see s.v. rrpoKu'nlAll\lftc;. 

1tp01tUpUCJ'KEUT) 

"Preparation. " 
I. Quint. [nst. 9.2.17 mentions praeparatio as one of the species of 

rrpOAll\JftC; (see s. v. rrpOKUTUAll\jftC;) and defines it rather generally 
as a full statement (cum pluribus verbis) explaining why we will do 
or have done something. The context suggests that the matter 
referred to is something connected with the presentation of the 
speech. Praeparatio is thus a statement of explanation made before 
or after a particular portion of one's presentation. 

II. Later rhetorical theorists defme praeparatio as the preparing of the 
judge to listen to a particular subject by various means, cf. 
[Iul.Rufin.] Schem.D. 3 (who gives the Greek equivalent 
rrponupucrKEUll). Iul.Rufm. 32 gives the Latin equivalent of 
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7tP07tUPUcrKcU'fJ as praemunitio, but his definition is more along 
the lines of this later form of 7tP07tUPUO"Kcu'fJ than what is else
where termed praemunitio (see s.v. 7tPOKu'tuA:rl'lf1.<;). He gives the 
example of showing a witness to be trustworthy before introducing 
him, and then adds that this figure is thus like the use of a gener
alis locus et tractatus communis. He adds a citation from Cic. Mil. 
7 where Cicero first deals with the general proposition that self
confessed killing is not ipso facto condemnable, before speaking 
with reference to the death of Clodius. ITPOU7tcpyucriu (apparently 
a hapax legomenon) is added as an equivalent term. Compare also 
Aps. Rh. i, pp.306,17 - 308,19 Sp.-H. who outlines in some detail 
how one should prepare the judge to be moved to pity (a function 
of the E7tiAOyO<;). 

IT pOKu'tucrKcull is used, but not explained, probably in this 
sense at D.H. Lys. 15 (p.26,6 U.-R.); Is. 3 (p.95,20); Din. 8 
(p.309,1-2). See also the references below (at definition III.). 

ill. The term is also used, with a similar meaning (of the preparation of 
the judge to listen to a particular subject), to denote an added divi
sion of a speech (i.e. an optional pars orationis) coming between 
the introduction (principia) and the narration (narratio). A fuller 
explanation of this sense is given in Fortunat. Rh. 2.15 pp.121,15 -
122,3, cf. 2.20, p.127,5-8 Cal. Mont. (the mss vary between the 
Greek equivalent 7tP07tUPUO"Kcu'fJ and 7tPOKU-rUO"KcU'fJ). Its posi
tion as one of the optional extra partes orationis is explained at Rh. 
2.12. The term is also used in this way in Troilus' Prolegomena 
where he summarises the outline of a hypothetical speech, see 
H. Rabe (ed.), Prolegomenon Sylloge (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 
1931; repro 1995) 52,8-20. Compare the comments at D.H. Is. 14 
(p.111,17-19 U.-R.) and the discussion in §15. Dionysius here gives 
the possible purpose of 7tPOKU-rUcrKcu'fJ as rendering the narrative 
more credible, but suggests that there may also be other reasons for 
its use. 

1t poO'a1t6()oO'l~ 

Rhet.Her. 4.52 speaks of divisio when a question is divided into two 
or more alternatives and immediately resolved by supplying a rea
son for each. The Greek term is used in Rut.Lup. 1.1, cf. Quint. Inst. 
9.3.93-96 who doubts that it should be counted as a figure. Quint. 
Inst. 5.10.65-70 uses the teTII) divisio generically of any argument 
listing alternatives. The figure is mentioned at Cic. de Orat. 3.207. 
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n POO'() 1aO'a<PTJ 0'1<; 
The addition of a clarifying word to a phrase already complete in 
sense, Alex. Fig. 2.9. 

npoO'uvanaV'tT)O'l<; 
A kind of chiasm in which after two nouns, two explanatory phrases 
(or words) appear of which the first phrase refers to the second 
noun, and the second phrase to the first noun, e.g. n. 450-51, Alex. 
Fig. 2.27. 

npOO'Olnon01ia 
Demetr. Eloc. 265-66 defmes it as introducing a specific character 
(person or thing) and letting it speak. It is not to be confused with 
personification. Rhet.Her. 4.66 suggests that it is most beneficial in 
aU~l1crl~ (cf. Cic. Part. 55), and appeals to pity (which are treated 
as a form of aU~llcrl~ in Cic. Part. 57). Both of these methods 
belong to the ~7tiAOYO~ in Rhet.Her. (cf. 2.47-50). In this respect 
Theon Prog. ii, p.117,30-32 Sp. also notes that it is especially suit
able to the portrayal of characters and emotions (f]811 and nu811), 
two concepts frequently associated with the ~7tiAOYO~. See also Cic. 
Orat. 85 and Rut.Lup. 2.6. 

Quint. Inst. 9.2.29-37 notes that this tenn sometimes also covers 
what others distinguish as 81UAOYO~ (sermocinatio,see s.v.), 
restricting 7t pocrC07t07tOt ia to fictitious persons or things. Yet in 
Rhet.Her. 4.65-66 where this very distinction is made, conformatio 
(the term in RhetHer. for 7tpocrC07t07tOlta) may still refer to real 
persons who are nevertheless absent. Quintilian's own interpretation 
of the figure is rather broad and one is inclined to say that he side
tracks somewhat, e.g. at Inst. 9.2.36 where he refers to the possibil
ity of introducing an imaginary objector, which is really another fig
ure altogether (cf. S.v. Em:;pcO'tllcrt<;). Quintilian also notes that the 
speaker may not always be specifically introduced, but it is notable 
that his only example is from epic poetry (Verg. A. 2.29), and even 
here he adds that omission of notification of the speaker is itself 
another figure, namely, detractio. Quint. Inst. 4.1.28 (cf. 6.1.3, 25-
27) recommends use of 7tpocrco7to7tolia in the EniAoyo~, where 
(unlike the 7tpooi, . .llov) free range can be given to the emotions, 
although at 4.1.69 he cites an example of its use in a npooilltOV 
from a lost speech of Cicero (cf. also D. 1.2). Cic. Inv. 1.99-100 
suggests using it in the recapitulation of the ~niAoyo<; as a way of 
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varying presentation. His examples are of a lawgiver (dead person) 
or things (cf. Alex. Fig. 1.12). Cic. Top. 45 alludes to 1tp0(JO)-
1t01tOltU and suggests that it is a device used by both orators and 
philosophers (cf. examples below). It is, however, to be avoided in 
the plain style (Drat. 85). It is further mentioned at Cic. Drat. 138 = 
de Drat. 3.205. Dionysius of Halicamassus mentions use of 1tPO(JO)-
1t01tOttU at Th. 37 (p.388,18-19 U.-R.) and Imit. 31.3.1 (p.207,22 
U.-R.). 

TIPO()o)1t01tOltU as a device is not only found in speeches. A par
ticularly well-known example is to be found in Plato's dialogue 
Crito 50a - 54d. Socrates engages here in a dialogue with the laws. 
Plato seems to be deliberately playing upon how an orator might 
speak (cf. 50b). For good examples in the speeches of Cicero, see 
Cael. 33-34 (a dead person called up); Catif. 1.17-18, 27-29 (the 
patria speaks); Planc. 12-13 (the people speak - here the speech is 
interrupted with comment from Cicero himself). It also occurs in a 
philosophical dialogue, Fin. 4.61 (the pupils of Plato are called up). 
See further (the speaker is indicated in brackets) PI. Prt. 361a-c (the 
result of a discussion); D. 1.2 (the present season); Bion Borys. Fr. 
17 Kindstrand (poverty); Lucr. 3.931-62 (nature); Ph. Cher. 35-38 
(vocations); cf. Op.Mund. 79 (nature); Plu. 2.1048f (life); Sen. Ep. 
95.10 (philosophy); Arr. Epict. 3.1.23 (a choice example of some 
species); D.Chr. 45.5 (the noble man); Max.Tyr. 11.4 (the parts of 
the body, and, Asclepius); 17.3 (-c£xvll); Babr. 71.5-10 (the sea). 

TIPO(JID1t01tOliu was also taught as a progymnasmatic exercise, 
namely, the writing of a short speech in the style of some other 
(usually famous) person, cf. Quint. Inst. 3.8.49-54. Theon Prog. ii, 
pp.115-18 Sp. devotes a separate section to this but mainly dis
cusses matters relating to appropriate language and possible forms 
of speech. He adds that the production of words of encouragement, 
protreptic and letters fall under this kind of exercise (Prog. ii, 
p.115,20-22 Sp.).1l2 At Prog. ii, p.120,24-30 Sp. he shows (inciden
tally) that he includes 8l(iAO)'O~ under 1tp0(JW1t01tOltU. 

Later works on 1tPO)'DIlVU(JIlU-CU distinguished between 1tPO(JID-
1t01tOltU and "eo1toliu (see s.v. "So1toliu II.). 

1tPOU1ttpyuO"iu see s.v. npo1tUpU()1(~Dit. 

112 I follow here the edition of Patillon, reading 1'0 nov rcUPllYOPlKrov ').....oywv dooc; 
(Spengel has 1tUVTlYUPlKroV). The manuscript tradition is divided. 
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1tUO"JlU 
Alex. Fig. 1.22 defmes it as a question requiring an explanatory 
answer. Contrast ~po)'rTt~a, and cf. s.v. £1tcpOHllC)"l,<;. 

O"UPKUO"JlOC; 
"Sarcasm." Quint. [nst. 8.6.57 notes that some classify it as a kind 
of uAA:rl'yopia (Alex. Fig. 1.18 classifies it as a kind of clprovcia). 
It is described as effected when someone is reproached using oppo
site terms with a false smile, cf. Ps.-Plu. Vit.Hom. 69; Tryph. Trop. 
2.20. 

O"l1J1Eiov 
"Sign." Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 12 dermes it as something which 
functions as a sign of something else because of a customary rela
tion between them. Its effect is to produce either opinion or (certain) 
knowledge. Arist. Rh. 1.2.16-17 understands crTt~cla as a source for 
£veD~iH..La'ta. He has the same division, calling the crTt~clOV pro
ducing certainty, (the uvayKalov) 'tcK~ftPtOV (that upon which one 
can build a syllogism). At Rh. 1.2.18 he gives an example, showing 
that (jll~cia can be considerations of a certain kind: LroKPU'tll<; 
cro<po<; ~v Kat 8iKato<; might be considered a "sign" that Ot cro<poi 
are 8iKatot. Other examples are also given, e.g. that one frequently 
draws breath could be c;onsidered a "sign" that one has a fever (cf. 
Rh. 1.5.9; 1.9.14, 26, 32f; 2.2.12, 19,20, 26; 2.3.5; 2.4.3; 2.5.2f, 
14f, 21 - used with Aoyta of divine signs; 2.6.7ff). Fallacious 
£veD~ft~a'ta derived from (jTt~cia are described at 2.24.5. Her
magoras (Fr. 8 Matthes) also used the term crll~clOV in a very gen
eral way. Quint. [nst. 5.9.12-14 complains against this general 
usage. I 13 

Rhet.H er. 2.6-7 (in the context of the cr'tucrt<;, coniectura = 
cr'"Coxa(j~o<;) dermes signa a little differently, namely, as indica
tions that the accused sought favourable opportunities for commit
ting the crime. He gives six subdivisions. At 2.8 he discusses argu
mentum which conforms to the definition of Anaximenes on 

113 Note that the phrase O"THlciov ot was a standard way of introducing an argument in 
the Attic orators, cf. also Aris!. Rh. 1.21.9; 3.2.1,6; Po. 4.19; Demetr. Eloc. 31; 301 
(introducing an example); Theon Prog. ii, p.126,1l Sp.; J. AJ 1.127; 2.86; Ph. 
Det.pot.ins. 3; Migr.Abr. 69; Congr. 92; Fug. 5, 204; Mut.nom. 164; Abr. 33; 
Vit.Mos. 2.18; Spec.leg. 1.26, 90; Omn.prob.Uh. 39, 89; Aet.mund. 23; Hypothetica 
8.7.17, 19. Similarly the phrase .cK~iJptOV bE. 
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(Jll~clOV, and follows with consecutio (signa derived from subse
quent behaviour). 

Cic.lnv. 1.48 classifies the signum as a subdivision of the proba
bile (cf. s.v. ctKOC;). It is defined as something perceived by one of 
the senses which also signifies something which seems to follow 
from it. His examples are blood, flight, paleness, dust etc. (cf. Cic. 
Part. 39, 114 discussed under the crracnc;, coniectura). That a 
signum must be perceived by one of the senses is a restriction in the 
definition not present, for example, in Aristotle. At 1.81 Cicero dis
cusses the refutation of a signum. 

Dionysius of Halicamassus praises Lysias for his ability to dis
tinguish 1:0. crll~cla left behind by the actions and to elevate them to 
the status of 1:cK~"pta (Lys. 19, p.31,5-8 U._R.).114 The crll~cla 
may refer to indications left at the scene of the crime (e.g. blood, 
etc.) and 1:cK~"pta to (necessary) proofs constructed by argumenta
tion based upon the (J1l ~cla. At Is. 15 (p.113, 16-17) (J1l ~cla are 
coupled together with 1:cK~"pta and £A.cyX0t. 

Quint. Inst. 5.9 classifies three kinds of £V1:cXVOt proofs, namely, 
signa (= (Jll~cla), argumenta (similar to tv9u~,,~a1:a in the Aris
totelian sense) and exempla (= 1Capa8dy~a1:a). He argues against 
the Aristotelian notion of classifying signa under the argumenta. 
Signa are divided into those necessary (1:cK~"pta), and those not 
necessary (either clxo1:a or dubia). The dubia need the support of 
argumenta. 

Phld. Rh. 1.285 S. speaks of 1:a UA1l91i (Jll~cla and contrasts 
these with Ev9u~,,~a1:a (in the sense of arguments from probabil
ity), see s.v. Ev96~1l~a. At Rh. 1.369 S. he lists crll~clOV together 
with clXOC; and 1:cK~"PtOv as the £V1:cXVOt proofs, see s.v. clXOC;. 

C;OA01KUi'.l(l<; 

The opposite of a figure (crx1i~a), i.e. the unnatural use of a 
group of words in a way that harms the effect of the prose. IIS For 

114 This paraphrase is based on Usher's translation in the Loeb series. Perhaps, however, 
we should translate 'ro. aTH.l.sla 'ro. napcn6~cva 'rOtC; npa.y~aal more generally as 
"the al1~C:ta (indications) attendant upon the matters." Might then Dionysius have 
been thinking of Lys. 4.12 (U~HD 0' oaov UV eYEvc:'ro al1~C:tov 'ro(mp npoc; 'ro 
OOKctV UA1181i AEycLV <jmy6v'roc; e~oi) 'rllV ~a.aavov, 'roaoi)'rov t~oi 'rC:K~"PlOV 
yc:vEa8at on au 'Vc:uoa~al ... )? 

115 This is the defmition generally used by the rhetorical theorists cited here. The terms 
pap~apta~6c; and aOAOtKLa~6c; were, however, sometimes used interchangeably, 
see s.v. ~ap~apt01l6c;. 
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discussion see Quint. Inst. 1.5.34-54; D.H. Th. 24 (p.362,13-16 U.
R.), cf. Th. 33 (p.381,6 U.-R.), 37 (p.389,7-10); Alex. Fig. 1.1; cf. 
Diog.Bab. Stoic. Fr. 24. For comments on Philodemus' discussion 
see s.v. ~ap~aptC>JlOe;. 

o"U"{Kpun<; 
I. This involves the presentation of a parallel casel item which may be 

compared in some detail with the subject in hand in order to show 
how the one is better, worse, or equal to the other. 

Among the Latin authors there are several passages which seem 
related to cruYKpl<He;. Rhet.Her. 2.6 lists conlatio as a form of 
argumentation to be used in the cr'tU(He; called coniecturalis (C>'tOX
acrj.lOe;) providing several specific loci. Quint. I nst. 9.2.100-101 
discusses comparatio in the context of figures (c>xTtj.la'ta), but 
prefers not to consider it a figure. 116 Quintilian mentions that both 
Celsus and Visellius regarded it as a figure, and in this connection 
also mentions Rut.Lup. 2.16 (dv'ti9E'tOV). Rutilius Lupus' first two 
examples of aV'ti9E'ta are certainly cast in the form of C>DYKPi
crEte;. 

Faults in comparisons (vitiosa in conparandis rebus) are listed in 
Rhet.Her. 2.45. [Longin.] 4.2 cites an example of crUYKptcrte; from 
the historian Timaeus which he considers representative of 'to 
\JfDXPOV (frigidity). Timaeus compares the time it took Alexander 
the Great to conquer Asia with the time Isocrates took to compose 
his Panegyricus (10 years). Ps.-Longinus mocks this as if the ter
tium comparationis is dvbpEia. The question here is what Timaeus 
intended to communicate by the comparison, and why Ps.-Longinus 
thought that it was so obviously frigid. Timaeus' comparison strikes 
us as funny and it is possible that such exaggerated humour was 
considered obviously out of place in history. 

Theon Prog. ii, p.108,3-15 Sp. discusses cruYKptcrle; as one of the 
'tonol for ai5~"crle;, cf. Cic. Part. 55 (similitudines) and Quint. Inst. 
8.4.9-14 (comparatio). This is the same as the abstract argumenta
tive 'tonoe; in Arist. Rh. 2.23.4-5; Cic. Top. 23, 68-71 (ex compara
tione); de Orat. 2.172; Part. 7 (rerum contentiones); Quint. Inst. 
5.10.86-93, cf. 6.3.66. It is categorised into three classes: compari
son with greater, lesser, or equal. 

116 On the text see M. Winterbottom, Problems in Quintilian (University of London Insti
tute of Classical Studies; Bulletin Supplement 25, 1970) 161. 
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A somewhat less abstract approach to cr()'YKPtcrt~ is provided in 
Theon's chapter on crUYKPtcrt~ as a separate progymnasmatic exer
cise, comparing 'to ~EAnov and 'to XEtpOV (Prog. ii, p.112,19ff 
Sp.). He distinguishes comparison of persons and matters, and indi
vidual entities and classes of objects. Lists of'torcot (without using 
that term) are provided on npocrrorca and rcpCty~a'ta (cf. similar lists 
in Quint. Inst. 5.10.23-52). The comparison of good and wicked 
men is treated as a rcpoyu~vacr~a by Quint. Inst. 2.4.21. In this 
context one should compare Plutarch's Vitae Parallelae. D.H. cites 
examples of cr\)YKpi()Et~ from Isocrates (lsoc. 17; Dem. 17) and 
Demosthenes (Dem. 21). 

For a New Testament example cf. Ep.Hebr. 1-2 (comparison 
between the son of God and angels). 

For a specific kind of ()UYKPtcrt~ see S.v. avnrcapa~oAit. 

II. = av'tavCtKAa()t~ (see s.v.). 

Cfl)~l)'Yia 

I. An argument based on cognate words, Arist. Rh. 2.23.2 (~K 'troY 
6~oirov rc'trocrEroV); Cic. de Orat. 2.167 (coniuncta); Top. 12 and 
38 (coniugatum/ coniugatio); Quint. Inst. 5.10.85 (coniugatum -
disapprovingly). The Greek term is first mentioned in this sense at 
Cic. Top. 12 and 38. See also the related concept, ~'t\)~oAoyia. 

II. = ~nE~\)Y~EVOV (see s.v.). 

CfUJlfJOAOV - see s.v. aAATlYOpia I. 

Cfl)Jl1tAOKft - see s. v. KOt VO'tll~. 

Cfl)va9p01CfJlO<; 
The bringing together of various things (words or phrases) in a list 
(using acruv8E'tOV), Rut.Lup. 1.2, cf. Cic. Part. 122 (coacerva
tiO).1l7 This corresponds to Quint. [nst. 8.4.27, who notes that it 
involves the bringing together of various things which do not all 
concern the same matter. Similar is Alex. Fig. 1.9, where it is an 
argument (KE<pCtAatOv) constructed by bringing together various 
events or possible events. Arist. Rh. 3.24.2 classifies this kind of 
argument as a fallacious ~VeU~ll~a (napa 'tllV AE~tv). 

117 The term coacervatio is used by Aq.Rom. Fig. 6 of crUVU8pOHJ!l6<; (cf. Alex. Fig. 
1.17). 
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LDvaepOtcr~o<; is classified by [Longin.] 23.1 as one form of 
1tOAU1t"Conov together with ~£"Ca~oAij ll. (with which it seems 
closely related), and KAi~a~y8 All three are said to be mlvD 
a:yO)vtG"Ct KU. 

(juva<tU~la - see s.v. 1tOADGUVb£"Cov. 

[(juvt~tu'YJltvov] - see s.v. E1t£S£D'y~EVOV. 

(jUVtK()OITt 

Rhet.Her. 4.44-45 speaks of intellectio as the whole for a part, or 
part for a whole, cf. Cic. de Orat. 3.168; Quint. Inst. 8.6.19-22. It 
has more scope in poetry than prose. See also S.v. av"Covo~acria and 
EAA£t\jlt<;. 

(jUVe~(jl<; - (as a figure of speech) see s.v. KOtVO"CTl<;. 

(jUVOIK~iro(jl<; 

The bringing of things not normally associated with each other (e.g. 
opposites) into a positive relation, Rut.Lup. 2.9. Rutilius states that 
this has great force, for example, by portraying vice out of praise 
and vice versa, cf. Quint. Inst. 9.3.64. At Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 
3.1 it is presented as a summary feature of encomia. This, however, 
seems odd and, given the generally problematic nature of the text, 
may be considered suspect. 

O"uV'toJlia 
"Conciseness." Arist. Rh. 3.6 discusses "Co OYKOV and its opposite 
GDV'to~ia as an attribute of AE~t<;. Conciseness is helped by the use 
of one defining word instead of a description or definition, placing 
an attributive adjective between the article and the noun (instead of 
repeating the article with the adjective), and using ucruvb£'tov. 
Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 22.3-7 discusses lengthening (~TlKUVo)), 
abbreviating (~pUXDAOYEo)) and measuring (~EcrO)<; AEy£tV, the 
mean) one's discourse. The methods for conciseness are similar to 
Aristotle, cf. TheonProg. ii, p.84,5-17 Sp. on crDv"Co~iu KU"CU "Citv 
AE~tv with respect to the btijYTl~U. 

118 But see the note on the text at this point, s.v. 1tOAl)'l1:1:U)1;OV. 
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Rhet.Her. 4.68 discusses brevitas as the figure of conciseness in 
the narration of a succession of events. Quint. Inst. 4.2.42, under the 
discussion of the narratio, mentions the fact that some Greeks dis
tinguish between the circumcisa (cnJVTOIl0<;) and the brevis exposi
tio, the former being free of superfluous matter, the latter possibly 
omitting necessary matter. Quintilian may be referring to the dis
tinction made in Tryph. Trop. 2.8-9 between C)uVTOlliu which refers 
to speech containing the necessary elements themselves (cf. Theon 
Prog. ii, p.83,14-18 Sp. on auv'tollia), and ~pax6't1l<; which is a 
short statement containing a message beyond the literal text itself, 
as in apothegms (cf. £1l<Paat<;), cf. Demetr. Eloc. 7-9, 241-43, and 
perhaps Thphr. Fr. 695-96 FHS&G (= D.H. Lys. 6 and Demetr. 
Eloc. 222). Trypho's distinction is, however, more closely paral
leled in Quint. Inst. 8.3.82-83 where ~paxuAoyia is distinguished 
from £1l<pa(Jt<;. 

Demetr. Eloc. 103, 137-38 and 253 discusses (Juv'tollia in rela
tion to IlEYUAOn:PEn:it<;, YAa<pupa and bEtVit EPllllvEia respec
tively. ~An:oatCon:ll(Jt<; (see s.v.) is introduced as a particular form of 
(JUV'tOlliu. [Longin.] 42 discusses excessive (Juv'tollia, which he 
terms" ayav 'tll<; <ppaaEro<; (JuYKon:ll, as a stylistic fault. 

For brevity (Juv'tollta/ brevitas) as a possible reason for the use 
of metaphors, see s.v. IlE'ta<popa. For brevitas as a device used in 
jesting see Quint. Inst. 6.3.45-46. For methods of prolonging or 
abbreviating discourse see Theon Prog. ii, p.75,16-19 Sp. (of the 
llu8o<;), p.83,14-84,17 (of the btllYlllla), p.l03,28-104,15 (of the 
xpEia). 

See also Cic. de Drat. 3.202 (distincte concisa brevitas) and 
Drat. 139 (brevitas). Dionysius of Halicamassus praises concise
ness (~pax6't1l<;) in Lysias at Lys. 5 and in Demosthenes at Th. 55 
(p.417,19 U.-R.). At Dem. 58 he discusses ~paxuAoyia and 
n:AEovaaIl6<; in Demosthenes. 

The fact that discussion on conciseness as a figure is often con
nected to narration is reflected in the fact that many theorists con
sider conciseness as one of the virtues of the narratio in a speech. 
See Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 30.4-5, 8-9; Rhet.Her. 1.14; Cic.lnv. 
1.28; de Drat. 2.326-28; Theon Prog. ii, p.83,14-84,17 Sp.; Quint. 
Inst. 2.31-32, 40-51, cf. D.H. Lys. 18 (p.30,2-3 U.-R.). Arist. Rh. 
16.4 denies that conciseness is a virtue of the narratio (btilYllat<;), 
substituting 'to IlE'tpiro<; (the mean). Cic. Part. 19 mentions brevitas 
as a stylistic virtue. 
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O'uvroVUJ11U 
I. Arist. Rh. 3.2.7 briefly notes that whilst ambiguous words are use

ful to the sophist, synonyms are useful to the poet. The use of syn
onyms is further discussed in Rhet.Her. 4.38 (interpretatio); Theon 
Prog. ii, p.129,13-14; p.130,l-5 Sp. (termed rcoAurovuJ.du and 
explained as a possible cause of obscurity) and Alex. Fig. 2.6. See 
also s.v. rcAcOVUO"JlOt;. 

ll. = 8tcscuYJlgyOY (see s.v.). 

O'XTtp,U 
Figure, i.e. the unnatural use of more than one word (as distinct 
from one word only, cf. s.v. -rporcOt;) in a recognizable way to pro
duce a certain effect. Contrast O"OAOtKtO"JlOt;. For discussion of def
inition see Rhet.Her. 4.18 (end); Quint. Inst. 9.1-9.2.5; 9.3.1-5; 
Alex. Fig. 1.1-2. 

The earliest extant work to separately discuss figures is Rhet.Her. 
who separates figures of speech (verborum exornationes) from fig
ures of thought (sententiarum exornationes). This work includes 
tropes under figures of speech, cf. §§4.42-46. 119 The O"xfiJlu is dis
tinguished from the -rp6rcot; in Phld. Rh. 1.164 S., although 
Philodemus' only examples of what should fall under O"XllJlU-CU are 
the discussion of rccpi08ot, KWAU, and KOJlJlU-rU (1.164-65 S.). Fig
ures of speech are mentioned at Rh. 1.372 S .. D.H. Dem. 48 
(p.234,11 U.-R.) distinguishes O"XllJlu-ru from -rporcot.120 In fact, 
Rhet.Her. appears to be the only author under consideration here 
who clearly classifies tropes under figures of speech. 

Going by the Latin "translation" of Gorgias the Younger's work 
ncpi O"Xl1Jlu-crov (= Rut.Lup.), we may conclude that the figures 
here were not categorised into figures of thought as opposed to 
speech. Nevertheless, almost all theorists from this time and thereafter 
divide figures into these two common categories, see [Longin.] 16-
29;121 Demetr. Eloc. 263-71;122 Cic. Top. 34; cf. de Drat. 3.200-208; 

119 Compare Quint. Inst. 9.1.2 who mentions that C. Artorius Proculus, a theorist from the 
Republican period, (among others) included tropes among figures. 

120 The term crxfi~a is frequently used of figures in his writings, although crXT\~ancr~6c; 
(see s.v.) is also used as a synonym. 

121 The distinction is made at 8.1 and, although not mentioned again in the extant text, 
does serve as an ordering principle in § § 16-29. 

122 The division is made in the discussion of each style, but is most clear in the discussion 
of £p~TJvEia OEtVTt §§263-71. 
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Orat. 134-39; Brut. 69; 123 Caecilius Fr. 50; D.H. Dem. 39 
(p.212,l0-13 U.-R.). 

At Inst. 9.1.4-9 Quint. correctly admits that there is a certain flu
idity between tropes and figures, and between figures of speech and 
figures of thought. At Inst. 9.1.22ff he argues against those Greeks 
who include the various emotions as figures, or such things as per
suasion, threat, entreaty, or excuse. Quintilian, as most theorists, 
divides his discussion into figures of speech and figures of thought. 
The figures of speech are further divided into: 

1) grammatical figures (loquendi ratio) 
2) figures of addition 
3) figures of omission 
4) figures of similitude/ contrast 

This division is common in later Greek theorists, but also found as 
early as Ps.-Plu. Vit.Hom. (second century AD).124 This would sug
gest that Quintilian has borrowed the division from another earlier 
Greek rhetorical theorist. Cornelius Celsus apparently divided his 
discussion of figures into three categories, those of speech, thought, 
and colour (see Quint. Inst. 9.1.17-18). 

Alex. Fig. 1.1-2 also admits that it is not easy to distinguish fig
ures from tropes and figures of speech from figures of thought. He 
distinguishes the trope as that which makes a virtue (apE'tll) out of 
one word (its opposite being the ~ap~aptO"Il0C; which makes a 
KaKla). The figure is a KOO"llllcnC; with more words, its opposite 
being the O"OAOtKtO"Il0C; which provides aKoCJllla. He explains the 
difference between figures of speech and figures of thought by 
arguing that a change of words or word order dissolves the figure of 
speech but not the figure of thought (since the matter or meaning of 
the words remains the same). This explanation of the difference can 
already be found in Cic. de Orat. 3.200. 

Alexander goes on to rebut the views of some (Apollodorus? cf. 
Quint. Inst. 9.1.10-13) who argue that there is no such thing as a 

123 The distinction between tropes and figures is made at Brut. 69 and (without using 
technical terms) de Orat. 3.149 and Orat. 134. 

124 Ps.Plu. describes the categories as follows: 1) 'to. KU'to. 1tA80VUcr/.16v (Vit.Hom. 28), 
under which category also fall 'to. KU'to. ~VUAAUyilv (Vit.Hom. 30), 2) 'to. KU'to. 
gVOElUv At~cCO<; (Vit.Hom. 39),3) aAAoicom<; (Vit.Ham. 41). The book is dated to the 
latter half of the second century by its most recent editor, J. F. Kindstrand (Leipzig: 
B. G. Teubner, 1990). 
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figure of thought since all thought contains some kind of form 
(O"X11JlU) given that the soul is constantly on the move. Alexander 
distinguishes between that form which is according to nature (KU1'U 
CPU()t v), and that which is not. In the latter case only, are we con
fronted with a figure. A similar argument against the separate exis
tence of figures of speech is refuted. 

o"x l1Jlat1O"J.lC)<; 
D.H. Compo 8 uses the term fairly broadly to refer to ways of fitting 
together KCOAU, but also speaks ofaXllJlUnO"Jloi 1'11<; AE~ECO<; and 
1'11<; 8tuvoiu<; (figures of speech and of thought), cf. Compo 22 
(p.98,1 U.-R.); 23 (p.120,5); Dem. 39 (p.212,l0-11); Pomp. 6 
(p.247,19-20). 

'tUC;l<; 
I. A term used by Rut.Lup. 2.20 to designate the figure involving the 

isolation and clear notation of but one matter when a group of 
things has been collectively mentioned. 

II. "The structural ordering of a sentence," cf. Demetr. Eloc. 229. 
Quint. [nst. 7.1.1 defmes the term ordo as recta quaedam collocatio 
prioribus sequentia adnectens. It is discussed at 9.4.23-32 and 
includes discussion of UO"UV8E1'OV, naturalis ordo (= cpUGtKTt 1'(i~t<;, 
cf. Demetr. Eloc. 199-200; D.H. Compo 5) and U1tEPPU1'OV. Ordo is 
distinguished from iunctura (discussed at [nst. 9.4.32-44) which 
concerns what the Greeks called apJloviu (cf. D.H. Comp.).125 

It is impossible to say what Cic. de Drat. 3.207 may have meant 
by ordo, cf. Quint. [nst. 9.3.91. 

'taU'tOAoyia 
See s.v. avu8i1tAo)O"t<; II. The term is used in the negative sense of 
"tautology" at D.H. Compo 23 (p.117,9 U.-R.); Ph. Congr. 73 who 
calls it 1'0 cpuuA61'u1'oV d8o<; of JlUKPOAOyiu, and Quint. [nst. 
4.2.43, cf. Plu. 2.504d. 

'tEKJ.1ftP10V 
I. [Arist.] Rh.Al. 9 defines it as an inconsistency in fact or word 

detected in one's opponent (this is the same as Aristotle's 22nd 
[abstract] KOtvO<; 1'61to<;, Rh. 2.23.23). 

125 See R. D. Anderson, A.ncient Rhetorical Theory and Paul (rev. ed.; Leuven: Peeters, 
1999) 81-3. 
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II. Arist. Rh. 1.2 and Quint. Inst. 5.9.3-7 define it as a necessary 
cr'llJlEtOV (see s.v. cr'llJlEtOV for further information). 

't01tO<;-

"Place" or "source." See, for example, Demetr. Eloc. 136-62 
where the various Tonol (i.e. sources) for at xaplTE~ are given. 
Whilst -ronol were supplied for all manner of subjects in rhetorical 
theory, the term came to be used in several distinct ways. 

I. Tonol of virtues and vices, cf. Quint. Inst. 2.4.22-23 (as npoyuJl
vacrJlaTa); 5.10.20; Phld. Rh. 1.226 S .. In Cic. de Drat. 3.106-107 
Crassus distinguishes between loci communes i) concerned with 
certain vices and offences, whether magnifying or deprecating them 
or also appealing for mercy; ii) disputationes de universo genere in 
utramque partem which in context can only be a reference to 
e~crEl~ (see below sub. IV.). The subjects envisaged concern virtue, 
duty, equity, good, dignity, utility, honour, etc .. Crassus continues 
with a digression on philosophical oratory (de Drat. 3.109-25) 
wherein he describes the two kinds of e~()El~ (consultationes) , 
those ad cognoscendum (which are further analysed in terms of 
cr-ra()El~) and those ad agendum (de Drat. 3.118) which concern the 
various virtues and vices. 

II. Tonol as methods of ai5~'ll()l~ (see s.v. ai5~'ll()l~). 
ill. Tonol of argumentation. These kinds of -ronol are discussed in var

ious ways. The sources frequently make use of the designations spe
cific and common -ronol, but these terms are not always used in the 
same way. KOl val TonOl are of course more broadly applicable 
than specific -ronal, but the way in which they are more broadly 
applicable varies. 

In terms of the way Tonal were generally dealt with we may dis
tinguish between the approach of philosophical rhetoric and school 
rhetoric. We begin with philosophical rhetoric. 

Aristotle distinguished between set treatments of particular sub
jects (i.e. specific -ronol), which he called db'll (cf. Rh. 1.2.20, out
lined for the three genres of rhetoric in Rh. 1.3-2.17), and (KOtval) 
-ronol. He used the term (KOlVOI) -ronol to refer to abstract argu
mentative patterns (e.g. if A is good, the opposite of A is bad), cf. 
Rh. 2.23-25; 126; Top .. 

126 On Aristotle's distinction between the KOlVU and the KOtval "Conal (not reflected in 
later tradition) see footnote 12 s.v. UI)~TJcrt<;. 
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Cicero, both in de Orat. 2.152, 160 and Top. 1-5 claimed to be 
going back to Aristotle's way of dealing with loci. Whilst the spe
cific system he outlines is not identical to that of Aristotle, the con
cern for abstract argumentative loci in general certainly is. In de 
Orat. 2.121-77 he deals broadly with loci. Whilst considering the 
special topics not worth mentioning, he makes an interesting dis
tinction between intrinsic and extrinsic loci, i.e. those related 
directly to the subject (2.164-72) and those not (2.162-63). Intrinsic 
loci conform to Aristotle's concept of KOl voi 'tonol, and are also 
termed argumentorum sedes ac loci (2.166). The latter (2.173) are 
loci based on the lin:xvol proofs.127 The same distinction is made in 
both Cicero's later works, the Topica and Part. 5-8. In fact the lists 
of intrinsic loci in de Orat. 2.164-72 and the Topica are essentially 
the same. The list in Part. 7 is clearly related.128 This tradition 
dividing a discussion of 'tonol into abstract argumentative patterns 
and commonplaces on lin~xvol proofs appears to be Peripatetic in 
origin, although it does not stem from Aristotle himself.129 The evi
dence of Part. 7 would suggest that Philo of Larissa took over this 
tradition in his rhetorical teaching. l3O 

Under the influence of Cicero, Quintilian included a list of 
abstract loci, clearly related to Cicero's intrinsic loci, in his loci 
argumentorum. His organisation of loci (see below) is thus a hybrid 
of philosophical and school rhetoric. 

As far as we can tell from the extant sources, school rhetoric 
commonly distinguished between a group of 'tonol which concerned 

127 Such loci are discussed in Quint. Ins!. 2.4.27-32 as part of his discussion of progym
nasmatic 8€CYct',;, see 1:ono',; IV .. 

128 Part. 7 contains two interpolations (bracketed text in most editions) listing loci iden
tical to those in Top. and de Drat. (the first interpolation containing the fIrst four loci, 
and then a complete list). After the interpolations a third list is presented which, 
although clearly related to the list from Top. and de Drat., is not identical. We may 
assume that this is the list originally belonging to the treatise. 

129 The organisation of the abstract 1:onot is also paralleled to a certain extent (indepen
dently of Cicero it seems) in the fourth century AD Peripatetic commentator and 
rhetor Themistius (in Boethius, De topicis differentiis, bk.2, see E. Stump, Boethius's 
De topicis differentiis [Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1978]). 

130 Although we do not know the precise source of the Partitiones, we do know that it 
stemmed from the Academy (Part. 139). Philo of Larissa is the only known Academic 
who took up the teaching of rhetoric. His Academic rival Antiochus of Ascalon does 
not appear to have taught rhetoric, cf. Cic. Brut. 315. The Academy itself as a philo
sophical school seems to have ended with Philo, cf. J. Glucker, Antiochus and the Late 
Academy (Hypomnemata 56; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978). 
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the sources of argumentation, and 'tonol which were more or less 
specifically related to certain kinds of cases. The latter group were 
divided among the various CJ"'tacrEl<; in judicial rhetoric. For deliber
ative rhetoric 'tonol concerning the n~AlKa KEq>aAulu were listed 
(cf. s.v. KEq>aAulov IlL), and for epideictic rhetoric 'tonol of praise 
and blame. 

The 'tonol concerning sources of argumentation are called the 
materia universa omnium argumentationum by Cic. Inv. 1.34 (they 
are termed loci at 1.44), and are subdivided into those loci concern
ing persona and those concerning negotii. This seems to have been 
a standard division, cf. Quint. Inst. 5.10.23-52; Theon Prog., ii, 
pp.113,2 - 114,6 Sp .. In general these loci provide a checklist of 
subject areas to be considered when thinking of arguments (e.g. for 
persona, a person's birth, age, sex, etc.). Cicero's list in de Inven
tione, however, also includes a short section of abstract argumenta
tive patterns along the lines of what he later called intrinsic loci. 
These loci are said to be adiunctum negotio (listed at Inv. 41-42). 
This fact would suggest that school rhetoric did not entirely neglect 
abstract argumentative 'tonol. However, such 'tonol do not appear 
to have received much emphasis, nor did they receive a separate 
place within the theory (in Inv. 41-42 they are merely one subdivi
sion of the source-loci concerning negotii). 

Quintilian's discussion of loci argumentorum differs somewhat 
from the above and represents a mixture of the more traditional 
rhetorical approach, with the philosophical approach adopted in 
Cicero's later treatises. Quintilian divides the loci argumentorum 
(which he distinguishes from the loci of virtues and vices) between 
those sources of arguments (sedes argumentorum) related to con
crete persons (e.g. birth, nationality, etc.) and matters (e.g. place, 
time, resources), and those loci communes which are common to all 
cases (i.e. removed from concrete persons and matters). The latter 
group are clearly the same kind of loci as Cicero's later intrinsic 
loci. The former, however, conform to the source-loci of school 
rhetoric. 

Lists of more specific loci related to the various kinds of oratory 
are provided in Rhet.Her. and Cic. Inv. under the section devoted to 
inventio. For judicial rhetoric Rhet.Her. 2.13-26 gives loci com
munes which are listed under the various other (J''taCJ"El<; with which 
they can be used. Cic. Inv. bk. 2 provides both loci specific to var
ious cases within the (J''tacrEl<; and loci communes which may be 
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applied to the (J'ta(Jl<; concerned. The loci communes are defined at 
Inv. 1.48-50 in the sense of ready-made arguments able to applied 
to many different cases. Quintilian places his discussion of loci 
specific to the various (J'ta(JE1<; under the section on dispositio 
('ta~l<;), Inst. 7.2-9. The discussion in Cic. Part. 34 .. 43 is placed 
under the confirmatio of a speech and is separate from the treat
ment of the five officia of rhetoric. For deliberative and epideictic 
rhetoric, loci are provided under the section on inventio in Cic. Inv. 
2.157-78; Rhet.Her. 3.3-7, 10-11; and in Quint. Inst. 3.7.7-28 (for 
epideictic 't6nol which he terms materia) and Inst. 3.8.22-25 (for 
the 'tEA1KU KEcpaAala of deliberative rhetoric which he calls partes 
suadendi and out of which loci arise, cf. 3.8.27). Cic. Part. places 
the loci for these genres of rhetoric under a discussion of Dno8£
(JE1<; (epideictic §§74-82, deliberative §§83-88). In addition, 't6nol 
for epideictic rhetoric are provided by Theon Prog. ii, pp.109,28 -
111,11 Sp .. 

Dionysius of Halicamassus also shows awareness of lists of 
'tonol, e.g. Lys. 15 p.25,13-19 U.-R. (cf. Compo 5, p.24,15-20) 
where a list of typical 'tonol is provided which is very similar to the 
list in Theon Prog. ii, p.78,16-20 Sp .. Both lists are introduced as 
(J'tolXEta (not 'tonol). Elsewhere Dionysius uses the term 'tono<; in 
the sense here under discussion, cf. Lys. 17 (p.29,6-8 U.-R.) and 
Amm. 1.11-12 (of 'tonol in Aristotle's treatise). 

PWd. Rh. 1.203 S. speaks of the 'tonal a philosopher would con
sult for refuting opponents. 

IV. The term 't6nol is also used in connection with 8£(JE1<;. Strictly 
speaking 8£(JE1<; are properly distinguished from Tonol in that a 
8£(Jl<; refers to a disputed matter whilst a 'tono<; concerns the 
magnification of an agreed-upon matter (cf. Theon Prog. ii, 
p.120,16-17 Sp.). But when 'tonol are presented pro and contra 
various subjects, a discussion of these pros and cons can be 
termed a 8£0"1<; (cf. Cic. de Drat. 3.107 of 'tonol concerning 
virtue, duty, etc. in the context of amplificatio; Quint. Inst. 2.4.27 
of 't6nol concerning the ll'tEXVOl proofs, in the context of a dis
cussion of 8£(JE1<; as npoyullva(Jlla'ta). Theon Prog. ii, p.69,1-6 
Sp. terms such topical 8£o"El<; used within a speech, 8E'ttKU 
KEcpaAulu. 

V. PWd. Rh. 1.170 S. mentions 'tonol which the writers of rhetorical 
treatises provide for composing metaphors. No such list is extant 
from the theorists under our purview here. 
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'tP01tO<; 
Trope, i.e. the figurative use of a single word (as distinct from sev
eral words, cf. S.v. O"XTtJlu). Contrast BupBuptITJlo<;;. For discussion 
of definition see Alex. Fig. 1.1; Quint. I nst. 6.1-3; 9.1.4-9. Quint. 
Inst. 6.1 mentions that there was little agreement among theorists as 
to their classification or number. He discusses tropes under two 
headings, those used for the expression of meaning, and those used 
for ornamentation. At Inst. 9.1.4-9 he correctly admits a certain flu
idity between tropes and figures. 

The extant discussion (the first part of the section is missing) of 
-rponot suitable to sublimity in [Longin.] 31-32 concerns only 
metaphors. Although Demetr. Eloc. discusses tropes separately 
from figures in connection with the four styles, he does not use the 
term -rpono<;; as a technical term. The term is used by Cic. Brut. 69; 
Phld. Rh. 1.l64ff S.; D.H. Dem. 48 (p.234,1l U.-R.); cf. -rpOntKU 
(sc. DVOJlU-rU) D.H. Compo 25 (p.124,14 U.-R.); 26 (p.137,7); 
Theon Prog. ii, p.8l,9-18 Sp.; -rponot at p.86.1. 

i)1tulluYT) 
I. = Jlc-rCOVUJltU (see s.v.). 

II. = Ent-rtJlllO"t<;; (see s.v.). 

i)1t~~ui p~(n<; 

Lit. "removal." The figure is effected when claims are made on 
behalf of someone or something, having admitted (and thus 
removed from purview) that another has a better claim. The ranking 
of someone or something else next to a well-known claimant effects 
persuasion. Alex. Fig. 1.7 offers the following example: "Zeus 
rules all things, but I rule men." 

i)1t~ppu'tOV 

This figure arises when certain words belonging together are gram
matically separated by another word or phrase that doesn't belong, 
e.g. Ep.Rom. 1.11, EnlnOe& yap 1.8clv uJlu<;;, tVU n Jlc-ru8& 
xaptO"JlU DJllv nVcUJlUnKOV (where n xaptO"JlU nVcUJlUnKOV 
belong together). Certain forms of uncpBu-rov are quite common in 
literary Greek, (e.g. when a verb is placed second to last in a clause, 
and a noun agreeing with some article or adjective earlier in the 
clause is placed after the verb, cf. the style of Ps.-Longinus who 
uses it so often that it becomes rather trite). Quint. Inst. 9.4.26 notes 
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that every sentence where the verb does not come last in sequence 
(in Latin) must contain some form of um:~pBu-rov. Apart from such 
standard forms of expression, u1mpBu-rov is normally considered 
poor use of language, leading only to ambiguity (cf. 
Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 25.1; Quint. Inst. 1.5.40;- 8.2.14). Its 
rhetorical use reflects deliberate planning for a particular reason. 
[Longin.] 22 states that it reflects great emotional struggle. The 
audience's difficulty in grasping the statement reflects the emo
tional tension of the speaker. Ps.-Longinus includes the stating of a 
reason (with yap) before the proposition it supports. Phld. Rh. 1.160 
S., in a difficult fragment, assumes that the use of u1tEpBu-rov is 
sometimes necessary. Why this may be so is not apparent. He also 
notes that some rhetorical theorists claim the overuse of u1tEpBu-rov 
(when not necessary) to be a fault. Rhet.Her. 4.18 states that it 
should be avoided unless it is elegant (concinna). At 4.44 he sug
gests its purpose lies in the ability to create suitable prose rhythm. 
Here, he terms it transgressio and divides it into perversio (transpo
sition of two words placed next to each other, = uvucHpocpil, see 
s.v.) and transiectio (transposition occuring over a longer distance). 
The same twofold distinction is made by Quint. Inst. 8.6.65 and 
Alex. Fig. 2.24. Both authors suggest that u1tEpBu-rov properly 
refers to a transposition over a greater distance (thus excluding 
uvucr-rpOcpil).131 Alexander includes an example of parenthesis (see 
s.v. 1tupEv9EO"t<;) under u1tEpBu-rov (generically considered), cf. 
Fig. 2.25.132 

Dionysius of Halicamassus discusses u1tEpBu-rov in Thucydides 
at Th. 31 (pp.377,19 - 378,5 U.-R.), cf. 52 (p.412,10). It is mentioned 
at Cic. de Drat. 3.207 (verborum concinna transgressio). See also 
Quint. Inst. 8.6.62-67. 

iJ1t~ pflo A:it 
"Hyperbole. " 

Anaximen.Lampsac. Rh. 11.4-5 treats of the u1tEpBoATt as a pos
sible source for the composition of yvro/lUt (see s.v.). 

131 Of interest is Philo's use of lJ1l:EpBa.6v in de mut.nom. 13 (p.580 M.) where he 
applies the figure to argue for an impossible interpretation of Exodus 6.3. See also 
Plin. Ep. 8.7. 

132 Compare Origen's exegesis of EpRom. 1.13-15 where he argues that Paul uses the 
figure of u1tEpBa.6v when he parenthetically inserts the clause: Kai €KWAU81lv liXPt 
TOU OEUPO (comm. in Rom. fr. 4 Ramsbotham). 
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Arist. Rh. 3.11.15 deals briefly with hyperboles as metaphors. He 
is careful to speak of approved hyperboles. They are described as 
characteristic of youth (j..1c:puKtffi8c:te;) for they demonstrate vehe
mence (crcp08po'tT)e;) and are thus mostly used when one is angry. 
They are not suitable in the mouths of older men. Aristotle mentions 
the common practice of adding a short apology for using a urcc:p
~oAit (Rh. 3.7.9, cf. Quint. Inst. 8.3.37). Demetr. Eloc. 124-27 (cf. 
161-62, 182-86) divides hyperbole into three categories, comparison 
of likeness (e.g. "to run like the wind"), of superiority ("whiter 
than snow"), or an impossibility ("her head was fastened to the 
sky"). But Demetrius adds that every hyperbole is impossible and is 
therefore the most frigid way of speaking of all. It is defmitely not 
recommended! At §286 he suggests it is poetical. 

Although the Aristotelian tradition seems to have been fairly neg
atively disposed to the use of hyperbole, Strabo indicates that he 
considered it a customary rhetorical feature. He says of Posidonius 
(in praise of mines) that he OUK urc£XC:1:Ut Tfte; cruvit8oue; 
pT)'topc:iue;, aAAu cruvc:veoucn(i -CUte; urcc:p~OAUte; (3.2.9).133 Its 
acceptability is also reflected in rhetorical theorists. [Longin.] 38 (it 
is mentioned in passing at §5) treats it as something that can be sub
lime but should not be overdone.134 It is at its best when it passes 
unnoticed, and is best used in conjunction with some great dramatic 
circumstance. Two fine examples are given, Th. 7.84 and Hdt. 
7.225. Despite what is said in these passages, Ps.-Longinus cor
rectly maintains that both examples are believable. He adds that it is 
only the tragic nature of the situations described that enable one to 
get away with such hyperbole. 

Rhet.H er. 4.44 (superlatio) defines hyperbole as speech that exag
gerates the truth either for the purpose of amplification or denigra
tion (this definition is found verbatim in the Greek tradition at 
Tryph. Trop. 2.1, cf. Cic. Top. 45; de Orat. 2.267). He notes that it 
can either be used on its own (i.e metaphorically) or with conparatio 
(i.e. as a simile, e.g. "his body was as white as snow"). Conparatio 

133 "He did not abstain from rhetorical custom, but was inspired with hyperboles." 
134 At §9.5 he praises an exaggerated hyperbole in Homer (II. 5.770-72). This is proba

bly in connection with his treatment of the second source of sublimity, "Co <Hp08pov 
Kat 8v8ol)(nacrnKov, which probably began in the lacuna at 9.4. As noted above, 
Aristotle had already suggested that hyperbole exhibits crcp08poTllC;. Given that Long
inus is at this point dealing at some length with Homer, his praise of such excessive 
hyperbole should probably not be interpreted to mean that he approved of this in 
prose. 
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is further subdivided into comparisons of equality and superiority. 
At 4.67 hyperbole (here termed exsuperatio) is described as one 
kind of significatio (cf. s.v. EJ!<PU(n~). 

Quint. Inst. 8.4.29 notes that U1CC;p~OA:ft is sometimes regarded as 
a method of amplificatio (ui5~Tlcr1.~), though his own discussion is 
located under tropes (Inst. 8.6.67-76). Here he classifies hyperboles 
as either (simply) going beyond the facts, or constructed in the form 
of a similitudo, comparatio, signum or metaphor. Quintilian admits 
that every hyperbole goes beyond what is credible and advises 
restraint. He notes that it is best used when the subject dealt with 
surpasses what is natural/ normal. Quint. Inst. 6.3.67 (cf. 8.6.74) 
discusses U1CC;P~OA:ft as a trope in connection with jesting, as does 
Cic. de Orat. 2.267. It is further mentioned at Cic. Orat. 139; de 
Orat. 3.203 and D.H. Lys. 3 (p.10,17 U.-R.). 

For possible Pauline examples see Ep.Gal. 1.8; 1 Ep.Cor. 13.1. 

\mo9f:(n~ - see S. V. 9Ecr1.~. 

\mo'['61trom~ - see S. V. 81.U'tU1Co)cr1.~. 

\moqmpa 
I. For u11o<popa as rhetorical question(s) immediately answered by the 

speaker himself, see S.V. btc;pcO'tTlcr1.~ . 
. II. The term u1to<popa (together with its correlative uv901to<popa) 

could also refer to possible objections from opponents stated in non
question form. These two terms are so used in Ps.-Hermogenes' 
discussion of Kc;<paAU1.U (Inv. 3.4, cf. Fortunat. Rh. 2.27). A 
KC;<pUAU1.0V (in the sense of an argumentative locus such as those 
listed under the various crTacrC;1.~) derived from (possible or known) 
objections from opponents is organised into a four-part structure: i) 
1tpo'tucr1.~ (introductory statement: e.g. "perhaps this argument will 
come from the adversaries"), ii) u1to<popa (a short statement of the 
argument itself), iii) UV't1.1tpo'tucr1.<; (introductory statement to the 
refutation), iv) UV9011o<popa or AUcrt<; (the refutation). 

See also S. V. uv901to(po pa. 
III. A different tradition is preserved in Ruf.Rh. 39 where a u1to<popa is 

defined in terms of the speaker suggesting a certain thought and 
then refuting it. This is said to be appropriate to deliberative 
speeches. An UV90110<popa concerns the statement of a thought 
used by the the opponent, and is suited to judicial speeches. 
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cpuv'tuoiu 
[Longin.] 15.1 defines it as: o1"av a A£yct~ un' EvSouatacrJ.l0u Kai 
1t(iSou~ BA£nctv oOKfl~ Kat un' O\jltV nSfl~ 1"Ot~ ax060uatv.135 

The speaker thus speaks as if he is seeing and experiencing at that 
moment what he is describing. Ps.-Longinus adds that in rhetoric 
the purpose is Evapycta (vividness). In §15.8-12 he treats of the 
rhetorical cpav1"acria. His examples show him to be getting at the 
use of powerfully descriptive examples in one's argument (he uses 
the words EvaYcOVta Kai ~J.l1[aSil). It is not the use of a descriptive 
example as such, but one with cpav1"acria, where the speaker paints 
a vivid picture placing himself in the very situation he is describing. 
The listener is dragged along from the mere point of persuasion into 
the fantasy. At § 15.1 he notes that others use the term doroAonotla 
instead of cpav1"acria. 

See also Quint. Inst. 6.2.29-36; cf. 9.2.33; 12.10.6. 

1. UPUKtl1 pUfJ.lC1C; 

"Characterisation. " 
I. A bodily description of someone, useful either for the purpose of 

designating him, or to represent someone with grace, Rhet.Her. 4.63 
(effictio). Bodily descriptions could also be used to poke fun, cf. 
Cic. de Grat. 2.266 who terms this imagines. Related to Cicero's 
term is d,KovtcrJ.l6~ noted by Tryph. Trop. 2.6 as a synonym of 
xapaK1"l1ptaJ.l6~, which he also defmes in terms of a description of 
bodily characteristics. 136 

II. Rut.Lup. 2.7 describes xapaK1"l1ptcrJ.l6~ as follows: Quem ad 
modum pictor coloribus figuras describit, sic orator hoc schemate 
aut vitia aut virtutes eorum, de quibus loguitur, deformat. It is thus 
the description of the virtues or vices (i.e. the character) of particu
lar people. 

III. The term could apparently also refer to virtues and vices described 
abstractly (if Seneca has not confused two related concepts). Sen. 
Ep. 95.65 stated that descriptio (i.e. signa et notas) cuiusque virtutis 
et vitii was called by some xapaK1"l1ptcrJ.l6~, by Posidonius 
llSoAoyia. It is clear that this latter definition comes very close to 
11 Sonot'La I. 

135 "When you, under inspiration and emotion, seem to behold what you are saying and 
place it before the eyes of your hearers." 

136 For the relation of Tryph. Trap. and Rhet.Her. at this point, see s.v. o!loico<H~. 
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xaplEv't1(rJ.16~ 
Tryph. Trop. 2.22 defines it as a witty statement by which both the 
speaker and hearer are relaxed or put in a good humour, cf. Theon 
Prog. ii, p.99 Sp. where one of the twelve ct()ll of the Xpdu is 
KU-CU xaptcvncrJl6v. Demetr. Eloc. 128 describes the YAuqmpa 
style in general as A6yoc, xuptcvncrJloc, Kat tAup6c,. §§128-89 are 
devoted to an exposition of this style (§§ 128-35 concern -cu cl()ll 
'CCov xupi'Cwv, 136-62 Ot -c6not a<p' chv Ut Xapt-ccc" 163-72 concern 
the ycAolov and ()l(mJlJla, 173-78 A£~tC" 179-85 auv8c(nc" 186--89 
a related but faulty style). 

D.H.Isoc. 15 (p.77,1 U.-R.) speaks of -cmv 1tcpt6()wv 6 XUptcV
ncrJl6c, which should probably be interpreted as "the playfulness of 
his (i.e. Isocrates') periods." At Isoc. 12 (p.72,12-14 U.-R.) he 
states that every Xaptcv'CtaJl6c, is inappropriate to serious and diffi
cult situations, and inimical to arousing pity, cf. also Is. 20 
(p.123,10 U.-R.). 

For rhetorical jesting in general see Cic. de Orat. 2.216-89 and 
Quint. Inst. 6.3 (cf. 6.2.46-49). The Latin equivalent venustus 
(Quintilian uses the adjective) is treated at Quint. Inst. 6.3.18. It is 
mentioned in Cic. de Orat. 3.205 (ad hilaritatem impulsio) = Orat. 
138 (ut in hilaritatem risumve convertat), cf. 139 (hilaritas). 

xlE1)a(fJ.16~ 
"Mockery." Classified by Alex. Fig. 1.18 as a kind of ctpwvdu. It 
is defined in Anon. Poet.Trop. 21 in a way almost identical to 
crupKuaJl6c" cf. [Greg.Cor.] Trop. 16 (on crupKuaJl6c,).137 Compare 
D.H. Comp. 18 (p.83,19 U.-R.), although the term is not used here 
as a rhetorical figure. 

xpEia 
Demetr. Eloc. 170 argues that in certain contexts (e.g. loose parties) 
the ycAolov can take the place of the YVcOJlll and Xpciu. This is 
probably the earliest reference to the rhetorical Xpciu. Sen. Ep. 33.7 
notes that boys were expected to learn both sententiae (i.e. yvmJlat) 
and XP8at by heart. Theon Prog. ii, p.96,19-21 Sp. gives the fol
lowing careful definition: Xpdu tcr-ct crUV-COJloc, fLn6<paatC; 11 

137 A work attributed in the mss tradition to Trypho. The earliest ms is probably to be 
dated to the fourth century AD. This work together with Tryph. Trop. probably go 
back to original work of Trypho, the first century grammarian. See the edition of M. 
L. West, "Tryphon De Tropis," Classical Quarterly 15 [1965] 230-48. 
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1tpa~l<; ~E't' EUcr'tOXiu<; UVa<PEpO~EV'll d<; 'tl cbP1cr~EVOV 1tpocrco-
1tOV ft UVUAOYOUV 1tpocrcimcp.138 The Xpci.u is then distinguished 
from the yVcO~'ll and the U1tO~V'll~OVED~U. He goes on to divide the 
Xpciu into three YEV'll, those dealing with sayings (AOY1KUi), those 
dealing with actions (1tPUK'tlKUi), and those which are mixed.139 A 
number of subdivisions are also discussed. Exercises on XPElUt are 
discussed on pp.101-105 Sp .. These include retelling (U1tUYYEAiu), 
varied use of grammatical forms (KAlcr1<;), ~1tHPcOV'll~U, opposition 
from contrary considerations, expanding it or shortening it. On 
p.l04 a section is added on various methods of criticising a XPEiu 
(UVUcrKEDll). A final paragraph is added on 'ta~l<;. From here we 
understand that the full treatment ofaxpci.u includes a short intro
ductory sentence (1tp001~10V), the setting out of the Xpciu itself, 
and then various treatments on it. At this point UU~'llcr1<;, 1tUPEK~U-
0"1<; and ft9'll (?, cf. s.v. 1l901t01iu I.) are used. Quint. [nst. 1.9.3-5 
also briefly discusses this exercise. 

Endnote 

D.H. Dem. 40 (p.217,7-13 U.-R.) in describing the YAuqmpu ap~oviu 
notes that it makes use of those (poetic) figures which most move the 
crowds ('tu K1V'll'tlKcO'tU'tU 'tCDV 5XACOV). This comment would seem to 
give some indication of the popularity of artificial figures of speech 
among the kind of crowds that regularly attended orations in late first 
century Be Rome. 14o The figures listed in this category are: 1tap10"cO
O"E1<;, 1tUpO~OtcOcrE1<;, UV'tl9EcrEt<;, 1tapovo~acria, UV'tlO"'tpo<Pll, 
£7tuvu<popa, and aAAu 1tOAAU 'to1au'tu 1tOt'll'tlKTt<; Kat ~EA1KTt<; AE~ECO<; 
opyuva. They are elsewhere identified as Gorgianic figures, Th. 24. 

Such figures are considered by Demetrius (Eloc. 27-29, 154, 247, 
250) to be out of place in passages where forcefulness (OE1VO't'll<;) is 

138 "Xpziu is a short and intelligent statement or action referring to some definite person 
or the equivalent of a person." 

139 Theon gives the following example (from the first group) "Diogenes the philosopher, 
having been asked by someone how he might become famous, answered, 'by thinking 
least of reputation. '" 

140 If Dionysius means to refer to crowds attending orations in court - and that may be 
doubted - we should note that such courtroom crowds were to vanish later during 
imperial times (Tac. Dial. 39, cf. 19-20). But the reference may be to crowds gather
ing to hear epideictic declamations. The popularity of such artificial figures in first 
century Be Rome may be suitably compared with Gorgias' popularity in Athens some 
400 years earlier. 
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desired, or where emotion or characterisation is evoked (na911 KUt 11911). 
"Anger has no need of craft." Such figures may, however, produce 
charm (Xapt<;, §29, 154) and dignified bombast (OYKO<;, §247) and are 
said to work in conjunction with elevated vocabulary (j.lEYUA11yopiu, 
§29). As such, they may be considered suitable to the llEyuAonpE1t11<; 
style (cf. §77), and probably also to the YAuq>upa style (cf. §154, and 
Dionysius above), although they are not explicitly mentioned in the dis
cussion of either. Demetrius' considerations appear to be based upon an 
assessment of Aristotle's style. 

Similar views are expressed by Rhet.Her. 4.32 who virtually restricts 
these figures to epideictic oratory (cf. Cic. Part. 72; Quint. Inst. 8.3.11-
12), otherwise allowing only for a scattered use to brighten the style. 

Cicero's approach to such figures is less negative. His comments are 
to be found in several places in the Orator, and are therefore probably 
bound up with his defense against the attack on his style by the propo
nents of a narrow Lysianic Atticism. Cic. Drat. 37-38 describes these 
kind of figures as most suitable to epideictic oratory (broadly defined so 
as to include history) where they are openly used (at §65 far-fetched 
metaphors are also grouped with these figures and several other charac
teristics of sophistic oratory are mentioned). Use of such figures pro
vides concinnitas and may even provide prose rhythm naturally, without 
deliberately aiming for such (cf. Drat. 164-67). Cicero notes that they 
are much less common in judicial oratory and even then are concealed 
(Drat. 38), although at Drat. 165 and 167 he provides two examples 
from his works which are hardly concealed (Mil. 10 and Ver. 4.115)! At 
Drat. 107 he cites a portion of an early speech containing such figures 
and notes that it gained great applause upon delivery (S.Rosc. 72). 

Quintilian notes with disapproval how the kind of rhetorical display 
common in declamations found its way into the courts (cf. Inst. 4.3.2). 
He contrasts the concealed eloquence of former times with the ostenta
tion (iactatio) in the courts of his own day (/nst. 4.1.9). The kind of 
bombast common in the courts and its hearty reception by the crowds is 
aptly described in Inst. 12.8.3 and more dramatically in Plin. Ep. 2.14. 
Yet the background here is somewhat different from the days of Diony
sius of Halicamassus, being influenced by the activity of the dela
tores. 141 Quintilian himself cautions that when strong emotions are 
called for, artificial figures are quite out of place (/nst. 9.3.100-102). 

141 See M. Winterbottom, "Quintilian and the vir bonus," Journal of Roman Studies 54 
(1964) 90-97. 



INDEX OF LATIN RHETORICAL TERMS AND 
PHRASES 

This index only includes those tenns which are related to scope of this glossary, namely, 
those connected to methods of argumentation, figures and tropes. The Latin phrases in 
Cic. de Orat. 3.202-208 and Orat. 135-39 which are intended to point to a particular rhe
torical device have also been included and alphabetized according to the first word in the 
phrase. 

abscisio 24,42 coniugatio 111 
abusio 66 coniugatum 111 
adiunctio 50,52,60,83 coniunctio 50, 60 
adnominatio 93,103 coniunctum 111 
ad hilaritatem risumve convertat 126 conlatio 110 
ad propositum subiecta 14 conpar 90,98 
aetiologia 60 conparatio 123 
ambiguum 42, 82 conplexio 69 
ambitus 96, 100 consultatio 64, 117 
amplificatio 18,28,29,80,88,120,124 contentio 21,22 
anteoccupatio 104 continuatio 98-99, 100 
approbatio 28 continuatum 72 
argumentatio 57, 119 contrarium 15,47,49,99 
argumentum 15, 17,38, 108, 109, 118-19 conversio 22,54 
articulus 34,96,98 correctio 71 
aversio 25 credibile 37 
brevis expositio 113 definitio 84 
brevitas 113 delectatio 85 
causa 64 deminutio 20 
circuitus 101 demonstratio 43 
circumcisa expositio 113 denominatio 77 
circumductum 100 derisus 40 
circumitio 102 descriptio 34,40,125 
coacervatio 111 designatio 33 
collatio 79, 80 detractio 106 
commiseratio 18 digestio 70 
commoratio 53 digressio 85 
commun icatio 18 diiunctio 36 
commutatio 22 dinumeratio 23 
comparabile 37, 79 dissipatio 72 
comparatio 22,29, 110, 124 dissolutum 34 
complexio 17,36 disiunctio 36 
comprehensio 101 disizmctum 35,50,60 
con cessio 92 dissimulatio 39 
conclusio 17, 18, 99, 101 distributio 32, 33 
conduplicatio 18 dividat in partes 70 
con/essio 92, 104 divisio 32, 105 
con/ormatio 106 dubitatio 24 
congeries 29 dubium 109 
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effictio 
egressio 
emendatio 
enumeratio 
erroris inductio 
evidentia 
exclamatio 
exemplum 
exornatio 
expeditio 
expolitio 
exsecratio 
exsuperatio 
exsuscitatio 
fabula 
gradatio 
hilaritas 
illustre 
imago 
imitatio 
immutata oratio 
immutatio 
incisum 
incrementum 
inflexio 
inlusio 

79, 125 
86 

71, 104 
17,32 

25 
44 

25,41 
37,49,79,80,88,109 

114 
32 

33,48 
84 

41, 124 
49 

37, 78 
58 

126 
44 

79, 80, 125 
83 
15 
77 

69,99, 100 
29 
83 
34 

inlustris explanatio ... sub aspectum 
paene subiectio 35, 44 

insinuatio 89 
intellectio 112 
interpretatio 114 
interrogatio 51 
~n~ 39 
iudicatum 37, 67 
iunctura 116 
licentia 94 
locus 28,29, 80, 88, 105, 110, 118-20 
locus communis 28,34,44,117, 119-20 
locus proprius 28 
loquendi ratio 16 
membrum 69,96,98,99,100,101 
nominatio 82 
notatio 60 
occultatio 89 
oratio soluta 100 
oratio vincta atque contexta 100 
ordo 116 
parabola 80 
partitio 32, 36 
percursio 54 
permlsslO 
permutatio 
perversio 

54 
15 

18, 122 

praecisio 24 
praedictio 14, 104 
praemunitio 104, 105 
praeparatio 104 
praesumptio 104 
probabile 37 
pronominatio 23 
ratiocinatio 14,29, 56 
reditus ad propositum 29 
reduplicatio 18 
refutatio 41 
regressio 18 
relatio 20 
rellario 20 
rem dicendo subiciet oculis 35,44 
repetitio 19 
reprehensio 71, 104 
reticentia 24 
sententia 32, 99, 126 
sermocinatio 33,49, 52, 106 
significatio 41, 80, 82, 124 
signum 37, 108-109, 124 
simile 49 
similiter cadens 78, 79, 98 
similiter desinens 79, 98 
similitudo 15,37,42, 77, 79-81, 83, 88, 

110, 124 
similium 
subiectio 
suggestio 
superlatio 
traductio 
traiecto in alium 
transgressio 
transiectio 
transitio 
transitus 
translatio 
urbanitas 
ut ab eo quod agitur avertat animos 
ut aliquid relinquat ac neglegat 
ut aliquid reticere se dicat 
ut aliud alii tribuens dispertiat 
ut ante occupet quod videat opponi 
ut ante praemuniat 
ut in hi/m·itatem risumve convertat 
ut irrideat 
ut liberius quid audeat 
ut medeatur 
ut se ipse revocet 
venustus 
vox quaedam Libera atque etiam 

effrenatio augendi causa 

91 
51 
52 

123 
18,77 

73 
122 
122 
70 

55, 71 
76 
26 
25 
24 
24 
32 

104 
104 
126 

34 
94 
36 
29 

126 

94 
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LXXJd. 14.10-20 13 13.1 124 
13.11 54 

EvMatt. 26.48 23 2 Ep.Cor. 2.17 74 
EV.Marc. 2.27 22 3.12 94 

12.24 51 7.4 94 
EvLuc. 4.23 87 9.6 69 
ActAp. 17.28 67 9.8 103 
Ep.Rom. 1.11 121 Ep.Gal. 1.6-7 71 

1.13 20 1.8 124 
1.13-15 122 1.10 52 
1.24-32 53 1.12 102 
1.28-31 93 1.16 102 
1.31 78 2.6 90 
2.1 25 2.7 77 
3.1-9 52 2.8 90 
3.27-31 52 2.20a 91 
4.14 66 3.1 43 
5.3-5 58 3.4 71 
5.3b-4 50 4.9 71 
7.24 41 5.9 91 
8.29-30 58 Ep.Eph. 3.1,14 49 
8.34 71 5.22 - 6.9 32 
8.38-39 103 Ep.Phil. 1.21 20 
9.4-5 103 Ep.Tit. 1.12 31 
9.19ff 104 Ep.Philem.19 89 
10.14-15 58 EpHebr. 1 - 2 111 
11.19ff 104 6.10 20 
11.25 20 7.1-2 60 

1 Ep.Cor. 9.20 18, 103 9.9 87 
9.25 20 11.1 84 
10.1 20 11.19 87 
10.23 92 11.32ff 89 
12 78 EpJac. 3.4-5a 87 
12.28 23 1 Ep.Pet. 2.18 - 3.7 32 
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